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Section-1

Introduction, Methodology and Processes
1.1

Background

Local self-governance has been practiced in various communities of Nepal for centuries. Bheja, being
practiced in Magar community, Choho in Tamang community, Guthi in Newar community and
traditional Bhalmansa system in Kailali district, especially among Tharu community, are some
examples of such self-governance. The constitutional provision of self-governance was first provided
in the Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007. The government has since then made various efforts like
establishment of erstwhile Tribhuvan Village Council to translate the realization of decentralization
into practice. In this way, The Local Self-Governance Act, 1999 has made a great contribution to the
effort of developing the local bodies as local governments. The existing law clearly states that
provisions relating to local governance will be made on the basis of decentralization and devolution
of powers to promote maximum participation of people in the governance system of the country, to
provide service to the people in the local level itself and to ensure institutional development of
democracy from the local level by making a conducive environment to the use of people's sovereignty.
In addition to this, the Local Self-Governance Act, 1999 and Local Self-Governance Rules, 1999
relating to thereof has provided for a clear provision which requires District Development Committee
to formulate Periodical District Development Plan of no less than five years and develop an annual
plan on the basis of thereof.
In the given context, Kailali District Development Committee had formulated its first Periodical
District Development Plan for the Fiscal Year 2059/60-2063/64. The duration of the very first PDDP
came to its end some seven years back and then it could not formulate the second PDDP due to
prolonged political transition of the country. At a time when the situation sans periodical plan
protracted, the second five-year PDDP (Fiscal Year 2072/73-2076/77) of Kailali district has been
formulated as part of an effort to give continuity to the planned development of the district.
1.2

Approaches adopted in preparation of PDDP

Different methodology, approaches are adopted in planning of thid PDDP to ensure that second
Periodic District Development Plan of Kailali is more managed and effective. Some of the approaches
are as follows:

• Participatory bottom-up approach is followed. Participation of different target groups of
different places of the district is ensured by having discussion with target groups in their own
place.

• Information based planning system is adopted.
• Compliance of the plan is made with goal and objectives of the national level long term plan
and strategies.

• Concept of gender equality and social inclusion in incorporated.
• Objectives, Goal and indicators of the running three year plan is adopted.
• Main frame of the plan is based on results-based framework.
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• Monitoring-Evaluation system is devised incoroporating essence of third party monitoring and
results-based monitoring framework.
1.3

Legal basis

This periodic district development plan was developed based on Local Governance Act, 1999, its
regulations 2000, Periodic District Development Plan Preparation guidelines prepared by National
Planning Commission 2010 and its updated verson prepared by Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local
Development in 2013, PDDP action plan 2013 approved by Government of Nepal (by deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for Federal Affairs and Local Development). This plan is developed in
leadership of DDC and in active participation of stakeholders for period of FY 2015/2016 - 2020/2021.
It has also also adopted the learnings of the previous PDDP of the district. Besides the guidelines
mentioned above the plan has addressed the written policy directives made by MoFALD. Based on
acts, regulations and directives, following processes were adopted during the planning phase:
1.4

Study and review of act, law and directives

Relevant acts, laws, directives, national plans, development efforts made in past, updated district
profile, district and central level sectoral plans/strategies, annual district development plan review
report, progress reports of line agencies were collected, studied and reviewed. DDC and stakeholders
extened support to expert team to collect and provide necessary document.
1.3.2 Preplanning workshop
In context of preparing second Periodic District Development Plan of Kailali, DDC organized one day
pre-planning workshop on 23rd November 2014. The workshop aimed to orient the district
development stakeholders on conceptual and legal bases of PDDP, its importance; disseminate the
message of preparation of PDDP to wider stakeholders; to design the support mechanisms and to
finalize the further actions plans.
A participatory consensus methodology was endorsed to run the workshop. A total of 137 persons
including members of Constituent Assembly, chiefs and/or representatives of major political parties,
former DDC chairperson, sectoral line agencies, I/NGOs, civil society organizations and private
sectors organizations, DDC staff, municipality/VDC representatives and representatives of MoFALD
and NPC participated in workshop.
Overall, the workshop focused on planning governance, result-based indicators, implications of
PDDP, linkage between PDDP and District Annual Plan. In addition, legal and regulatory bases of
PDDP formulation and expected roles of stakeholders were highlighted in the workshop. Hon.
Members of the Constituent Assembly, ex-chairperson of DDC and other political leaders made
concern about the issues of financial control mechanisms, potentials and problematic sectors for
development of the district.
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1.3.3 Data collection, Analysis and preparation of district profile
TA team developed checklist with data collection forms in consultation with sectoral team to collect
the data, then the checklist and data were provided to line agencies with deadline of providing required
date in arrangement of DDC. Line agencies and different organizations provided required data
The existing data gap which was identified by the inception report was fulfilled by using different
approaches and methods. Participatory discussions, rigorous exercise with locally formed technical
team, further consultation of sectoral long term plans developed by different line agencies and
development organizations assisted to meet the objective of minimizing data gaps. Meeting and
discussion with key informants, community consultations meeting contributed to generate qualitative
information. Most importantly, the team developed various tools and methods such as structured
formats and checklists for data collection. It contributed to explore the scope of new datasets. The
format and checklist was distributed to all the line agencies, NGOS and other development agencies
which are directly involved as development partner in the local level through DDC. Required data was
discussed by each of the agencies among the respective staffs. Unclear points were further clarified
by technical assistance team. The data which was difficult to gather within stipulated time frame was
replaced by various sources. Meeting and discussion with key informants and agencies community
consultations with target groups and cluster consultations contributed to generate qualitative
information.
a. Cluster consultation meetings
Three Consultative meetings on PDDP process were organized at sub-district level representing VDCs
and municipalities, for which, district was divided into three clusters (Dododhara, Pathraiya and
Dhangadhi) by representing neighboring VDCs. On 25th November 2014, a total of 38 persons (6
members and chairs of Ward citizen forums, 2 VDC secretaries, 7 representatives of local political
parties, 3 CBOs and 2 CFUGs representatives, 2 Dalit groups, 3 social mobilizes of 4 different NGOs
and 3 development agencies, 6 women groups) from variety of backgrounds participated in cluster
consultation meeting organized in Easter Cluster of district that is Dododhara VDC.
b. Focus group consultation meetings
Similarly, DDC organized consultative meetings with different target groups – children, women and
youths. These meetings were carried out at Pathraiya, Dododhara and Dhangadhi respectively on 24th
November, 25 November and 1 December 2014. Major outcomes of the consultative meetings were
the collection and understanding of information on existing field situation, situation of targeted groups,
key issues, opportunities and needs for future plan.
c. Preparation of District Profile
The TA team provided support to the local technical team by tabulating collected data in appropriate
tables, analyzes those data and presented it in the forms of table, graphs, charts and maps as
appropriate. The team had collected national level reports such as National Population and Housing
Census reports, Nepal Human Development Report and other reports published by central level
agencies such as Central Bureau of statistics, Nepal Rastra Bank, Department of Health, United Nation
Development Program, and National Planning Commission. In addition, with the request of the DDC,
3
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the team visited and collected district level reports from the concerned line agencies, district office of
the CBS and other district level agencies. DDC data base and DDC publications are other major
sources of the data. The team reorganized available data based on the recent decision of the
government in connection to the expansion of new municipalities.
District profile includes mainly the geo-physical and demographic characteristics, status and analysis
and major areas of economic development, social development, physical development, forest and
environment, institutional development and good governance.
d. District Profile Validation Workshop
Office of the District Development Committee organized District Profile Validation workshop to share
draft district profile to the key stakeholders, validate findings and receive comments on the draft for
improvement. The draft district profile information is divided based on seven themes: i) Introduction
ii) Demographic States, iii) Economic Development, iv) Social Development, v) Physical
Development, vi) Forest and Environment, and vii) Institutional Development.
The DDC organized a district profile validation workshop on 20th December 2014. A total of 112
participants from committees created for the PDDP process (steering committees, sectoral working
groups, local planning team), representatives from major political parties, former elected
representatives, representatives of line agencies, NGOs and DDC staffs participated in the workshop.
The local technical team with support from TA Team facilitated the workshop.
e. Review and feedback in previous PDDP
Review of previous Periodic District Development Plan (2002/2003 - 2006/2007) was reviewed by
the expert team in participatory approach in active involvement of development partners and
stakeholders. Conclusion and feedback of the review was appropriately addressed in this plan. Some
of the important points are presented under district development approach of this plan.
2.3.1 PDDP planning methods
The PDDP planning is totally based on participatory methods grounded on the district situation
analysis. Participatory method includes formation of different layers of support mechanisms and
engagement of wider level of stakeholders throughout the planning process. Situation analysis includes
preparation of District Profile and analysis of current status five sectors of development and
preparation of baseline data.
Four layers of support mechanism were development to support the planning process which includes
a) Advisory Committee b) Steering Committee c) Sectoral Committees separately for five
development sectors and d) Technical Committee. The advisory committee is chaired by senior
member of Constituent Assembly comprising other CA members, ex-ministers, ex-DDC chairperson
and DDC chairpersons that is currently LDO. Steering Committee was formed in chairpersonship of
Local Development Officer comprising all the political parties, development related government
agencies, professional organizations and vice chairpersons of different coordination committees
formed by government. These sectoral committees were led by one of the senior officer of the
4
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respective sector. Economic sector was lead by Senior District Agriculture Officer, Social sector was
lead by District Education Officer. Similarly, physical sector was led by Chief Distrit Engineer of
District Technical Office; forest, environment and disaster management sector was led by District
Forest Officer and the institutional development and good governance sector was led by District
Treasurer controller. Lastly, the technical committee was led by the chief of District Technical Office.
Members of these sectoral committees included all the government, I/NGOs and professional
organizations working on respective sector.
Actual planning process involved participatory discussion, interaction and finalization of contents by
chiefs/representatives of all the respective agencies and organizations including all political parties.
For this purpose, one vision setting workshop and five sectoral planning workshops were arranged.
Vision setting workshop finalized the major development problems, potentials, opportunities, guiding
principles, strategies and integrated logical framework.
Sectoral planning workshops were organized with series of meetings among the sectoral committee
members. Besides, to ensure horizontal and vertical linkages between other development plans,
preparation was started from each of the development related government agencies. Then sectoral
meetings were organized to trim the contents/initial draft of the plan prepared by agencies/offices from
inter-sub-sectoral perspective. When the sectoral meetings were completed, sectoral workshops were
organized where wider level of stakeholders participated including the political particles.
The workshops finalized the basic contents and framework of the plan where as the TA team
documented the contents in order as prescribed by the PDDP guideline. Situation analysis was made
during preparation of district profile. It was mainly based on secondary sources of information with
some qualitative information collected by discussing with some key informants.
2.3.2 Organize vision setting workshop
A one day workshop was conducted in 6th January 2015 by DDC Kailali to formulate the long term
vision and district development approach of the district. The steering committee's members, members
of constituent assembly representing from the district, coordinator and member-secretaries of thematic
working groups, representatives of political parties, chief/representative of sectoral agencies, I/NGOs
and civil society organizations participated in the workshop.
2.3.3 Organize sectoral planning workshops
DDC organized series of meetings before the sectoral workshops organized in wider participation.
These preparatory tasks included the discussion over the framework of sectoral planning. Consensus
over the framework of the sectoral plans remained the first task in this process and was followed by
preparation of plan by respective line agencies (offices and organizations). The third task was
discussion and presentation over the draft plan. Then the first versions of the plan prepared by the line
agencies were fine tuned by TA team members and made compiled sectoral draft plans. The sectoral
draft plans developed from the exercises of the line agencies and sectoral meetings were further
presented to the wider stakeholders by organizing sectoral planning workshops for five days
continuously from 21-25 January 2015. Sectoral planning workshops were attended by wider
stakeholders including government line agencies, I/NGOs, professional organizations, different
5
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coordination committees formed by government and political parties. Sectoral planning workshops
finalized the strength, potentials, opportunities, problem analysis, logical framework, program budget
for coming five years and working policies.
Based on the discussion and consensus sectoral planning exercise, the line agencies also incorporated
the interventions of I/NGOs and development partners. I/NGOs and development partners provided
their input to respective line agencies. Thus the sectoral planning initiated from line agency level
which were further refined, compiled by TA team and improved by meeting and larger workshops.
2.3.4 Preparation of draft PDDP
Preparation of draft PDDP comprised finalization of district profile analysis, development of district
development approach, development and compilation of sectoral plans of five development sectors
and development of Monitoring and Evaluation Approach. In this whole process task of TA team
remained to rearrange, relocate, link, add up gap information from district profile, compile and develop
a complete document draft.
In the process of preparing PDDP, data gaps pointed by the district profile validation workshop were
fulfilled. District development approach was developed based on outputs of the vision setting
workshop. Sectoral plans were finalized based on the collected data, sectoral meetings and workshops.
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) approach was developed based on the concerns of the meeting and
workshop. It is developed as an elaborative framework of one the components of the development
management of institutional development and good governance plan. Nepali version of complete draft
PDDP is included in Nepali report.
1.5

District Level Final Workshop

The TA team provided support to review and receive comments on draft PDDP. A one-day district
level validation workshop was organized on 16 February 2015 where the complete periodic district
development plan was presented and discussed among wider level of stakeholders in presence of 180
persons. Participants of the workshop included steering committee members, sectoral working groups,
members of constituent assembly representing from the district, DDC staff, chiefs and representatives
of political parties and district sectoral line agencies, former elected representative of DDCs, NGOs,
CBOs, private sectors and representative from target groups.
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Section-2

Review of First Periodic District Development Plan
2.1 Efforts and achievement of past
Program budget has been formulated and implemented each year by all line agencies and I/NGOs including
DDC for overall development of the district. Besides, initiatives for development have been made by
different networks and professional organizations and citizen themselves as well in their own schemes and
styles. However, the first effort to drive overall development of the district with long-term vision was the
first Periodic District Development Plan (2002/03-2007/08). Different sectoral long-term plans are also in
implementation at the same time. Sectoral long term plans/strategies which have been developed and being
implemented in the district are a) District Transport Master Plan, 2014 b) Water Supply and Sanitation
Strategy Plan, 2013 c) Five Years' Forest Management Action Plan (2014/15 - 2018/2019) d) District Health
Sector Strategy and Periodic Plan (2012/013 - 2014/2015) e) District Enterprise Development Strategic
Plan, 2013 f) Five Year Strategic Plan about Children (2014/202015 - 2019/20) g) District Climate and
Energy Plan, 2014.
Positive changes have taken place from the efforts of district development though the immediate past is
affected with long armed conflict and full with political vacuum. Human Development Index of the district
and average expectancy of life of male and female has been improved. Per capita income and average
literacy has significantly improved. Noticeable change has taken place towards the sexual empowerment
and eradication of racial discrimination. Overall development of district is getting steady changes; however,
there is a lot to do towards making competitive, capacitated and prosperous society in accordance with the
time. District encompasses a wide range of potentials including agriculture, livestock, industry, information
technology among others. As the available resources and potentials could not have been used, huge number
of youths is emigrating abroad in search of employment and better opportunities. Large scale industries
could not have been developed. Neither identity of district could have expanded nor could opportunities of
employment have generated by appropriate methods of conservation and promotion of historical, religious,
mythological and other places of touristic importance.

2.2

Vision, guiding principles and strategies

Over all progress status of the first periodic district development plan is reviewed based on sectoral
information and descriptions available with district and national level agencies. In this course, long term
vision, guiding principles, strategies, overall goal and objectives of district, sectoral objectives, outputs,
programs and resource mobilization situation is analyses.
The long term vision, guiding principles, strategies, overall goal and objectives of district set by the first
Periodic District Development Plan seem to be subject to change based on the discussions made with
stakeholders of the district (political parties, civil society, line agencies, professional organizations and
journalists). In some cases, indicators are not measurable because of data management and its capacity
prevailed in the district, they are described accordingly in such cased. Over all progress status is as follows:
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Main
Description of first (previous) PDDDP
components
Long
term Agriculture, industry and physical infrastructure
vision
Social development and secured family
Prosperous society free from discrimination
Strong basis for poverty alleviation
Guiding
Sustainable and self-reliant development
principle
Control of soil erosion and preservation of
ecosystem
Women development and gender equality
Social justice
Poverty alleviation and employment
Institutional development and coordination
Human Resource Development
Resource management
Good governance and decentralization
Small, healthy and secured family
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Progress status
Seemed as activity
Missing of current burning issues
Needs improvement
Guiding principles, however appropriate
for the period, are subject of revision
with pace of time. New concepts and
approaches such as environment friendly
governance, disaster resilience, local
good governance, accountability, child
friendly governance, land use based
development and managed urbanization
need to be included in the plan.

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
Main
components
District
Development
strategies
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Description of first (previous) PDDDP

Progress status

People centered program implementation to
materialize the approach of powerful local body
and people centered development
Development programs shall be implemented
based on participatory development approach and
by maintaining coordination with all government,
nongovernment and private sector organizations
in processes of planning, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation
Self-reliant sustainable development and
preservation of environment shall be given
priority by mobilization of local resource and
skills.
Over all development and cordial relation between
cast, races and community shall be maintained and
opportunities shall be created for rehabilitation
and development of freed Kamaiyas.
Balance shall be maintained in development of
hilly and terai regions by developing investment
priorities.
Programs shall be identified and implemented to
run projects of regional importance by giving
continuity of inter-district coordination.
Role of DDC shall be converted step by step into
facilitator and coordinator from implemented in
process of leading the overall development of the
district.
Concept of gender equality shall be given due
priority while designing and implementing plan
and programs.
Over all development of children shall be given
priority.
Private sector shall be encouraged in areas like
higher education, nursing home, medical college,
industry, tourism.
Collaboration and partnership shall be made with
non government and private sector.

Special focus should be given in
implementation of strategies adopted by
Periodic District Development Plan.
Periodic review should be made to
ensure the progress situation of
strategies adopted by Periodic District
Development Plan.
District development strategies should
be designed based on characteristics and
potentials of district by setting district
development priority incorporating
contemporary concepts and dimensions
of development such as inclusiveness,
sustainability, environmentally friendly,
productive, just and disaster resilience.
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Goal and indicators

First Periodic District Development Plan had aimed to minimize poverty by creating small, healthy and
happy family and consecutively reducing discriminations existing in the society (social, economic, gender
and cast). Objectively verifiable indicator set to measure this goal were Human Development Index,
average expectancy of life, Gender Empowerment and population below level of poverty. District has
achieved progress in all of these indicators.
Goal

Indicator and Unit

Base
year

Goal

Progress

"To minimize poverty by creating small,
healthy and happy family and
consecutively reducing discriminations
existing in the society (social, economic,
gender and cast)."

Average life
60
70.42*
51
expectancy of female
Average life
61
63.69*
53
expectancy of male
Income index
0.158
0.200
0.690
Human development
0.375
0.460
0.299
index
Gender Empowerment
0.100
0.195
0.523*
index
Reduce proportion of family below absolute level of poverty to 32 percent from 49 per
33
cent. (Average of far West terai)
Reduced social and racial discrimination.
Source: Nepal Human Development Report 2014, UNDP *FWDR

2.4

Overall goal and indicators

First Periodic District Development Plan had set a total 22 indicators in areas of agriculture, education,
health, natural resource and infrastructure, energy and poverty. Progress has been achieved in all set
indicators including per capita income, average literacy rate, child mortality rate, infant mortality rate,
maternal mortality rate, population growth rate and growing stock of timber. Six indicators among those
are not measurable indicators; therefore, they are subject to qualitative judgement. Overall goal, set
indicators and progress status of the first periodic district development plan are as follows:
Plan summary
Indicator and Unit
Base year
6824
Reduced poverty by increased Per capita income (NPR)
(
1996)
income
of
public
through
48
development
of
agriculture, Average literacy rate (Per cent)
livestock, industry and tourism.
Female literacy rate (Per cent)
36
Male literacy rate (Per cent)
60
Improved quality of human Child mortality rate (Per
102
development through development thousand population)
in education, health and social Infant mortality rate (Per
61.5
justice.
thousand population)
Maternal mortality rate (Per
539
thousand population)
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Goal
10500
71
64
77
80

Progress
84780
66.32
57.05
75.16
54

45.5
46
330
229
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Indicator and Unit
Base year
Good governance oriented district Crude death rate (Per thousand
12.0
by increased access of public in population)
service delivery through maximum Population growth rate (Per
3.98
mobilization of resource and strong cent)
and
capable
development
management.
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Goal
7.3

Progress
6.7

3.0

1.86

Contribute environmental stability
by preservation and sustainable use
of natural resources and managed
settlement.
Proportional, balanced, qualitative
and quantitative improvement of
physical infrastructure.
Citizen realize effective, fair, transparent and accountable service delivery
1.5
2.0
Improved environmental stability Annual growth of forest
through growing stock of forest (Cu.m./ha.).
Timber production in national
180892 180892
resources.
forest (Cu.feet) Timber production in
7000
620000
community forest (Cu.feet) Firewood production in
510
510
community forest (Cu.feet) Firewood production in
1123
7861
community forest (Cu.feet) Grass production in national
2500
2500
forest (M.Ton) 3fF; pTkfbg -d]=6=_ – ;fd'bflos
7500
42500
jg
Preserved and promoted biological diversity
Decreased distance, time and transportation cost to reach the nearest road head
Increased production and trade by improvement in energy and communication services
Proportion of family below the level of poverty shall be reduced to 32 per cent from 49
per cent.
Decreased social and racial discrimination

2.5

Improving
1.0
314000
155000
20000
50000
4000
45000
Continued
Decreased
Increased
33
Decreased

Strength

Strength of first Periodic District Development Plan is as follows:
• Followed the Periodic District Development Plan preparation guideline, 2001 which helped to
maintain structural quality of the plan
• Adopted participatory approach during planning process, it reflected expectation of stakeholders
• Incorporated all major aspects and issues of development of then period.
• District profile and resource map included in first chapter and plan and programs are included in
second part.
11
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Followed information based planning approach
Logical frame works included which eased results based monitoring
Included integrated and simplified logical framework with overall goal, objective, sectoral
objectives and strategies.
Major programs, strategies, responsibility and monitoring matrix included
Sequential design and presentation of plan

Weaknesses

Weaknesses of first Periodic District Development Plan are as follows:
• Sectoral area of district development are not presented in managed way
• Place and sex disaggregated data not available
• Problems and issues of all sectors are presented in single basket, they are not categorized
• Potentials and opportunities of development are presented but not mentioned how they would be
used
• Several immeasurable indicators such as "to make decrease" are set in results based framework
• Typing error not corrected which left one objective in place of another and baseline data is
presented in place of target
• Monitoring is given least importance, evaluation and review was not done
• Programs of I/NGOs, private sector and community not included
• Indicators are not specific and measurable in district

2.7

Conclusion and recommendation

Recommendations for upcoming second Periodic District Development Plan based on conclusion of review
of the first Periodic District Development Plan are as follows:
• Design annual district development plans based on targets of periodic district development plan
by mobilizing will power, commitment and joint efforts of stakeholders in planning,
implementation and in review.
• Regular monitoring and review of periodic plan
• Institutionalize positive aspects and achievements of first periodic district development plan and
formulate second periodic district development plan
• Make the plan indicative instead of detailed and program oriented by ensuring spatial
characteristics, reflection of expectation of local people and ownership of stakeholders
• Ensure effectiveness and achievement of program implementation by enhancing institutional
capacity and strengthening accountability of DDC to public to make district development efforts
result oriented.
• Focus in information based planning and results based monitoring
• Timely review and design of periodic plans
• Leadership development and preparation of policy environment should embed the crux of local
governance
• District development efforts should be guided by periodic district development plan and followed
by approaches of participatory planning, implementation, monitoring and political consensus as
well as partnership among government, non government, community and private sector.
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I/NGOs should be mobilized as partner and supporter of district development efforts for the
facilitation of the issues of governance, capacity development, climate change adaptation,
environment management, disaster management, gender equality and social inclusion.
New policy, programs and achievements of developed districts which are appropriate in context of
district, should be adopted.
Program and resource management plan should be developed to utilize the major potential areas
of the district such as agriculture, industry, forestry, NTFP, tourism and infrastructure.
Over all development management of the district should incorporate the resource and capacities of
district itself, government of Nepal, development partner, I/NGOs, private sector and community.
Periodic district development plan guides for effective development management plan of the
district. Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development should develop/update guidelines to
prepare PDDP as well as to prepare sectoral plans and to make the development efforts of districts
well managed, effective and dynamic.
Provisions should be made to ensure effectiveness of third party compliance monitoring, citizen
oversight and monitoring of head offices.
Periodic monitoring, annual and trimester review, self-evaluation, citizen oversight, third party and
vertical monitoring, monitoring based on results based framework of periodic district development
plan should be carried by monitoring committee and mechanism based on existing law and policy
regulation. Performance status and effectiveness of district development efforts should be
reviewed by conducting annual review, midterm evaluation and final evaluation.
Formulation of periodic district development plan and establishment of monitoring and evaluation
system should be developed based on local context, public expectation and availability of resources
and with appropriate combination of demand side, supply side and third party.
Formulation, monitoring and evaluation of district development plan should be made in leadership
of DDC, in partnership of all stakeholders, engagement of sectoral agencies, integration of
resources and based on consensus, internalization and ownership of contents, priority setting,
sustainability, responsibility and accountability.
Periodic district development plan should incorporate achievements, learning and weaknesses of
past and implementation should be enriched with social campaign and with full of message.
Counseling, feedback and suggestion of experts of district working in different areas should be
encompassed in the plan

Resource mobilization status

First Periodic District Development Plan estimated a total of NPR 12 billion 906 million 730 thousand as
total required fund among which Three billion 203 million was estimated as insufficient fund. The
insufficient fund was aimed to fulfil by mobilizing resources of donor organizations, I/NGOs and
constituency area development fund. However, actual figure of expenditure in the planning period was
only about one fourth of total estimated budget that is three billion 842 million and 8 hundred thousand.
Details are as follows:
(Budget in thousands)
Actual investment during the period of
Total actual
Total
FY 2002/03 - 2007/08
implementat estimated
ion
investment
2002/03
2003/04 2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
Economic
43489635 71174208 43227834 78187967 66915286 302994930 419896000
development
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development
Social
development
Forest and
environment
Institutional
development
Total

Actual investment during the period of
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Total actual
implementat
ion

Total
estimated
investment

290109866 305090058 413661784 403243256 548546656 1960651620 4418578000
113240868 95523268 110171428 120784554 140963582 580683700 7443896000
30848644 47877486 120180899 70255625 125760384 394923038

577750000

127423648 120806850 114836700 116694000 123793000 603554198

46610000

605112661 640471870 802078645 789165402 1005978908 3842807486 12906730000
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Section-3

District Development Approach
3.1 Introduction
Considering that only planned development process can achieve people-centered, sustainable and effective
overall social and economic development, 13th plan period is running since the initiation of planned
development process in 1956 AD in Nepal. After the formulation and implementation of Local Self
Governance Act 1999 and Regulation 1999, local bodies like District Development Committees, Village
Development Committees and Municipalities are also formulating and implementing their own periodic,
annual and strategic plans. Kailali district had initiated to formulate PDDP during the period of elected
peoples’ representatives. However, such a work could not be materialized and due to the lack of peoples’
representatives after 2002.
Now the practice for the systematic development of district is reinitiated by formulation of second PDDP.
It will contribute to address the increasing peoples’ expectations, effective implementation of the
contemporary policies adopted by the state, institutional development of the local bodies, promotion of
geographical uniformity, and financial mobilization for development and to direct all kinds of development
programs operating at local level such as district, municipality and village development committee. This
document is formulated with joint thinking, envisioning, evaluation, analysis, consultation and consent
through the participation of all the stakeholders including service providers, beneficiaries and associates.

3.2 Major Potentials, Opportunities, Problems and Challenges of
District Development
Kailali is one of the two Far Western terai districts of Nepal. There are so many potentials and opportunities
as well and problems and issues in the district to direct long-term development in managed and planned
way. Major potentials, opportunities, problems and challenges for development of the district - in course
of planning - were identified by having series of discussions among stakeholders. In this course, major
strengths, potential and opportunities for development of the district as identified by the first PDDP,
identified by reports of different organizations and as identified the participatory discussion during
community and district level meeting/workshops were as follows:
Kailali possesses appropriate climate, soil, and plain land for agriculture in majority of the terai region. A
total of 890-kilometer long road network and 1145 km long strategic and urban road network has eased the
access to almost all of the villages in terai. Access to international boarder, availability of agriculture and
forest related industrial products and the growth of Kailali as business hub of Far West have collectively
strengthened the development potentials of the district. Additionally, numerous lakes, ponds and wetland
including Ghoda Ghodi lake (one of the wet land listed in World Ramsar List), large forest area and
biological diversity have further enriched development potentials in the district.
Kailali has growing attraction in far West; it is developing as commercial hub of the far West, different
national and international organizations have been working in the district. Side by side, implementation
of different act, policies and regulations in field of good governance and transparency are being
implemented in the district. These are some of the opportunities for the development of the district. Major
strength, potential and opportunities of district development are further disintegrated in following headings:
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Youth Human resource: Large mass of district population (43 percent) is youth. This condition of
demographic dividend can benefit the district by mobilizing this force in commercial areas, capacity
development and resource mobilization.
Cultivable land and appropriate climate: Among total area of the district 27.8 per cent if cultivable and
district is food sufficient. There exists potential of strengthening district economy by increasing production
and productivity of agriculture through diversification and commercialization of agriculture. Large scale
irrigation project like Rani Jamara Kulariya is in implementation which will enhance district capacity to
increase production and productivity. Climate of the district is appropriate for cereal crops, legume, oil
seeds, sugarcane, spice farming, vegetable farming and other tropical and subtropical agriculture.
Livestock farming: Livestock product has good market in district. District is supplier of livestock
products to far western hilly districts. Since there is sufficient land, market and other infrastructure,
employment opportunities can be created in local level by mobilizing youths in this sector.
Large forest area: About two thirds (64 per cent) of the total land is covered with forest. The forest is
covered with vegetation species of high commercial importance and there is encouraging rate of
reproduction which has enabled the district to support livelihood and increase revenue through scientific
management of forest area. Besides, conservation of biological diversity and eco-tourism are other areas,
which can be promoted for economic development of the district.
Wetland and lakes: There are 197 lakes in the district including the Ghodaghodi lake enlisted in world
Ramsar list. This wetland and water resource can be used in variety of livelihood activities including fish
farming, irrigation and tourism production.
Bio-diversity: District is rich for its biological diversity because of area expanded from tropical terai region
to hills, sufficient wet land and lakes and wider forest. It encompasses 235 species of flowering flora and
other species of 244 floras. The district is also the habitat for 34 species of mammal, 140 species of birds,
27 species of fishes and for different varieties of amphibians and reptiles. Conservation and promotion of
this biological diversity help to contribute for sustainable development of the district.
Areas of historical, religious and archaeological importance: District includes places of wide variety of
historical, religious and archaeological places. Preservation and promotion of which can contribute the
economic development of the district. Some of these places include beautiful, historical buildings built
during Rana rule such as Garbhadurbar located at the top of Mahabharat hill, and buildings of then
goshwara adda (post offices) located at Dhangadhi and Bhajani. Similarly, beautiful Godawari market and
Gaumukha Jharana (cow-faced spring) of historical and touristic importance located at 13 kilometer North
from Attariya, Behada baba fair visited by about 20 thousands visitors each year and one of the beautiful
park of Nepal - Teekapur park are other place of importance. In addition, of these places, the district is
rich with variety of cultures, lifestyles, festivals collective and managed promotion of these all can boost
district's economic development.
Industrial raw material and infrastructure: Kailali embraces potential for agricultural, livestock and
forest related industries and educational and medical tourism. Availability of agriculture, livestock and
forest products, development of road network, facility of electricity and water supply and other basic
industrial infrastructure, sufficiency of land for establishing industries are some of the factors that increase
viability for industrial growth in the district.
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3.2.2 Major development issues
In addition of strength, potential and opportunities, district has several issues that have been working as
barrier for development of the district. Some of the major issues include:
• Continuity of political instability influenced by national politics and lack of elected political body
in local bodies.
• Continued and increasing flood disaster
• Degradation of forest, Chure and biological diversity
• Unemployment and emigration of large mass of youths from community and district
• Distraction of youths from major potential areas of the district such as agriculture and livestock
• Lack of identification, preservation and promotion of places of historical, religious and
archeological importance
• Growth of unmanaged urbanization. Lack of integrated settlement development and land use plan
• Rapid migration and unmanaged population growth
• Poor information management system for planned development
• Not to be able to produce professional human resource as per need of the market
• Mainstream physical, economic and social development not to be women friendly, child friendly,
disabled friendly and environment friendly
• Scattered and unproductive use of remittance
• Least/no attention for the implementation of periodic and other sectoral plan. Poor linkage
between/among sectoral programs

3.1 Long term vision
The most importance characteristics of Periodic District Development Plan - which is developed for over
all socio-economic development of the district - is that it sets layers of development objectives (goal,
objective, Outcome, outputs) to achieve in particular period of time and identifies long term vision,
policies, guiding principles and strategies. Side by side, it builds consensus in program budget among
stakeholders and subsequently builds stronger base for implementation. As long term vision is in highest
position in district development plan other all goal, objectives and strategies are directed/shaped towards
contributing district's long-term vision.
The first long term development vision of Kailali was set by the first Periodic District Development Plan
was set 13 years back. Different significant issues have been emerged in this time including issues of
environmental risk, events and issues of disaster, inclusion, results based management, child friendly local
governance. Additionally, socio-economic context of the district has been significantly changed and the
series of discussions of held among stakeholders concluded that the long term vision needs to be revised.
In the course of revision long term vision, the strength, potentials, opportunities, problems and issues of
the district were discussed in comprehensive manner. Long term vision of previous PDDP was also
discussed and new vision was set by participatory discussion among wider level of stakeholders including
political parties, line agencies, professional organizations and private sector. The vision of the plan set in
this course was as followed:
Environment friendly development, maximum use of resources and good governance
Overall economic, social and human development; Kailali's pridefulness
Summarized description of long term vision:
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Environment friendly development: Incorporate environment friendly development approach while
emphasizing sustainable development
Maximum use of resources: Speed up economic growth and development by maximizing the use of
internal and external resources
Good governance: Ensure basic characteristics of good governance such as transparency, accountability,
participation and rule of law and promote to the level of citizen's realization
Overall economic development: Strengthen district economy and raise living standard of public by
creation of employment and capital through maximum use/mobilization of existing resources such as
agriculture, livestock, forest, industry, wet land and tourism
Overall social development: Develop healthier, educated, well-cultured and harmonious society with
durable peace
Overall human development: Highest rank of district in human development index by improvement in
education, health and employment opportunity
Pridefulness of Kailali: Environment to feel dignified life by citizen through economic, social and human
development and pridefulness citizen towards district and society
Long-term vision directs long term development. Second periodic district development plan of Kailali is
developed to orient the district in above mentioned direction. Guiding principles, strategies are set
accordingly. Strength, potential and opportunities are analysed in each of the sectors. Logical framework
with sectoral objectives, outcomes, outputs and indicators are designed in involvement of political parties,
line agencies and other stakeholders. Working policies and necessary program budget is designed
accordingly. Results based monitoring framework is presented to ease and enhance effectiveness of
monitoring. How far the district can move ahead from the baseline status towards the goal will depend on
its implementation, regularity of monitoring, adaptation of learning and commitment from political and
institutional development sector rather than this plan itself.

3.2 Guiding principles
Guiding principles are developed to orient district towards the set long term vision, contribute to the goal
and to support achieving the purpose which are as follows:
— Environment friendly governance and disaster resilience: Development activities shall be focussed
towards creation of disaster resilient society by adopting environment friendly development and
approaches of disaster risk reduction.
—

Institutional capacity development: Both demand side and supply side of governance shall be
strengthened by capacitating local service providers and community.

—

Local good governance and accountability: Local governance and accountability shall be
strengthened by making the supply side of local governance accountable to local community by
ensuring quality and effective services from supply side (service providers) and sensitizing
citizen/community on rights and duties.

—

Coordination and partnership: Overall development of the district shall be lead based on regular
and well managed coordination and partnership among all relevant stakeholders. Effectiveness in
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project shall be raised and insufficient resource shall be fulfilled through coordination and
partnership.
—

Child friendly local governance: Overall development of children shall be focussed by ensuring
the rights of children to live, be protected, develop personality and participation through adaptation
of child friendly local governance approach.

—

Well managed land use: Land use plan shall be developed and implemented with commitment to
maximize output from the available limited land resource.

—

Managed urbanization and settlement: Rapidly increased urbanization shall be managed.
Unmanaged urbanization shall be controlled and settlement management shall be speed up.

—

Citizen centric development and community engagement: Development activities shall be carried
by putting the local community at center and in active and meaningful involvement of local
community.

—

Social inclusion and equity in opportunity: Principle of social inclusion and equity in opportunity
shall be adopted to mainstream the marginalized, indigenous, Janajati and at risk communities.

—

Social harmony and durable peace: Development activities shall be carried in manner to promote
durable peace.

—

Information-based planning, results-based monitoring: Information management system shall be
strengthened to enable the measurement of progress in comparison of baseline situation. Results
based monitoring system shall be adopted as guiding principle.

3.3 Development goal, objective, strategies and priorities
Being directed from the guiding principles of district, to orient towards long term vision, following goals,
objectives and strategies are adopted:

3.3.1 Overall goal
Based on the conclusion of the situation assessment and conclusion of discussion among stakeholders, the
plan has set following goals:
"To raise living standard, minimize poverty, eradicate social, economic, gender and caste-based
discrimination by means of socio-economic development."
By the end of the plan (FY 2020/21 - 2024/2025),
• Human Development Index shall be raised from 0.460 to 0.65.
• Average Expectancy of Life shall be raised from 66.45 to 68.
• Level of Poverty shall be decreased from 33.6 to 26 per cent.
• Gender Empowerment Measure shall be improved from 0.523 to 0.569.

3.3.2 Overall objective
Following objectives is expected to be met during the plan period.
"To minimize poverty and raise economic growth by development of agriculture, industry, trade, tourism
and management of forest resources."
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By the end of the plan (FY 2020/21 - 2024/2025),
• Severe malnutrition shall be decreased from 2.91 per thousand to 1 per thousand.
• Average literacy shall be increase from 66.32 per cent to 90 per cent.
• Neonatal mortality rate shall be decreased from 13 per thousand to 8 per thousand.
• Number of families with 12 months food sufficiency shall be increased to 125282 from 113984.
• Per capita income shall increase from 42107 to 50000.
• Carbon sequestration shall increase by 10 per cent.

3.3.3 Integrated logical frame work
Based on the strength, potentials, opportunities and issues of the district integrated and multi-sectoral
logical framework is developed by participatory discussion among stakeholders. The logical framework
is as follows:
Plan summary

Objectively verifiable indicators

Goal
"To
raise
living
standard, minimize
poverty, and eradicate
social,
economic,
gender and caste
based discrimination
by means of socioeconomic
development."

• Human Development Index shall be
raised from 0.460 to 0.65.
• Average Expectancy of Life shall be
raised from 66.45 to 68.
• Level of Poverty shall be decreased
from 33.6 to 26 per cent.
• Gender Empowerment Measure
shall be improved from 0.523 to
0.569.

•

Objective
"To minimize poverty
and raise economic
growth
by
development
of
agriculture, industry,
trade, tourism and
management of forest
resources.

• Severe malnutrition shall be
decreased from 2.91 per thousand to
1 per thousand.
• Average literacy shall be increase
from 66.32 per cent to 90 per cent.
• Neonatal mortality rate shall be
decreased from 13 per thousand to 8
per thousand.
• Number of families with 12 months
food sufficiency shall be increased to
125282 from 113984.
• Per capita income shall increase
from 42107 to 50000.
• Carbon sequestration shall increase
by 10 per cent.
• Average annual family income from
agriculture sector shall increase from
NPR 111000 to NPR 144000.

•

Outcome
To commercialize the
major areas of
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•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Means of
Assumption
verification
Final evaluation • GoN,
report, PDDP
development
Nepal
Human
partner, NGOs
Development
and
private
Report
sector
will
Sectoral plans
increase
investment
in
review report
Small
Areas
development.
Estimates
of • Conducive
environment
Nepal
maintained
in
development.
Final evaluation • District
report, PDDP
development
Nepal
Human
efforts will be
effective
Development
• Political stability
Report
Sectoral plans
will
be
maintained
review report
Small
Areas • GoN,
development
Estimates
of
partner, NGOs
Nepal
and
private
sector
will
increase
investment
in
development.
Final evaluation • GoN,
report, PDDP
development
partner, NGOs
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Plan summary

Objectively verifiable indicators

economic
development by
increasing access in
service and facilities,
improvement in
quality and
enhancement in
competitive capacity

• Total annual monitory value of
goods and services produced from
the cottage and small industries shall
increase from NPR 1388661
thousand
to
NPR
2500000
thousands.
• Number of families having 12 month
food sufficiency shall increase from
113984 to 125382
• Proportion
of
unemployed
population
among
the
total
population shall decrease from 30
per cent to 22 per cent.
• Self/employment from tourism
sector shall increase from 1000 to
5000.
• VDCs with more than 50 per cent of
poverty shall decrease from 4 to 0.
• Neonatal mortality rate shall
decrease from 13 per thousand to 8
per thousand
• Severe malnutrition rate shall
decrease from 2.91 per cent to 1 per
cent.
• Average literacy rate shall increase
from 66.32 per cent to 90 percent.
• Literacy rate above 15 years shall
increase from 75.15 per cent to 95
percent.
• Households with access to treated
pure drinking water shall increase
from 12 per cent to 35 per cent.
• No of Open Defecation Free
VDCs/Municipalities shall increase
from 11 to 37.
• Road density shall increase from
0.63 Km./sq.km. to 0.85 Km./sq.km.
and 2.6 km./1000 population to 3.1
km./ 1000 population.
• VDCs/Municipalities with access of
road to headquarter
• VDCs/Municipalities with access of
road up to headquarter shall increase
from 34 to 37.

To raise socioeconomic status of
marginalized
communities
including women,
children and youth
by ensuring quality,
professionalism and
accessibility
in
social development
sector

To contribute to
make comfortable
and quality life by
increasing access and
utilization between
market and
settlements
by development and
extension
of
infrastructure
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•
•

•

•

Means of
verification
Sectoral plans
review report
Small
Areas
Estimates
of
Nepal
Agricultural
survey
report,
DADO/DDC
Economic
survey
report,
DADO/DDC

Assumption
and
private
sector
will
increase
investment
in
development.

• Final evaluation • GoN,
report, PDDP
development
• Sectoral plans
partner, NGOs
review report
and
private
sector
will
• Demographic
increase
health
survey
report, CBS
investment
in
development.
• Conducive
environment
maintained
in
development.

• Final evaluation • GoN,
report, PDDP
development
• Sectoral plans
partner, NGOs
and
private
review report
• DTMP
sector
will
increase
evaluation
investment
in
report, CBS
development.
• Climate change
and
engergy • Conducive
environment
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Plan summary

Improving
institutional capacity
of partners of local
government service
will be made more
inclusive
result
oriented and effective
to local level.

Objectively verifiable indicators
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Means of
verification
program review
report

Assumption

• Households using alternative energy
maintained
in
shall increase from 35 per cent to 46
development.
per cent.
• Population using internet service
shall increase from 40 per cent to 65
per cent.
• Local sectors providing services • Final evaluation • Conducive
with citizen charter based on
report, PDDP
environment
compensation shall increase from 0 • Sectoral plans
maintained
in
to 15.
development.
review report
• Public agencies practicing regular
customer satisfaction survey shall
reach from zero to 11.
• Public agencies practicing and
reporting on social audit of own
official responsibliity shall increase
from 0 to 5.

3.3.3 Strategy
Planned development efforts based on long-term development is not institutionalized yet. Second periodic
district Development Plan has been formulated after seven years of completion of first Periodic District
Development Plan. Level of poverty has significantly decreased as compared to the first Periodic District
Development Plan while coming to the second Periodic District Development Plan. However, overall
status of district could not have increased. Following strategies shall be adopted to contribute the plan:
• Emphasize to achieve maximum output from spatial characteristics of district by design and
implementation of geographically and sectorally appropriate program and projects
• Promote increment of export by identification, mobilization and implementation of export production
pockets
• Emphasize sustainable increment of farmer's income through commercialization of agriculture and
livestock, income generation, increment in value chain of product, diversification and marketing of
livestock product.
• Maximize the use of resources by effective implementation of land use plan, integrated and managed
settlement development, sub watershed conservation plan.
• Focus coordination, partnership and one-door system in district development efforts.
• Increase industrial production and productivity, employment creation, uses of local skills and
resources, import replacement and promotion of export by increasing investment in industrial sector.
• Pay special attention to projects such as multipurpose river link project others which significantly
contribute district economy.
• Make effective monitoring and regulation of industrial sector and promote cottage and small industries
by creating conducive environment in operation of these industries
• Have integrated management of forest, watershed and conservation areas and speed up economic
growth and development by integrated development of conservation and tourism through
conservation and promotion of areas of mythological, religious, historical and natural importance.
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Increase capital investment in industrial and business sector by integrated use of remittance, promotion
of public-private partnership and by attracting investment of non-residential Nepalese in far West.
Enhance service delivery and quality of implementation by increasing citizen oversight and adoptation
participatory and third party monitoring
Build development friendly environment by participation of political parties and stakeholders. Create
movement in development and construction by maintaining harmony in development vision,
collaboration in research and consensus in selection.
Emphasize development activities based on special potentials, porblems, citizen need and demand.
Implement project and programs that address new issues of development such as climate change,
disaster management, sustainable development, environment and child friendly governance
Increase access, utilization and services to general public special deprived community in areas of
social development such as education, health, sports, culture and human resource.
Achieve sustainable economic growth by implementing employment creation and poverty eradication
focused programs in joint efforts of government, private and community/cooperative sector.
Monitor results of District Development Plan by integrating into District Planning Monitoring
Assessment System.
Carry progress review and impact evaluation of major projects in involvement of third party and have
results based review, social audit, mid-term and end evaluation and publicize the reports.

3.3.3 Inter-district relation
Kailali district shall administer inter-district relation with priority of speeding up development activities
in and outside district by increasing coordination, cooperation and collaboration with neighbouring
districts with objective of maximizing uses of spatial characteristics and comparative advantage.
Kailali shall capitalize its centrality of focus of far West by extending continued coordination and
collaboration with neighbouring district for the district and regional economic growth, speed up
sustainable development, increment of disaster resilience. In this course, collaboration shall be increased
with Doti, Surkhet and Dadeldhura for increasing effectiveness of Flood Early Warning System. Joint
feasibility study and joint coordination with central agencies shall be made for large scale projects such as
river link project (developing east to west canal by linking Karnali and other rivers).
• Idenfitied areas of inter district relation and respective districts are as follows:
• Forest and bio-diversity conservation: Kanchanpur, Dadeldhura, Doti, Surkehet and Bardiya
• Disaster Risk Management : Doti, Surkhet, Bardiya and Kanchanpur
• Tourism development and promotion: Banke, Bardiya and districts of far west
• Market promotion : Districts of far west
• Infrastructure development: Kanchapur, Dadeldhura, Doti, Surkhet and Bardiya
• Skill promotion and human resource development: Banke, Bardiya and districts of far west
• Industrial development: Banke, Bardiya and districts of far west
• Social development: Districts of far West
• Crime control: Kanchanpur, Bardiya, Dadeldhura and Surkhet
• Inter-district relation shall be carried with following strategies:
• Invite neighboring districts in annual and periodic planning and hold regular interactions and
meetings.
• Carry joint feasibility study of projects of regional and national importance. When there is need
of dialogue with center, have jointly.
• Maintain regional political and administrative consensus for study and research of large scale
projects.
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Carry inter-district coordination meeting alternatively in all districts in regular basis. Identify areas
of inter-district relation. Have joint efforts for central and international resource mobilization

3.5 Relation of Periodic District Development Plan with other plan
and policies
Periodic District Development Plan is formulated to direct clearly the direction and pace of development
by addressing the national and district level long-term plan and strategies based on public expectation and
local needs in integrated way. Therefore, effort is made to integrate and make policy and functional level
relation of the plan with the national level periodic plan (13th Plan, NPC) and other national level sectoral
plans, district level master plans, acts and regulations as follows:
• Respective act, regulations, directives, policies (Local Self-Governance Act and regulations, Local Body Resource
Mobilization and Management Procedure 2012, Education Act 2071 and Regulations, Special Education Policy 1996, ,
National Monitoring and Evaluation Guidelines 2013, Forest Act, Industrial Policy 2010, Environment Conservation, Road,
Good Governance Act and Regulations, National Youth Policy 2010, National Health Policy 1991,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (Tenth Plan)
Thirteenth Plan, 2013
Agriculture Development Strategy, 2014
Forest Development Master Plan
Long term Health Plan
School Sector Reform Plan, 2009
Multi Sector Nutrition Plan 2013
National Adaptation Plan of Action
District level Sectoral Master Plans (Road, Forest, Water Supply and Sanitation, Micro Enterprise,
Disaster Management, Health, Energy and Climate Change, Children, HIV/Aids)
Review report of previous district development plan
Annual Review and Monitoring Report
In order to integrate the PDDP with national and district level long term master plans, following
aspects are given due emphasis:
Long-term and medium term goal and objectives
Planning process
Guiding principles, policies, strategies and working policies
Project and programs
Implementation mechanism
Monitoring, Evaluation system
Provision of institutional resource
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Integration, coordination, complementarily of the PDDP with other plan and strategies are as presented by
following flow chart:
Long-Term Sectoral Plans

Periodic Plan

National Level

District Level

Village/NP Level

National
Plan

Annual Plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Program
and Budget

Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
Thirteenth Plan
Agriculture Development Strategy
Agriculture Perspective Plan
Master Plan for Forestry Sector
Health Perspective Plan
District Level Sectoral Periodic Plans
(Tourism,
Transportation,
Capacity
Development,
Health,
Education,
Children, Watershed Management etc.)
• Different National Policies (Local
Infrastructure, Tourism, Water Resource,
Environment, Land Use, PPP, Irrigation,
Industry, Social Inclusion etc.)

Sectoral Master Plans

PDDP

Periodic
Village/NP
Development Plan

Annual District
Development Program
and Budget

Annual Village Development
Program and Budget

Sectoral Plans

3.6 Quantative target of some of the major indicators
Development indicators of economic, social, physical, forest, environment and institutional development
sector are presented in the respective sectoral plans of this document. In order to ease the comparative
overview of situation of Kailali with Nepal, following selected indicators are presented:
Kailali
Major indicators
Population below level of poverty
Per capita income

Nepal

Status of FY
Status of FY
Target 2076/77
2069/70
2069/70

33.6
583
42107
66.46
64

(US$)
NPR

Average life expectancy
Area covered by forest (per cent)

25

26
692.2
50000
68
64

23.8
721
52074
69.1
39.6

Target of the
13th plan

18
902
65147
71
40
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Kailali
Major indicators

Nepal

Status of FY
Status of FY
Target 2076/77
2069/70
2069/70

Total road length (KM)
Population with access of electricity
Percent of severe malnourished children
Infant mortality rate
Average literacy rate
Population with access of pipe water supply
Household with latrine (Per cent)
All weather irrigated area among total
irrigated area (per cent)

2034
64.25
2.91
13
66.32
43
68.92
44.65

2720
80
1
8 –
90
60
100
61

Target of the
13th plan

25133
67.3
–

28133
86
–
–

66.5%
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

3.7 Thematic sectors and priority areas
In order to ease the planning process overall areas of development are divided into 5 sectoral areas and
24 subsectors, which are as follows:
Sectoral areas
Economic development

Sub-sectoral areas
1. Agriculture, livestock and irrigation
2. Industry, trade and commerce, banking and cooperative
3. Tourism
Social development
1. Education and human resource
2. Health, Population and nutrition
3. Women, children and social welfare
4. Water supply, sanitation and sewerage
5. Youth and sports
6. Culture, art, language and literature
7. Security management
Physical development
1. Road and transportation
2. Electricity
3. Physical planning, housing and settlement
4. Information, communication, science and technology
5. Urban development and public construction
Forest, environment and
1. Forest and environment
disaster management
2. Plant resources and biodiversity
3. Soil conservation, watershed management and embankment
protection
4. Disaster management
5. Climate change adaptation and alternative energy promotion
Institutional
development 1. Institutional capacity development
and good governance
2. Resource mobilization
3. Results based management
4. Local good governance
5. Social empowerment
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3.8 Potential sources and size of budget
More than 24 sectoral line agencies have been working in Kailali. 24 sectoral line agencies and 43 I/NGOs
have presented their program budget in annual district development plan of FY 2013/14-2014/15. Possible
size and sources of budget for the plan period is estimated based on the records of District Treasury
Controller's Office, Internal source of DDC and income from royalty allocation, size of annual district
development plan, Private sector investment in major areas of development and status of public
contribution. Based on this estimate, more than NPR 29 billion 828 million seems to be available. Details
of estimate are as follows:

Sources of budget
Sectoral line agencies
DDC (conditional and nonconditional
allocation
resource)

(Budget in thousands)
2072/73 2073/2074 2073/74 2074/75
2075/76 Total
1598704
1758571 1934425 2127865 2340648 9760212

grant, royalty
and
internal

Municipalities (6)
VDCs (31)
I/NGOs
Private sector
Public contribution
Estimated
total
budget

2391309
194165
102413
422752
117673
58837

2630440
213582
112654
465027
129441
64720

2893484
234940
123920
511530
142385
71192

3182832 3501115 14599179
258434 284278 1185399
136312 149943
625242
562683 618951 2580943
156623 172285
718407
78312
86143
359203

4885853

5374435

5911876

6503060 7153362 29828586

3.9 Total estimated budget
Total required budget to achieve the targets of this plan is estimated based on study of size and flow of
budget to the district of last three years during series of meetings and workshops among wider level of
stakeholders. According to this budget a total of NPR 38 Billion 204 million 857 thousand seems to be
required for the plan period.
Among total budget, 41.4 percent budget is planned for physical development section, 36.4 per cent in
social development sector, 14.1 per cent in forest, environment and disaster management section and 0.3
per cent budget is planned in institutional development and good governance sector.
Total Estimated Budget for Plan Period

(Budget in thousands)
Sectoral areas

Total
Total capital
current
budget
budget
2484491
496898
6705233.44
7204530
8619525
7204530

Economic development
Social development
Physical development
Fore,
environment
and
disaster management sector
4314699.61

1078675
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Grand
budget

Total Per
cent

Insufficient
budget

2981389
13909763
15824055

7.8
36.4
41.4

882128
871986.25
3668500

5393375

14.1

3575000
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Grand
budget

Total Per
cent

Insufficient
budget

Institutional development and
good governance sector
106275
106275
0.3
65950
100
Grand total
22230224
15984633
38214857
9063564
Based on the above mentioned estimate, a total of NPR 9 billion 635 million and 64 seems to be insufficient.

3.10 Strategy of generating resource for insufficient budget
Different internal and external sources shall be mobilized to generate resource for insufficient budget. The
sources shall be the internal resources of local bodies, resources to be received from royalty allocation,
conditional and non-conditional grant to be received from MoFALD, annual budget to be received from
sectoral line agencies, VDC; grants, constituency area development program, annual program budgets of
corporation and semi-government organizations, resource of donor agencies, NGOs and public
contribution.
Strategies shall be as follows:
• Annual District Development Plans shall be designed according to the targets of this plan; it will
minimize the resource gap.
• Annual budget to be expended from members of Constituent Assembly/members of parliament
shall be focused to achieve the targets of the PDDP.
• Collaborative programs shall be implemented with NGO and private sector. It will maximize the
use of available resources towards the achievement of the target.
• Initiation shall be taken to increase the support/budget of INGOs, bilateral organizations,
multilateral organizations. Efforts shall be made to mobilize resource of bilateral and multilateral
agencies in implementation of large scale project aimed by the PDDP.
• Additional revenue shall be collected from DDC, Municipality and VDCs by conducting revenue
study and effective collection of taxes and fees.
• Resources of local saving and credit groups, forest users committee shall be mobilized in the target
of the plan.
• Efforts and commitment of CA members, political parties, local bodies, NGOs and of local
community shall be ensured to generate resource for this purpose.
• New I/NGOs and donor agencies coming to work in the district shall be mobilized towards
achieving the target of the plan.
• Additional grant from government shall be received by increasing performance of local bodies.
• Additional resources from donor agencies shall be trapped by increasing good governance
• Donor and I/NGOs shall be focused their programs in priority areas of PDDP.
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Section-4

Sectoral Development Plan
4.1 Economic Development Plan
4.1.1 Background
Nepal's current three year plan has aimed to realize direct changes in life of general public and to reduce
population below the level of poverty to 18 percent by reducing the widespread economic and human
poverty. According to the statistics of central bureau of statistics (Small areas estimates of poverty of
Nepal, 2011), the level of poverty in Kailali district is remains 33 percent. Poverty in Kailali seems to have
significantly decreased as compared to the baseline situation of first PDDP (48.5 percent). However, the
district is still below average poverty level of Nepal (Nepal's average poverty level 24.5 percent and
Kailali's average poverty 33 percent)
Though economic development and poverty reduction is not as expected, Kailali is strong in context of
availability of natural resources, physical development, geophysical location and population for the further
economic development. A total of 27.8 per cent of total land area is cultivable. Rani Jamara Irrigation
Project, one of the projects of national pride, is under construction. About two thirds (64 per cent) of total
land is covered by forest resources. Its 193 lakes and ponds including Ghoda Ghodi Lake, enlisted in world
Ramsar list further endow the district. Most of the VDCs of the district are being connected by network of
road and electricity. In addition, the large flat land with international boarder has enhanced the potential
of the district. Besides this, the district has several places of historical, mythological, religious importance
which can be promoted for internal and external tourism development. Given that available natural
resources are utilized, district is in position of taking economic benefits from the demographic dividend by
mobilizing the large mass of youth population (43 per cent).

4.1.2 Analysis of Strength, Potential and Opportunity
Strength, potential and opportunity that exist for development of the district are identified by holding series
of discussions and workshops among stakeholders. Those discussions and workshops also identified
strategy for utilizing existing strength, potential and opportunity. Strength, potential and opportunity for
the economic development of the district that was identified during the discussion and workshop are as
follows:
Analysis of Strength, potential and opportunity
Subsector Strength, Potential and Opportunity

Strategy of Utilization

Agricultur • Strength
• Promote off season and offsite vegetable
e, livestock • Fertile land with diversified climate appropriate
farming and commercial fish farming in
and
natural lakes
for high value crops, irrigation facility and wider
irrigation
landmass fit for irrigation expansion, natural • Launch campaigns to increase crop intensity
lakes, river and streams and expanded network
and seed replacement rate
of road, market and information for commercial • Support tourism growth by developing
agriculture
package by linking home stay with special
• Traditional knowledge and skills in farmers for
agricultural crops
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production of different agriculture crops
• Functional structure with human resource and
infrastructure
for
agriculture
service,
establishment of regional wholesale agriculture
market and extended coordination with national
and international market.
• Ongoing programs on food crops and seed
development
• Availability of barren land and river bed
appropriate for vegetable and grass farming and
availability of lands suitable for bee keeping.
• Presence of support organizations (Nepal food
corporation, Agriculture Samagri company
Limited, National Seed Company and
Agriculture cooperative)
• Increasing mechanization, increasing presence
of private sector aimed to supply of small
agricultural equipments and agricultural
processing, increased agricultural technical
institutions, increasing use of electronic mass
communication, F.M. and Cellular mobile.
• Appropriate environment for value chain
industries based on agriculture and livestock.
•
• To remain the district as supplier of livestock
products to hilly districts of far Western
development region
• Expansion of community forest
• Implementation of youth focused business
promotion
programs
for
non-Tharu
communities
• Availability of different technologies for
preservation of grass (Hay, sailez, Uriya
treatment, uriya malases)
• Irrigation projects (Rani Jamara Kularia, Rural
Underground Water Resource Project
• Availability of different irrigation technologies,
• Potential and Opportunities
• Local Governance Act, 1999
• Agricultural Development Strategy 2014
• Mandatory provision to allocate 15 percent
budget in agriculture sector by local bodies
• Subsidy policy for organic fertilizer and biogas
• Development of information technology
• Public-private-civil society partnership
• Increasing demand of livestock products
• Close access to Mahakali irrigation project
• River link project (An ideal project to link
different rivers from east to west and use in
irrigation and rafting (Jalayatra)
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• Run capacity development programs,
exhibition of new agricultural equipments and
machinery, raise public awareness, promote
small farmer and women friendly
mechanization
• Develop and mobilize mechanism to
commercialize the resource being flowed by
projects, to strategically utilize for the
industrialization and sustainable agricultural
development
• Make information technology based to the
extensive agriculture, agricultural market
information
system
and
agricultural
entrepreneurship development
•
• Conservation of local goats khari and
chickens sakini
• Training and public awareness activities for
preservation of grass, support control of soil
erosion and increase production of fodder by
promotion of commercial and perennial grass
crops including Amriso, nepiar, molases
• Increase new breeds through artificial
insemination
• Support income raising of deprived families
by involving in pig raising and in other
appropriate Income Generating activities
• Raise public awareness and build capacity
about the technology of making organic
manure
• Promotion of biological safety measures and
technology to make organic fertilizer
• Promotion of industries and business based on
livestock, provision of subsidy and tax
exemption for mechanization of livestock
business
• Mobilization of human resources produced by
technical schools of the district for the
commercialization of the agriculture
• Make effort to expand the command area of
Mahakali irrigation project up to Kailali
• Manage and modernize existing irrigation
systems and ensure public participation in
small irrigation projects through plastic
ponds, drip irrigation, sprinkle and shallow
tube well.
• Make use of available 193 lakes and ponds for
irrigation facility extension based on
feasibility.
• Increase utilization and subsidy on materials,
electricity related to irrigation system
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• Develop multipurpose irrigation project and
contribute in agriculture, embankment
protection, hydroelectricity production and
soil conservation.
Industry, • Strength
commerc • Sufficiency of agriculture, livestock and forest
e,
related products and availability of minimum
business,
infrastructure for commercialization of
banking
agriculture, livestock and development of
and
tourism
cooperati • Increment in involvement of women in
ve
cooperative groups and small scale business
• Expansion of network of road, electricity and
telecommunication in almost all VDCs
• Rapid urbanization, population growth and large
proportion of active age group of population
• Presence and activeness of agencies and
organizations of related areas, presence of
central bank, expansion of network of banks,
financial institutions and increment in capital
and network
• Increased remittance and skill from foreign
employers
• Access to the market of neighboring country ,
• Potential and opportunity
• National industrial policy, 2011
• Small Enterprises Strategy, 2011

• Make effective use of existing infrastructures
• Have initiation to construct and operate
special industrial areas
• Focus MEDEP to the more poverty-prone
areas
• Mobilize youths to enterprise and business by
raising public awareness in enterprises and
capacity development
• Make effort to attract domestic and NRN
investment to far west especially Kailali
• Extend banking services to rural areas
• Make effort to tax exemption to the industries
with higher production, more employment
and industries operating by cooperatives
• Transfer technology and skills to the deprived
class families
• Promote entrepreneurship by establishing
handicraft centre
• Increase industrial consumption by promoting
tourism
• Use the opportunity of state restructuring in
making agricultural sector industrial and
commercial

• Strength
• Availability of places with historical, religious,
natural and cultural importance
• Existence of cultural diversity and traditional
and caste based skills of indigenous
communities comprising of Raji, Sonaha and
Tharu
• Availability of areas appropriate for tourism
diversification
• Existence of cultural diversity
• Committed local organizations and youths for
the development of tourism
• Potential and opportunity
• Tourism policy
• Kailali, Dhangadhi to remain as major
commercial hub of far west

• Link places of historical, cultural, natural
importance and cultural diversity for tourism
promotion
• Develop tourist areas by increasing
coordination with tourism department,
tourism board and other government bodies
• Develop strategies to attract tourists who
come in far west to Kailali as well
• Support local organizations actively involved
in tourism area through local bodies and work
in partnership with those organizations
• Identify areas and activities for agro-tourism,
rafting, observation of birds, dolphin and
wetland and develop conducive environment
for investment
• Identify and operate activities for tourism
promotion in collaboration with local bodies
and private sector
•

Tourism
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4.1.3 Problem analysis
List of existing problems of economic development sectors were identified by holding discussions among
stakeholders during the planning phase. Root problem was dentified by participatory discussion and
remaining problems were categorized as cause or effect of the root problem. The root problem identified
from the problem analysis was later converted into sectoral objective and outcomes, outputs, indicators and
hole logical framework finalized from participatory discussion. Problem analysis finalized during the
workshop was as follows:
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Industry, business, banking and cooperative
• Microfinance management not be easy and well managed
• Not to be conducive environment for investment
• Low level of knowledge, skills, capacity and awareness
regarding industry and entrepreneurship
• Lower level of interest of local bodies towards the
industrial development, Not to give appropriate priority to
identification and mobilization of local skills and resources
• Lack of appropriate structure and management for
processing and storing
• Inappropriate management of local market
• Lack of institutional development of cooperatives
• Low level of regular monitoring and regulation of market

• Slow growth of small and
cottage industries
• Hindered employment
generation at local level
• Low level of local
economic growth
• Be deprived of benefit from
industry and cooperative
sector
• Capital be scattered at local
level
• Women's skills not to be
developed and not to
increase the income as
expected
• Local level to be deprived
of taking sufficient benefit,
consumers' welfare to be
unprotected

Tourism
• Lack of identification, protection and promotion of the
places of archeological importance and of the places of
religious, cultural other importance; not to be able to
identify and develop places of tourist attraction; lack of
residential facilities (hotels, guest houses) in potential
tourist importance, lack of travel agencies
• Give lower priority to culture and tourism by local bodies
• To be low the effectiveness of tourism promotion and
marketing
• Not to be able to establish the connection between tourism
and culture
• Not to be identified and promoted the areas of travel routes
• To be lower the public awareness, knowledge and skill on
tourism
• Not to be revised the act, law and policies with the pace of
time; lack of concrete policy; delicate implementation
• Tourists areas not to be child-friendly, disabled-friendly.
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• Hindered employment
generation from tourism
sector
• To remain low the
contribution of tourism
sector in overall economic
development
• Outmigration of labor force
•
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4.1.4 Logical framework
Logical framework for economic development sector was devised based on the provisions of guideline of
Periodic Distinct Development Plan and the analysis of the strengths, potentials, opportunities and
problems. The logical framework was further discussed among the wider scale stakeholders through
participatory discussion. The logical framework was further fine tuned by planning experts, which is as
follows:
Root problem

Causes

Effects

Underdeveloped
capacity and lack
of
commercialization
of the areas of the
economic
development

• Low level of knowledge, skills and motivation for
commercialization, not to be able to develop conducive
environment for enterprenuers involved in agriculture,
livestock, industry, tourism
• Low level of road, electricity and irrigation infrastructure
especially in hilly VDCs, lack of quality and regularity
wherever available
• Unable to supply chemical/organic fertilizers and
improved seeds in time, in cheaper price and in easy way
to the farmers
• Inadequate knowledge, skills and awareness in farmers
regarding pesticides and chemical fertilizers, low level of
regular and sufficient counseling to the farmers
• Deterioration of biological diversity
• Insufficient and low quality irrigation and agricultural
road and its network
• Knowledge and skill deficiency of farmers regarding
post harvest management and value chain
• Relatively high level of risk and lack/insufficiency of
mechanism to bear risk
• Insufficiency in budget and inability to mobilize the
available budget
• Shortage of skilled human resource, incapacity to face the
latest challenges appeared in economic development
• Traditional thinking
• Not to be able to effectively mobilize different
development partners in integrated and complementary
way in areas of economic development
• Lack of concrete working policy and working
• Haphazard fragmentation of land
• Not to be able to establish access of farmers to the quality
production related materials
• Lack of cold store for agriculture and livestock
• Lack of research on agriculture and livestock technology
as per farmers' need
• Insufficiency of fodder to the cattle having relatively
more productivity
• Improved breeds of livestock having high productivity to
be in minority
• Insufficiency and under productivity of human resources
• Ineffective materalization of the concept of inclusiveness

• Hindered
commercialization of
agriculture and
livestock sector
• Decreased production
and productivity, raise
of production cost
• Impeded employment
generation, slow
decrease of poverty
reduction rate
• Be ineffective the
identification of
problems, development
of strategy and
projects,
implementation,
monitoring;
Inappropriate and
unsustainable use of
resources
• Delayed approval and
implementation of
plans, plans to be
incomplete
• Large-scale outmigration of youths
• Farmers' lack access to
appropriate
agricultural price,
mechanism and
increasingly raised risk
on agricultural
occupation.
• Year-round fluctuation
of livestock products
• Under achievement of
program/projects
•
• Increased dependency
over livestock products
• Under use of available
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• Invest in agriculture and livestock sector for poor
peasants be hard
• Feebleness of development management
• Lack of inter-relatedness between the education, research,
technology and development
• Insufficient extension of irrigation facilities
• Low level of all weather irrigation facilities
• Not to be able to use the different available irrigation
technologies based on spatial characteristics

Indicators
Plan summary
Sectoral
Objective
To
commercialize
the major areas
of economic
development by
increasing
access in
service and
facilities,
improvement in
quality and
enhancement in
competitive
capacity

Outcome
Commercial,
employmentoriented
and
dignified
agricultural
occupation

Description

Unit
NPR

Total annual
NPR.
monitory value of
thousand
goods and services
produced from the
cottage and small
industries
Number of families
Nos.
having 12 month
food sufficiency
Proportion of
Per cent
unemployed
population among
the total population
Self/employment
Nos.
from tourism sector
VDCs with more than Nos.
50 per cent of poverty

Self/employment in
commercial
agriculture
Functional
commercial
agricultural form
Leader/commercial
farmer
Active agricultural
technician involved
in agriculture

Persons

Status
Baseline
111000

1388661

113984

30

1000

4

Target

local resources

Means of
verification

Progress Report, Agriculture
DADO,
sector
may
2500000 Progress Report, remain as priority
sector.
CSIO
144000

Necessary
investment
in
tourism
sector
125382 Progress Report, may take place
DADO
22 Survey, DDC

5000 Survey
report/DDC
0 Small
areas
estimates
of
poverty/CBS,
Survey/DDC

4585

5085 Progress
report/DADO

Nos.

20

350 Progress
report/DADO

Nos.

1200

Nos.

10

2000 Progress
report/DADO
50 Progress
report/DADO
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Assumption

Agriculture
sector
may
remain as priority
sector.
Farmer
and
youths may have
attraction
to
agriculture sector
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Seed replacement
rate
Paddy
Maize
Wheat
Surplus food in
district
Output 1.1:
Business involved in
Diversified
agriculture sector
production from insurance
commercializati Collection center for
on of
agricultural produces
agriculture
Enterprise and nursery
based in agriculture
Annual vegetable
production
No. of agro-vate

Unit

Status
Baseline

Per cent
14.03
25.87
15.23
M. Ton

64000

Nos.

3

Nos.

31

Nos.

14

M. Ton

126000

Nos.

Annual quantity of
M. Ton
cash crop
Cropping intensity rate Per cent

120
143177
207=33

36

Target

Means of
verification

Assumption

Progress
28 report/DADO
40
30
70000 Progress
report/DADO
500 Progress
report/DADO
50 Progress
report/DADO
30 Progress
report/DADO
129290 Progress
report/DADO
140 Progress
report/DADO
185235 Progress
report/DADO
250 Progress
report/DADO

• Resistance
to
flood and other
disaster
may
increase
•
• Policies
on
commercializati
on of agriculture
may effectively
be implemented.
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Indicators
Plan summary
Output 1.2:
Increased
production and
productivity of
agriculture

Output 1.3:
Increased area
of irrigation

Output 1.4:
Commercialize
d livestock
farming and
increased
institutional
capacity of
livestock office

Description

Unit

Baseline

Cereal crop
Area
Production
Productivity
Vegetable crop
Area
Production
Productivity
Spices crop
Area
Production
Productivity
Seed/oil crop
Area
Production
Productivity
Potato
Area
Production
Productivity
Total cultivated land
in district
Irrigated land
among total
irrigated land
All weather irrigated
land among total
irrigated land
Animal farm
Cow
Buffalo
Mixed (cow and
buffalo)
Pig
Poultry
Goat
Artificial
Insemination Centre
Chilling Centre
(Dairy)
Animal slaughter
house
Welfare fund

Livestock based
industry

Means of
verification

Status

Ha.
M. Ton
Mt./Ha

103050
218660
2.12

Ha.
M. Ton
Mt./Ha

9200
126000
13.69

Ha.
M. Ton
Mt./Ha

5420
84840
15.65

Ha.
M. Ton
Mt./Ha

20950
17007.5
0.85

Ha.
M. Ton
Mt./Ha
Ha.

6000
72000
12
90500

Ha.

69126

Per
cent

44.65

Nos.
50
20
15

Target

Progress
99725 report/DADO
289202.5
2.9
Progress
9450 report/DADO
129250
13.8
Progress
10500 report/DADO
157500
15
Progress
20500 report/DADO
20500
1
Progress
8000 report/DADO
120000
15
90000 Progress
report/DADO
82951 Progress
report/DADO/D
IO
61 Progress
report/DADO/D
IO
Progress
report/DLSO
100
50
25

125
575
40
28

250
1000
150
50

Nos.

10

30

Nos.

0

4

4300

6000

Nos.

NPR
thousan
d
Nos.
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Assumption
Effect of climate
change may be
minimal
and
capacity
of
coping disaster
may increase.
Effective
implementation
of policies on
commercializati
on of agriculture

•
Projects
on irrigation may
complete in time.
•
•
Budget
for
irrigation
projects may be
allocated
sufficiently.
Livestock may
be
areas
of
priority for local
and central level.
Farmer
and
youths may have
attraction
to
agriculture
sector
•
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Indicators
Plan summary

Output 1.5:
Increased
quantity and
quality of
livestock
products

Description
Dairy
Fodder
Ice cream
Hatchery
Functional meat
testing laboratory
Livestock
service
centre with own
building
Self/employed
population
Milk
Cattle
Buffalo
Meat

Output 2.2:
Extended
business and
enterprise

Human resources
employed in
industry, trade and
tourism
Annual revenue
collected from
enterprise and
business
Total deposit in
banking sector
Total depositor in
banking sector
Large industries
Middle industries
Small industries
Major industrial
produced exported
from district
Employment from
business and
enterprise
Functional business
and enterprises

Means of
verification

Status
Baseline

Target

3
15
5
3
1

10
50
10
5
4

Nos.

1

7

Nos.

7600

10000

Nos.

M. Ton
22164
34592

Progress
report/DLSO
32000
44000

M.
Ton

He buffalo
Goat/sheep
Pig
Poultry
Egg

Outcome 2:
Established
and developed
enterprise and
business
through
increment in
access and
utilization of
skill,
technology,
capital and
market.
Output 2.1:
Established
and develop
cottage and
small
industries

Unit

Thousa
nd

1300
2400
1800
1300
5500

2000
3000
3000
2000
10000

3160

10000 Progress
report/CSIO

4264

99000 Progress
report/CSIO

Person

NPR
thousan
d
NPR.
Million

12224.63
325921

Nos.

38000 Progress
report/NRB
600000 Progress
report/NRB

Assumption

Industrial
development
may be areas of
priority for local
and central level.
Banking services
may be extended
to remote areas

Industrial
development
may be areas of
priority for local
and central level.
Banking services
may be extended
in rural areas

Nos.
Nos.
Nos.

1
11
377
5

5 Industrial data
20 base/DoI
450
10

•
Environ
ment
for
investment
in
industry may be
encouraging

Nos.

5243

10000 Annual
report/Office of
commerce
1500 Annual
report/Office of
commerce

•
Investm
ent
of
government of
private
sector
may increase.

Nos.

1045
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Indicators
Plan summary

Output 2.3:
Developed bank
and financial
institutions and
increased
investment in
enterprise and
business

Output 2.4:
Extended and
developed
cooperatives

Outcome 3:
Increased
contribution of
tourism sector in
economic
growth of
district by
enhancement of
service, facility
and security in
tourism sector.

Description

Unit

Market centres
Functional bank and
financial institutions
(Excluding
cooperatives)
Investment in tourism
industries through
banking sector
Investment in
industries through
banking sector
Investment in
agriculture through
banking sector
Registered
cooperatives
Functional
cooperatives
Cooperatives active
in production and
marketing
Population affiliated
in cooperatives
Total transaction

Nos.

Self/Employment from
tourism sector

Average expenditure
per tourist
Output 3.1:
Extended and
developed

NPR
Million
NPR
Million

Tourist standard
hotels in district

Target

39
76

45 DIC/KICC
90 Annual
Report/Central
bank

524.35

1000

3701.47

10000

624.54

900

Nos.

525

Per cent

89

Nos.

300

385

Persons

130008

200000

NPR
billion

3.01

4

1000
Persons

Total incoming
tourist
Internal Persons
Indian
Third country
Average length of stay
Day
Identified major
tourist areas

Baseline

Nos.

NPR
Million

Means of
verification

Status

10000
5520
2016

Nos

700 Progress
report/C.T.D.O
95

4000 Economic sector
study
report/NRB,
DDC
Survey
25000 report/DDC/NRB
15000 /TDS
5000

1

3

5

10

900

5000

6

15

NPR

Nos

39

Assumption

•
There
may
be
encouraging
environment
in
sector of industry
and commer

•
Regulatio
n and facilitation
of
cooperative
sector
may
increase.

•
Investme
nt of government
and private sector
in tourism may
increase.

Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
Survey
•
Tourism
report/DDC/NRB development
/TDS
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Indicators
Plan summary
tourism service
and
infrastructure

Description

Unit

Status
Baseline

Beds in hotels

304
Nos.

No. of tourist travel
routes

0
Nos.

Tourism information
centre

Output 3.2:
Increased
quality and
quantity of
tourism

Output 3.3:
Developed
institutional
capacity of
institutions
working in
tourism.

Target

1

Preserved and
managed historical,
religious and cultural
places
Tourism places
having internet, email
facility
Tourism service
provider
Trained tour guide

Nos.
Nos.

2

Nos.

5

Nos.

16

Nos.

0

Home stay operated in
standard
Village
Household
Bed
Places having agro
tourism in practice

Nos.

Organizations active
in tourism sector

Nos.

5

Nos.

200

Human resource
trained in tourism
Investment in tourism
for financial sector
Tourist areas having
tourism master plan

2
36
72
1
Nos.

NPR
Million

524.35

Nos.

1

40

Means of
verification

700 Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
5 Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
5 Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
12 Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
15 Survey
report/DDC/NRB
/TDS
50 Progress
report/DDC/TDS
50 Progress
report/DDC/TDS
Progress
report/DDC/TDS
5
100
200
4 Progress report,
Survey
report/DDC/TDS
10 Progress report,
Survey
report/DDC/TDS
500 Progress report,
Survey
report/DDC/TDS
1000 Progress report,
Survey
report/DDC/TDS
5 Progress report,
Survey
report/DDC/TDS

Assumption
master plan may
be formulated and
implemented
accordingly.

•
Investme
nt
and
promotional
activities
may
increase
in
tourism sector

•
Tourism
development
master plan may
be formulated and
implemented
accordingly.
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4.1.5 Major Program and Budget Estimate
Major program and estimate of budget for economic development sector was finalized from expert team
based on the participatory discussion made among wider level of stakeholders in the district and was
grounded on the major strength, potentials, opportunities and logical framework. It is as follows:
(Budget NPR '000)
S.N.

Major Programs according to
output

5 Year target
Unit

Year of Implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

2

3

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

O. Occupation of agriculture shall be commercialized and production be diversified.
Commercial agriculture
114830
program
Commercial vegetable
development program
Area
9450
1
25000
(ha)
129250

0

126650
(M.Ton)
127300
M.Ton)
127950
M.Ton)
128600
M.Ton)
129250
M.Ton)

DADO
DADO

2700
67500
3000

Bee Keeping Program

No. of
Apiary
M.T.

4

5

6

Poverty reduction and
employment generation
program
Project on seed replacement rate
increment program

2000
10

14330

48748
(M.Ton)
7 (M.Ton) 53436
(M.Ton)
8 (M.Ton) 58124
(M.Ton)
62812
9 (M.Ton)
(M.Ton)
10
67500
(M.Ton)
(M.Ton)

DADO

Area
(ha)

100
No.

1000

28

8
9

Wheat Per cent

30

Maize Per cent

40

0
DADO

16.8 19.6 22.4 25.2 28.0
18.2 21.1 24.1 27.0 30.0

28.7
10 Commercial fish farming
70
42
O. Total irrigated area of the district shall be increased.
Irrigation facility
1353035
Small irrigation construction
28
11
140
588000
and maintenance
No.
Cooperative farming small
No.
1
12
5
35
irrigation program
No.
1
Irrigation and water resource
13
2
0
management program
No.

Seti-Mahakali irrigation
No.
development project
Irrigation project based on new No.
16
technology
15

250 DADO

20000

Seed Per cent

14 Medium scale irrigation project

200 200 250

0

52500

No.

7

0

DADO

6 (M.Ton)

2

Farmers Pension Promotion
Program

0

10

400000

20

300000

15

45000

41

31.5 34.3 37.2 40.0
49 56 63
70
0
28

28

28

28

1

1

1

1

DADO
DADO

1

2

2

2

2

10

10

10

10

2

4

3

3

FWID No. 1,
Kanchanpur
2 FWID No. 1,
Kanchanpur
10 FWID No. 1,
Kanchanpur
3 FWID No. 1,
Kanchanpur
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17
O
A)
18
19
20
B)
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
O
42

Major Programs according to
output

5 Year target
Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Part Two:
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Year of Implementation
1

2

3

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

Maintenance and sustainability No.
6
6
8
5
5 FWID No. 1,
30
20000
project
Kanchanpur
Livestock raising shall be commercial and institutional capacity of livestock office shall have increased
0
Capital expenses
24450
Service centre construction,
1
1
1
1
1
furniture and fixtures
times
D.L.S.O.
5 21500
Office compound and
1
1
1
D.L.S.O.
dispensary management
times
3
1000
Purchase of equipments
Nos.
19507
7
7
7
7 D.L.S.O.
35
D.L.S.O.
Current expenses
167745
Income raising program
28500
D.L.S.O.
0
Pig raising program (focused to
6
6
6
6
6 D.L.S.O.
freed Kamaiya and Dalit
0
women)
30 21000
Goat raising in hilly areas
Pocket
10
75002
2
2
2
2 D.L.S.O.
0
Livestock raising program
Pocket
16000
D.L.S.O.
0
Commercialization of livestock
2
2
2
2
2 D.L.S.O.
0
(Cattle and buffalo)
Pocket
10 10000
Resource centre development
1
1
1
1 D.L.S.O.
0
program (cattle and buffalo)
Pocket
4
6000
Meat production support
3
3
3
3
3 D.L.S.O.
program
Nos.
15
6250
0
Commercial Duck farming
Nos.
15
15003
3
3
3
3 D.L.S.O.
1500
Mechanization and production
10
40 40 30
33 D.L.S.O.
Nos.
153
5695
0
diversification program
Livestock farming bi-product
8
8
8
8
8 D.L.S.O.
40
1300
0
production utilization program No.
Market and market promotion
10
14 14 20
10 D.L.S.O.
0
program
68 13700
Capacity development
program
Training
Service centre level
Times
500
2500100 100 100 100 100 D.L.S.O.
2500
Training for district level
7
7
7
7
7 D.L.S.O.
farmers
35
2100
0
Subordinate level training
Persons
45
3009
9
9
9
9 D.L.S.O.
0
Officer level capacity
2
2
2
2
2 D.L.S.O.
development training
Persons
10
250
0
Interaction and workshop
Times
50
307510
10 10 10
10 D.L.S.O.
0
Days celebration and meetings Times
50
110010
10 10 10
10 D.L.S.O.
0
Project management
Times
75
70015
15 15 15
15 D.L.S.O.
700
Over all program monitoring
12
12 12 12
12 D.L.S.O.
cost
Times
60
5000
5000
Quantity and quality of livestock products shall have increased.
Livestock service information
26
26 26 26
26 D.L.S.O.
dissemination program
Times
130
4000
0
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5 Year target
Unit

Year of Implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

2

3

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

40000

40000

40000

40000

43 Livestock service extension
program

40000

D.L.S.O.

4000

3375

4000

200000

4000

Nos.

4000

44 Livestock health service
program

4000

D.L.S.O.
3375
D.L.S.O.

45

Laboratory service program
Livestock reproduction and
46
breed improvement

Times

20000

1000

1000
D.L.S.O.
1345040

44

42

42

42

0

48 Purchase of liquid nitrogen
Purchase of A.I. Sheath and
49
Gloves

Li.

750

7

8
2

Times

2500

50000

25000

50000

6900

50000

210

50000

47 He animal distribution for
artificial insemination

50000

D.L.S.O.

D.L.S.O.
3

D.L.S.O.

2500

300

34000

5

34000

Times

34000

Tray beach construction

34000

50

34000

D.L.S.O.

43

40000

40000

40000

40000

51 Livestock fodder development
program
K.G.
17000
3000
O. Small and cottage industries shall have established and developed.
Establishment and
233974
development of industries
Survey and resource
Area
100
50020
52
identification
53 Entrepreneurship development Nos.
2500
2000500
Persons
2000
20004000
54
Skill development training
55 Technology transfer
Persons
1000
5000200
56 Level upgrade training
Persons
1500 50000300
57 Skilled labour production
Times
2000
150500
Capacity development of
5
2000
58
DMEGA and KCCI
1
5
59
Resource feasibility study
25
2450
Feasibility study on
Place
60 construction of special
economic zone
1
2000
Social mobilization for
√
61
enterprise development
7420
Entrepreneurship development Persons
420
62
training
2100
3770
Technical skills development Persons
400
63
training
2000 36965

40000

D.L.S.O.

3000
2000

20

20

20

20 O.C.S.I.,
K.C.C.I,
500 500 500 500 M.E.D.E.P
4000 4000 4000 400
0
200 200 200 200
300 300 300 300
500 500 500 500
1
1
1
1
5

5

5

5

1

√

2000

√

√

√

420 420 420

420

400 400 400

400
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64
65
66
67
68
O.

69
70
71
72
73
74
O

75

76

77

78
79
80
O.

81
82

Major Programs according to
output

5 Year target
Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document
Year of Implementation
1

2

3

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

Appropriate technology support Persons
100 100 100 100 100
and extension
500
8650
240 240 240 240 240
Development and promotion of Persons
linkage with market
1200 19937
Institutional development
86882
Participatory action research
4000
Public award
250
Enterprise and business shall have extended and developed
0
Extension of enterprise and
10635
business
Establishment of common
Nos.
25
1000
5
5
5
5 O.C.S.I.,
5
service centre
K.C.C.I,
Support in marketing
Times
100
100020
20 20 20
20 M.E.D.E.P,
Establishment of Gift house
Place
4
5000
1
1
1
1 NGOs
Development of trade
Person
100
100
20 20 20
20
entrepreneurs
20
Establishment of handicraft
Nos.
1
1500
1
village
Entrepreneur counselling
Persons
400 400 400 400 400
service
2000
2035
Business, banking and financial institutions shall have developed and investment shall be increased in industry
and trade.
9000
Development of business,
16582
banking and financial
institutions and increment in
trade and commerce
Persons
800
500
160 160 160 160 C.S.I.O.,
K.C.C.I,
M.E.D.E.P,
NGOs
Access in micro finance
160
Coordination for access to
Nos.
240 240 240 240 DDC,
micro finance
1200
5882 240
Cooperatives
Nos.
20
100
5
5
5
5 O.C.S.I.,
K.C.C.I,
M.E.D.E.P,
Support to entrepreneurs to
establish cooperative
5
NGOs
Establishment of agriculture
Nos.
6
9000
C.T.D.O.
9000
cooperative form
1
1
2
1
1
Information dissemination
Nos.
5
600
Banks
about banking program
1
1
1
1
1
Extension of banking services Times
5
500
Banks
in rural areas
1
1
1
1
1
Cooperatives shall have developed and extended.
8750
Development and extension of
15790
cooperatives
Basic cooperative management Nos.
30 687.5
6
6
6
6 C.T.D.O
training
6
Basic cooperative account
Nos.
30 687.5 6
6
6
6
6 C.T.D.O.
keeping training
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83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
O.

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
O.

101
102
103
104
105
O.

Major Programs according to
output

5 Year target
Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Part Two:
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Year of Implementation
1

2

3

Cooperative business promotion Nos.
30 687.5 6
6
6
training
Nos.
30 687.5 6
6
6
Business plan preparation
training
Participatory account keeping Nos.
30
1650 6
6
6
Pre-cooperative training
Nos.
120
2640 24 24 24
Integration of cooperatives
Nos.
25
2500 5
5
5
Cooperative monitoring visit
Nos.
5
1000 1
1
1
Support in formation of
Nos.
6
3000
1
2
cooperative structure
1
Monitoring and evaluation
Nos.
45
2250 9
9
9
Tourist infrastructure and services shall be developed and extended.
Extension and development
551000
and tourist service
Religious program for tourism Events
20 20000
4
4
4
development
4
Preservation, promotion of
Times
7 10000
1
2
2
cultural heritage
Conservation and promotion of Nos.
15 150000
3
3
3
3
lakes and wetlands
Construction of park and places Nos.
6 60000
of entertainment
1
2
1
1
Expand Dhangadhi Airport and Nos.
1 200000
international airport
1
Development/promotion of
j6f
50 20000
10
hotel and restaurant in tourist
areas
10
10
Rafting promotion at Karnali Times
2
1000
river
1
1
Construction of hotel and
Nos.
50 20000
10
restaurant
10
10
Road construction up to tourist K.M.
50 50000
10
areas
10
10
Calendar, poster, proclamation k6s
5 20000 1
1
1
Qualitative and quantitative changes shall take place in tourism.
Qualitative and quantative
7500
increament in tourism
Training on home stay
Persons
5
1
1
operation
1
Proclamation and promotion of Times
5
1000
1
1
areas of touristic importance
1
Museum establishment of
Times
1
1500
endangered culture
1
Organization of courageous
Nos.
15
3000
3
3
tourist game
3
Agriculture tourism promotion Nos.
5
2000
1
1
program
1
Institutional capacity of organization working on tourism shall have developed.

45

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

6

6 C.T.D.O.

-

6

6 C.T.D.O.

-

6
24
5
1
1

6
24
5
1
1

C.T.D.O.
C.T.D.O.
C.T.D.O.
C.T.D.O.
C.T.D.O.

2500
1000
3000

9

9 C.T.D.O.

2250
248900

4

Local
bodies,
NGOs,
private
sector

2
3

15000
7500
1400
20000

1
200000
10

Local
bodies,
10 NGOs,
private
sector

10

5000
10

10
1

10
1
0

1
1

1 DDC,
VDC,
1 I/NGOs

3

3

1

1
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106
107
108
109
110

5 Year target
Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Institutional Capacity
development
Interaction with stakeholders
for institutional development of
tourism sector
Times
Training on Hotel Management Nos.
Formation and promotion of
local level tourism mechanism
Nos.
Training on tour guide
Nos.
Training on cooking
Nos.
Total capital budget
Total current budget
Total budget of economic development sector

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document
Year of Implementation
1

2

3

4

Agency of Deficie
implementati nt
5
on
budget

0

2600
1
2
5

200
1000 1

10
2
3

300 2
500
600
2498141
302547
2800688

1

DDC,
VDC,
I/NGOs

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
1

1
1

1

1
2

Deficient budget 268650
Deficient budget 59103
Deficient budget 882128

4.1.6 Working policy
Essential working policies for economic development sector were identified for each of the subsectors by
discussing among wider level of stakeholders. Aim of designing working policy was to address problems
observed in the economic development of the district and appropriately use the strength, potentials and
opportunities and to speed up the pace of economic development. It was as follows:
Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination and collaboration shall be strengthened among the stakeholders of economic
development by developing a common forum of the government, non-government, private and
community organizations working in the district in areas of livelihood, agriculture, livestock,
climate change.
Agriculture groups shall be made competent on agriculture technology by providing knowledge,
skills and capacity development activities.
Livelihood of marginalized family shall be raised by extension and promotion of agro-forestry
technology.
Income generating opportunities shall be increased by carrying road corridor projects.
Irrigated area shall be used for intense cropping where as un-irrigated areas shall be focused for
Income Generating activities.
Priority shall be given to conduct commercial agricultural programs based on farmers' interest and
local potentials.
Along with commercialization of agriculture, special attention shall be paid for preservation of
biological diversity. Local special products including 'Tharu Aalu' (a type of potato that is small
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in size, have better test and has been traditionally grown by Tharu community) shall be preserved
and promoted.
Agriculture extension activities shall be implemented as project based on the potential and
comparative advantage.
Programs shall be implemented based on pocket package strategy.
River bed farming shall be encourages and supported in the areas provided by local bodies.
Agriculture market shall be continuously developed through feasibility study, information
dissemination and cold store construction.
Necessary efforts shall be made to construct at least one cold store in each of the constituency.
Commercial vegetable farming shall be promoted to produce in nearby areas of municipalities and
road corridors.
Easier access of farmers to the technical service shall be ensured by extending services.
Environment friendly agriculture and livestock technology shall be promoted.
Appropriate pocket areas shall be identified for different types of livestock framing.
Livestock products shall be diversified for increasing production, productivity and income.
Programs shall be designed and implemented to support value chain and diversify agriculture and
livestock products.
Buffalo raising and pig fattening programs shall be launched to meet the demand of meat.
Grass seed resource center shall be established for production and promotion of grass.
Marginalized community including freed Kamaiya, freed haliya, landless, indigenous, women and
Dali shall be included in INCOME GENERATING activities.
Physical infrastructure development and slaughter house construction shall be focused and
coverage of grant for meat shop shall be increased to support implementation of slaughter house
and meat test act.
Commercial duck farming shall be promoted to support egg production and increase employment.
Animal breeding and fodder development shall be promoted.
Youths shall be attracted in livestock farming through youth focused programs.
Public awareness program shall be launched for commercial livestock farming, livestock
insurance, control of zoonosis and on artificial insemination.
Irrigation projects that give immediate outputs shall be implemented with due priority.
Irrigation maintenance charge shall be collected for the durable management of irrigation projects.
Irrigation projects shall be implemented with necessary coordination and collaboration.

Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation
• Public-private partnership policy shall be adopted at different level for the promotion of small and
cottage industries.
• Necessary legal provisions, institutional framework and infrastructure construction shall be given
priority for development and promotion of small and cottage industries.
• Purposive programs shall be launched and market shall be extended for promotion of local
production.
• Existing small and cottage industries shall be strengthened, empowered and promoted through
identification and mobilization of trained enterprise development facilitator and other trained
human resources.
• Common platform shall be developed for promotion of group business/enterprise.
• Effectiveness and coverage of loan shall be increased through extension and effective
implementation of programs of banking sector.
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Institutional capacity of micro entrepreneurs shall be developed through establishing micro
entrepreneurs' business cooperative.
Micro-finance services shall be promoted for employment generation through micro enterprise and
small industries.
Capital collected from bank and financial sector shall be mobilized in productive sector.
Efforts shall be made to establish dry port for promotion of business.
Traditional skills shall be preserved and promoted.
Joint programs shall be implemented by NGOs and Division Cooperative Office and other relevant
office for the development of cooperative sector.
Risk of cooperatives located in remote areas shall be minimized by increasing supervision and
timely feedback.
Capital deficiency in the cooperatives of remote areas shall be minimized by increasing
coordination and linkage with central bank and other commercial banks.
Initiation shall be made to categorize based on performance.
Efforts shall be made to exempt the charges of quality test to the products of micro entrepreneurs,
cooperatives.
Commercial and voluntary organizations shall be developed/promoted for the counseling in
productivity increment, technology improvement, market extension of micro-entrepreneurs and
cooperatives.
Cooperatives shall be encouraged and mobilized in new areas such as maintenance of community
sanitation.
Necessary actions shall be taken to establish common service center for providing counseling to
inactive entrepreneurs, provide technical assistance, transfer of additional skills, support to
marketing, provide trademark and for business promotion.
Government, non-government and private sector organizations shall be encouraged to produce
skilled human resource required for industries operating in district.
Priority shall be given for labor friendly production and development of industrial environment.
Experts shall be developed for counseling to industrial sector.
Federation of industry and commerce shall be capacitated for enterprise counseling.
Necessary arrangements shall be made to provide privileges to the industries utilizing minerals
available in the hills of Far West Development Region.
Cooperative sector master plan shall be developed and implemented.
Industries established in rural areas shall be provided several privileges including exemption of
income tax, support in technology transfer, use of common trademark and in marketing.
Encouraging supports shall be extended to establish sales house
Traditional skills of local indigenous communities shall be promoted by supporting in marketing.
Deprived communities shall be attracted to involve in enterprise development sector by organizing
awareness programs, entrepreneurship training, skill training, support in technology, support in
micro finance and through market access.
Initiations shall be taken to enhance the capacity of quality testing laboratory into international
standard.

Tourism Development
• Gap of tour guide shall be fulfilled by conducting tour guide trainings through skill development
centers and other relevant organizations.
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Initiation shall be taken to request government of India to extend Indian Railway Service up to
Gaur Fanta boarder
Necessary coordination shall be made to establish tourism development office in Kailali.
Feasibility study shall be made to build tourism corridor for Indian and other religious travelers
to reach up to Mansorabar via Godabari-Khaptad and Api Saipal
Places of cultural and touristic importance shall be identified and necessary infrastructure shall
be constructed to conduct all weather roads in those areas.
Necessary study and coordination with stakeholders shall be made to convert the forest area of
Dhangadhi Municipality-5 into zoo.
Tourism shall be diversified in specific tourist areas.
Tourism development related activities shall be implemented in coordination with stakeholders.
Development of home stay shall be encouraged and promoted to expand tourism in remote areas.
Appropriate actions shall be taken to establish Far West Cultural tourism at Dhangadhi.
Private sector investment shall be encouraged to tourism related services and facilitated.
Service and quality of tourism industries shall be strengthened by having effective
monitoring/supervision of tourism industry.
Initiations shall be taken to upgrade Geta Airport as international airport.
Feasibility of waterways shall be studied in Karnali River and in appropriate lakes.
Multipurpose Public Park shall be constructed to promote internal tourism.
Action plan shall be developed in coordination between local bodies and respective agencies for
the conservation of Dolphin
Historical Garbha Durbar shall be preserved to promote tourism.
Tourism annual calender shall be developed and disseminated.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1.7 Stakeholders and their major role
Implementation of this economic development sectoral plan shall be ensured in over all leadership of
District Development Committee, in coordination of District Agricultural Development Committee,
District Enterprise Development Committee, in sectoral leadership of sectoral offices and in engagement
of stakeholders.
Engagement and mobilization of government organizations, NGOs, CBOs, private sector, target groups,
service recipients, support agencies and supervisory agencies is expected in the implementation of this
plan.
Major stakeholders and their role in the areas of economic development of the district are as follows:
S.N.

Stakeholders
1. District Development
Committee
2. District Agriculture
Development office
3. District Livestock Office
4. Office of the Small and
Cottage Industries
5. Division cooperative and
Division Office

Role
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
economic sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
agriculture development programs
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
livestock development programs
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
Small and Cottage Industries Sector
Main facilitator, regulator, coordinator and monitor of
cooperative sector
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6. Office of the Labour
7. Fishery development
centre
8. 31 VDCs
9. 6 Municipality
10. Bank and financial
institutions
11. Corporations
12. Cooperatives
13. Professional organizations
including Federation of
Industry and Commerce
14. I/NGOs
15. CBOs
16. Civil society and local
citizen

Part Two:
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Main regulator, facilitator, monitor of labor sector
Main facilitator, coordinator, monitor and implementor
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
economic sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
economic sector
Facilitator of Financial Development Sector
Facilitator and implementor of economic development sector
Implementor, recipient of of economic development sector
Facilitator, Implementor and supporter of economic sector

Supporter of economic development sector
Supporter, recipient, monitor and implementor of economic
development sector
Supporter, recipient and monitor of economic development
sector
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4.2 Social Development Plan
4.2.1 Background
Values of the Human Development Index of Kailali are 0.460 as per the Nepal Human Development Report
published by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) published in 2014. This value of Kailali
is improved compared to the target set by the previous Periodic District Development Plan Kailali, which
was 0.375. However the value is less than the Nepal's HDI which is 0.541. This indicates that average
status of human development of Kailali is less than average of whole Nepal.
District is in condition of being declared as fully literate, other many educational indicators seem to be
satisfactory. However, SLC pass rate of community schools is not satisfactory. Product of education sector
is contributing to increase the unemployed educated youth rather than to contribute to develop the human
resource as per the need of time and market. Access of deprived class is still could not have been
strengthened. Including Kailali, there is lack an ICU in the whole Far West Development Region. Per
cent of population having access to basic water supply is 98 percent, however, access to processed quality
water supply is not satisfactory. Problems of arsenic could not have been solved. Water supply of different
places includes calcium, e-coli like chemicals and micro-organisms harmful to human health. Additionally,
drinking water behaviour from source to consumption could not have been healthy. Since basic infra
structures such as water supply, education, health are not disaster-resistant, they have been damaged each
year repeatedly. When viewed the situation of target group, women literacy rate is significantly lower than
the men's literacy rate. Superstitions like Chhaupadi (a traditional social practice of keeping women in
separate dark room isolated from main house during first week of the menstruation cycle) are still in
practice. School dropout is higher in Badi and in other deprived communities. Child marriage is high.
Gender and domestic violence is high.
Despite several social problems, the district has amazing social harmony. National Census 2011 identified
eight types of language and dialects and 73 types of casts in the district. Most of these casts have their own
cultures. Strengths, potentials, opportunities and problems of social sector were identified and analysed
through participatory discussion among the wide scale stakeholders. Fine tuned conclusion is as follows:

4.1.2 Analysis of Strength, Potential and Opportunity
Strength, potential and opportunity that exist for development of the district are identified by holding series
of discussions and workshops among stakeholders. Strategy for utilizing the existing strength, potential
and opportunity is also identified in those discussions and workshops by having group discussion.
Strength, potential and opportunity for the economic development of the district that is identified during
the discussions and workshops are as follows:
Analysis of Strength, potential and opportunity
Subsector Strength, Potential and Opportunity

Strategy of Utilization

Education • Strength
• Intensify activities to declare district as
and human
 Improved status of literacy, district to be in
fully literate and make continued efforts
resource
condition of being declared as fully literate
to maintain status
 Ongoing improvement of minimum physical • Increase educational infrastructure by
infrastructure
improving
coordination
and
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 Involvement and investment of local bodies,
private sector and non-government sector
 Regular formation of School Improvement
Plan and its implementation
 Education sector and deprived class to remain
in state's priority
 Expansion of early child development
program. Implementation of concept of childfriendly education. Increased flow of students
from ECD to class 1.
 Increased accountability, ownership and
transparency gained by hand over of schools
to community
 Priority to students of community school in
government and social sector
 Availability of options for students to study
different subjects
• Potential and Opportunity
 Sufficiency of legal provisions
 Illiteracy eradication program to be in
implementation
 Availability of sufficient students for higher
education
Health,
• Strength
population
 Expansion of health network and skilled
and
health workers up to local level and urban
nutrition
areas. Availability of educational materials
and expansion of health institutions at
government and private sector
 Health sector to remain in government's
priority
 Growing health structure and services
 Availablility of modern means for family
planning
 Accessibility to the services surgical
treatment for the patients of uterus prolapse
 Increased health awareness
 Existence of different herbs in different VDCs
• Potential and opportunities
 Provision of regular central budget
 Existence of policy to make health sector
inclusive and maintain good governance in the
sector
Water
supply,
sanitation
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•

•

•

•
•

collaboration with local bodies,
government
and
non-government
organizations
Develop cluster system in the Higher
Secondary Schools (HSS) running in
science and technology faculty and
focus in utilization of skilled human
resource
Extend Early Childhood Development
(ECD) centers in appropriate places and
materialize the minimum standards
provisioned for infrastructure of ECD
centers
Have collaboration with local bodies,
community
and
NGOs
for
establishment, operation and regular
monitoring of ECD centers.
Rearrange the teachers and adjust
students-teachers ratio
Increase educational infrastructure and
promote educational tourism

• Make active and responsible to the
operation of health institutions operation
and management
• Increase the services of trained health
workers
• Expand and promote information and
communication in mother tongue
• Ensure continued improvement by
making monitoring and evaluation
regular and effective

• Strength
• Examine the physical, chemical and
 Access of more than 95 percent of population
biological properties of water supply of
in basic water supply
all non-examined water supply -based
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 Minimum quality in water supply of most of
the places
 Engagement of users' committee and
maintenance workers
 Provision of maintenance fund in each of the
water supply projects
 Commitment of local people to pay minimum
water charge
 Formulation and implementation of District
Water Supply and Sanitation Strategic Plan
 Existence of project selection and
implementation systems
 Availability of sources of water both in terai
and hilly areas
 Engagement of collaboration of NGOs and
CBOs
 District to fall in the list of declaring Open
Defecation Free district
 Existence of participatory planning system
 Existence of technical schools in district
 Raised public awareness in sanitation
 Potential and opportunity
 Implementation of national policy and action
plan on water supply and sanitation
 National goal to ensure access to basic water
supply and sanitation to all
 Implementation of water supply quality
standard directives
 Implementation of water resource act and
water supply regulations
Women,
• Strength
Children
 Involvement of rights activists, Citizen Ward
and Social
Forum, agricultural groups, cooperatives,
Welfare
CFUGs and organizations active in rights
based approach
 District-wide network of mothers' group,
FCHVs and children's' club
 Increasing political and social empowerment
 Existence of diversity of language, culture and
identify of different indigenous casts
 Operation of safe house for violence affected
women and children
 Involvement of organizations run in
leadership of target group
 Activeness of self-help group and
cooperatives
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•

•

•

•

•

on water supply standard and provide
appropriate suggestions to the users.
Launch public awareness campaign for
the sanitation from source to use.
Ensure supply of quality drinking water
Solve disputes on sources of water faster
and provide instant water supply
services
Activate the project management
through integrated use of financial and
technical resources
Prioritize the cost sharing projects and
increase efficiency. Increase capacity
of resource mobilization
Enhance capacity of activists of users
committee by providing basic technical
training
Implement the campaign of declaring
No Open Defecation areas to all the
VDCS in cooperation and association of
all the stakeholders. Launch sanitation
of community and village side by side.

• Mainstreaming target and their issues
• Institutional
development
and
strengthening of Community Based
Organizations
• Development of tourism through
conservation and promotion of language
and culture
• Initiate for formulation/revision of
policies as per need, initiate for
formulation of equity based local
governance
• Extend services and implement social
mobilization program
• Coordinate and collaborate for service
delivery and good governance
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 Involvement of organization of different
target groups
 Availability of IEC materials for capacity
development, information, education and
communications
 Implementation of inclusive program
 Ex-army with different skill and capacities
• Potentials and opportunities
 Constitutional
provisional
of
special
treatment to target groups (women, disabled,
children, senior citizen) in special way
 Implementation of Local Body Grant
Mobilization Procedure. Mandatory provision
to allocate 20 per cent of the total grant
released to local body for children, women
and deprived group
 Issue of the act drafted to revise some of the
Nepal Acts, 2006 to maintain gender equality
 Provision of scholarship to the Dali and
disadvantaged group
 Policy of extending women development
program in all VDCs
 Government of Nepal, development partner
and I/NGOs' priority to the target group
 Leadership opportunity through inter-party
women network
 Positive legal instruments (constitution, acts,
policies, directives)

• Implement capacity development and
awareness raising programs
• Institutional
development
and
empowerment of public agency and
structures
• Development and implement business
• Develop and promote entrepreneurship
•

Youths
• Strengths
and sports
 Large proportion of youths
 Availability of national and international
players in the district. District to remain a
play ground of regional players
 Establishment of sports youth information
center
 Availability of national level playing ground
and district to remain as regional center for
sports
 Involvement of youths in variety of
occupation including journalism, IT,
education, science, tourism promotion and in
politics. Skilled youths in different sectors
 Interest and enthusiasm of youths in sports
 Adequacy of open spaces for developing
sports infrastructure

• Regularize sports contests
• Develop diversified and well managed
sports infrastructure from VDC to
constituency
• Initiate to increase investment from
central to local level
• Mobilize youths in productive sector
like agriculture and tourism
• Construct playing
ground in all
constituency areas as per national
standard
• Regularize school level sports contests
including president running shield
• Demonstrate local traditional sports
during Dhangadhi/Far West trade-fair
•
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 Existence of traditional sports (Chhur,
Dandibiyo, Tree penk, gharladni)
 Potential and strengths
 Implementation of National Youth Policy
20010 and National Sports Policy 2011
Arts,
culture,
language
and
literature

• Strengths
• Identify and protect endangered
 Presence of indigenous community including
language, culture and arts
Raji, Sonaha. District to remain as major • Establishment of local Literature
destination to study and research Tharu
Council and have encourage provisions
culture for the initiatives throughout the world
for persons involved in literature sector
 Presence of different cultures
 Places of religious, mythological and
historical importance
 Amateur actors of art and literature
• Opportunity
 Policy for elementary study in mother tongue

Security
Managem
ent

• Strength
• Strengthen
coordination
between
 System and structure of research and security
security forces and line agencies.
 Expansion of security mechanism from rural • Provide contemporary trainings to
to remote areas
security cadres
 Community participation
in
security
strengthening
 Presence of community police and women
cell
• Potential and Opportunity
 Presence of regional security mechanism

4.2.3 Problem analysis
List of existing problems of social development sectors were identified by holding discussions among
stakeholders during the planning phase. Root problem was identified by participatory discussion and
remaining problems were categorized as cause or effect of the root problem. The root problem identified
from the problem analysis was later converted into sectoral objective and outcomes, outputs, indicators and
whole logical framework finalized from participatory discussion. Problem analysis finalized during the
workshop was as follows:
Root problem

Causes

Effects

Social sector to be
of less quality,
non professional
and inaccessible
to deprived groups
and stagnation in

• Education
• Incompetent education especially in community
school
• High rate of school dropout and class repetition.
Lower rate of class graduation
• Non revision of act and policies with the pace of
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• Exclusion of
disadvantaged
communities from school
education
• Low level of education
quality
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the socioeconomic status of
women and other
target group

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

time
Exclusion of children of deprived community
including freed Haliya, freed Kamaiya. Less
priority of deprived community to education
Delayed and incomplete flow of information to
local level. Low level of feedback. Poor system
for updating teachers on contemporary issues
and techniques. Failure to use the knowledge
and skills on educational activities
Low level of government investment in public
colleges
Improper location of schools
Poor access and quality over technical and
vocational education
Hardships to access textbooks, text materials and
training in school. Insufficient infrastructure and
human resources in higher secondary schools
Ineffective monitoring and supervision
mechanism. Lower level of accountability and
sensitivity to all level of stakeholders.
Ineffectiveness of village and district level
education committees
Non-accountability of teachers to the
achievements of learning
Under use of professional organizations for the
improvement of education sector
Complexity in teachers' management
School education and infrastructure not to be
completely child friendly, gender friendly and
disabled friendly
Lack of access of different communities to early
child development center
Insufficient resources and low level of
investment
Lack of equitable opportunity in higher level
education
Political influence in school, school not to be
established as zone of peace. Not to follow code
of conduct in school
Vague policies in higher level education
Health
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• Under developed life skill
• Under production of
quality human resource
• Ineffective school
management
• Poor access to and
inadequate child
development
• Low level of learning
achievements
• Hindered potentials of
growth and development
• Increased dependency
• Brain drain
• Addiction of school
children to drug abuse
• Nonproduction of practical
human resource
• School area not to be zone
of peace
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• Inadequate standard of health institutions
• Low proportion of health institutions and health
personnel to the population
• Poor quality and service of HIV/Aids prevention
program and ART center
• Inadequate skilled human resource
• Behavior of health personnel not to be consumer
friendly and gender friendly
• Inadequate trust of public to the health services
provided by the government
• Poor community ownership to the public health
service and infrastructures. Inactive
management committees in health institutions
• Lack/non-implementation of periodic/strategic
plans in local health institutions
• Health services not to be disables friendly, age
friendly and gender friendly
• Lack of rehabilitation centers for patients of
chronic diseases and addicts
• Inadequate infrastructure and human resource in
delivery centers
• Irregular and insufficient blood supply
• Increased population. Rapid and unmanaged
urbanization.
• Misbalance in demand and supply in health
sector
• Child marriage. High rate of pregnancy in early
ages. Short birth gap. Poor health of new born
children.
• Lack of psychiatric department at hospitals
• Less use of safe motherhood services,
Inadequacy of SBA and trained health personnel
• Lack of ICU and NICU
• Risk of HIV/AIDS from immigrants, less
achievement in prevention of STI/STDs
• Lack of trauma center
• Poor preparedness for epidemic and repeated
natural disasters
• Lack of monitoring and regulation of healthier
services provided by private sector
• Insufficient capacity of nutrition rehabilitation
center and lack of center out of the district
headquarters
• Geographical remoteness. Lack of regular
transportation service. Inadequate and
ineffective infrastructure at rural areas
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• High rate of morbidity
• Life expectancy not to be
as expected
• Birth of less weight
children
• Malnutrition in children
and anemia in women
• Still birth
• Increment in HIV/AIDS,
STIs/STDs
• Increment in eye problems
• Growing patients of uterus
prolapse
• Increased family burden
• Increased pressure to the
service provider in
market/urban areas under
use in rural areas
• Deprivation from health
services
• Decreased number of
productive human resource
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• Traditional beliefs. Attitude of hiding disease.
Low level of public awareness.
• Increasing number of drug addicts
• Misconceptions regarding family planning that it
makes one weak
• Unhealthy fooding habits. Consumption of junk
foods.
• Scattered settlements in hilly area causing poor
access to heath institutions
• Resource gap
• Existence of gender and other violence
• Inadequate production and consumption of fruits
and other dietary foods
Water Supply and sanitation
• Long distance of source of water especially in
hilly areas. Unplanned settlement. Complex
topography.
• Ineffective and inefficient management
(especially in maintenance)
• Water logging to source of water during raining
season
• Shortage of resources (financial, material,
human)
• Insufficient monitoring, evaluation and
supervision
• Lack of resource conservation and management.
Deforestation around the forest.
• Lack of local ownership and public participation
• Poor water quality (exceeding level of calcium,
e-coli, arsenic)
• Lower level of sensitivity towards individual,
household and community sanitation
• Lack of certain working periods of water supply
users committee
• Shortage of clear policy for sewerage
• Lack of solid waste management plan. Lack of
sanitary land fill site in urban areas
• Shortage of public toilet. Lack of sanitation
systems in public toilets. Lack of private toilets
in many households.
• Lack of drain
• Dispute in source of water (especially in hilly
areas)
• Increasing dependency
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• Negative effects in health
• Increment in waterborne
disease
• Expansion of infectious
diseases
• Expense of more time and
labor of women and
children
• Deterioration in
environmental beauty
• Negative impact in
tourism development
• Increase in health care
• Hindrances in project
implementation
• Decreased project life
because of accumulation
of lime in pipeline
• Regular submersion
• Tharu community not to
be freed from family
disease 'sickless'
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• Lack of meaningful participation of target group
• Deficiency in scientific implementation of
governance
• Shortage of women friendly environment
• Exclusion of marginalized communities
• Continuity of superstitious system and practices
• Lack of special education for disabled and other
vulnerable children
• Inability to modernize traditional skill and
occupation
• Lack of gender sensitive monitoring, supervision
and evaluation. Lack of gender disintegrated
data.
• Lack of support and advocacy service for single
women
• Lack of elderly home
• Children be excluded from participation of child
club
• Improper management of conflict affected
• Uneasy social security system
• Politically influenced development management
• Inadequate information about international and
national legal instruments

• Prolonged poverty
• Inadequate access and use
of social security services
• Continued unsafe delivery
and unsafe reproductive
health
• Unrelenting child
marriage, child abuse,
child labor (especially in
transportation and hotel
sector)
• Marginalization of
disabled persons
• Unsecured life of elderly
people
• Harsh impact of climate
change to marginalized
community

• Low level of participation of youths in major
areas of economy e.g. agriculture, industry,
business
• Inadequacy in employment opportunities. Lack
of opportunities for learning life skills to the
school dropped out youths
• Marginalization of youths from mainstream
development
• Under management of sports development
• Lack of sports contests in many of the
geographical areas
• Difficult to maintain livelihood by playing sports
• Insufficient sports teachers, infrastructure,
materials and activities in schools
• Inadequacy/lack of playground, playing
materials
• Lack of sports committee at VDCs
• Lack of encouraging activities for players

• Lack of involvement of
youths causing agriculture
and livestock displaced
• Lagging development of
industries and tourism
• Non-production of skilled
players
• Sports be unable to receive
special position in
national/international level
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• Insufficient attention to preserve local language,
art, literature and culture
• Lack of institutional representative of culture and
tradition
• Scarce investment for the preservation and
promotion of local culture
• Poor teaching at schools regarding creative art
• Scanty use of local language, art, culture, music
in extra-curriculr activities of schools
• Lack of research and promotion in the field of
language, art, music and culture

• Endangered language,
culture and identify

• Regularized band and strikes
• Insufficient human resource compared to the size
of the district
• Difficulty in controlling illegal exports
• Discrimination to women

• Illegal export not to be in
control

4.2.4 Logical framework
Logical framework for social development sector was devised based on the provisions of guideline of
Periodic Distict Development Plan and the analysis of the strengths, potentials, opportunities and problems.
The logical framework was further discussed among the wider scale stakeholders through participatory
discussion. The logical framework was further fine tuned by planning experts, which is as follows:
Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Unit

Neonatal mortality
Per
Sectoral
rate
thousand
objective:
To raise socio- Severe malnutrition Per cent
economic status Average literacy rate Per cent
of marginalized Literacy rate above 15 Per cent
communities years
including
Households with
Per cent
women,
access to treated pure
children and
drinking water
youth by
Open Defecation Free Nos.
ensuring
VDCs
quality,
professionalism and
accessibility in
social
development
sector

Status
Means of verification
Baseline Target
13
8Progress report/DPHO
2.91
66.32
75.15
12

1Progress report/DPHO
90Progress report/DEO
95Progress report/DEO
35Progress report/WSSDO

37Progress report/DDC

11
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Assumption
• Support of

government,
development
partners and
I/NGOs may
continue and
increase.
• Respective
policy and
regulations
may be
improved.
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Unit

SLC completion rate Per cent
Outcome 1:
Developed,
Teacher-students ratio Proportion
skilled and
Primary
qualified
Lower secondary
human
Secondary
resources by Learning achievement Per cent
ensuring
rate
quality,
Continuity rate up to Per cent
accessibility
class 5
and
Schools with internet, Nos.
inclusiveness in email facility
education.
Primary schools
Nos.
teaching in multiple
languages
Net enrolment rate
Per cent
Output 1.1
Accessible and Gross enrolment rate Per cent
quality-ensured Classes with child
Nos.
primary, basic friendly learning
and secondary corners
school.
Schools with
Nos.
minimum
infrastructures
Population completing Per cent
bachelor level of
education
Class repetition rate Per cent
Population completing Persons
Output 1.2:
Increased
T.S.L.C. in rural areas
access in higher Trained teachers in Per cent
and technical basic and secondary
education
education
Technical school
Nos.

Incidence of diarrhoea Per
Outcome 2:
Improved
thousand
health condition Incidence or ARI
Per
through
thousand
increment of iron deficiency
Per cent
quality and
anaemia in pregnant
effectiveness in women

Status
Baseline Target
28.24
65.33
43.97
88.18
63.84
42.08
80

Means of verification

50Progress report/DEO
50 Progress report/DEO
50
50
50
60Progress report/DEO
200Progress report/DEO

132

307Progress report/DEO

0

60Progress report/DEO

92
125
40

98Progress report/DEO
110Progress report/DEO
80Progress report/DEO

-

555Progress report/DEO

2

6Progress report/DEO

15
40

5Progress report/DEO
120Progress report/DEO

99.21

12

743

100Progress report/DEO

17DDC

200Progress report/DPHO

156

50Progress report/DPHO

0.88

0.50Progress report/DPHO

61

Assumption

• Respective

policy and
regulations
may be
improved.
• Investment
of local body
and private
sector may
increase.

• Investment

of local body
and private
sector may
increase.

• Investment

of local body
may increase
in technical
and
vocational
education
• Investment

of local body
and private
sector may
increase in
health sector
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Indicators
Plan summary
health service
delivery and
nutrition

Output 2.1:
Incrased access
and utilization
of health
services to
marginalized
community
including
women and
children

Output 2.2:
Increased
quality of
health services

Output 2.3:
Increased
availability of
infrastructure,
medicine and
equipments
related to health
Output 2.4:
Decreased
transmission
rate through

Description

Unit

Persons affected with Persons
HIV/AIDS in 15-24
year population
Pregnant women
Per cent
taking four times'
prenatal services
VDCs/Municipalities Nos.
having practice of full
immunization
VDCs with practices Nos.
of completed
institutional delivery
Population with
Per cent
access to health
service within 30
minute
Rate of delivery
Percent
conducted by SBA
Coverage of DPT
Per cent
Hep3
Birthing centre
Nos.
Health institutions
Nos.
practicing social
audit/PDQ in annual
basis
Sputum conservation Per cent
rate
Utilization rate of
Per cent
family planning tools
Recipients satisfied Per cent
from health services
Type of medicine
Hospital
distributed free of cost PHC/
HP/SHP
Health institutions
Building
having own building
Total beds in hospitals Nos.
Population taking
Nos.
ART
HCT service center Nos.
Persons infected with Nos.
STIs

Status
Means of verification
Baseline Target
605
605Progress report/DPHO

45

Assumption

60Progress report/DPHO

37Progress report/DPHO
2
5Progress report/DPHO

• Investment

50

80Progress report/DPHO

of local body
and private
sector may
increase in
health sector
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65Progress report/DPHO

0

76
38
23

87.66
48
60
40
40
40
282
839
5
1713

62

92Progress report/DPHO
42Progress report/DPHO
42Progress report/DPHO

• Health

sector may
remain in
priority areas
of
93Progress report/DPHO
government
of Nepal,
67Progress report/DPHO
development
80Survey report/DDC/DPHO partner and
NGOs.
70Progress report/DPHO
48Progress report/DPHO
35Progress report/DPHO
40Progress report/DPHO

• Investment

of local body
and private
sector may
increase in
332DIDC, Seti Zonal hospital, health sector
private hospitals
839Progress report/DPHO
• Health
sector may
remain in
7Progress report/DPHO
priority areas
1713Progress report/DPHO
of
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

awareness in
HIV/AIDS

Extension of
awareness program

Output 2.5:
Increased
service,
availability and
access of
Aayurvedic
services

Population benefitted
with Aayurvedic
service
Aayurvedic medicals
Types of Aayurvedic
medicines
Healing rate of
hypertension, cardiac
disease, diabetes and
cancer

Status
Means of verification
Baseline Target
VDC/Mu.
34
37Progress report/DPHO
Unit

Persons

32765 45000Record of DAHC

Nos.
Nos.
Per cent

Average time to fetch Minute
Outcome 3:
Improvement in water
accessibility,
Rural area
utilization and
Urban area
sustainability to Population affected Nos.
fresh water
with waterborne
supply
disease
Incidence of diarrheal Per
disease (below 5 year thousand
pop)
Average balance in NPR
users committee
thousand
(Amount/VDC)
Trained and active
Persons
maintenance worker
Households using
Per cent
Output 3.1
Extended
pipe water supply
drinking water Population using
Per cent
supply
private water supply
Population basic
Per cent
water supply
Households with
Per cent
Output 3.2:
Increased basic latrine
sanitation to all Public latrine
Nos.
population
VDC/Municipalities Nos.
declared No Open
Defecation

5
5

8Record of DAHC
10Record of DAHC

70

75Record of DAHC

Progress report/WSSDO
20
10
5
4
59250 20000Progress/DPHO

743

300Progress report/DPHO

Assumption
government
of Nepal,
development
partner and
NGOs.
• People's
trust to
Aayurvedic
service may
increase.

• Public

awareness
and
accountability
in uses and
supply of
drinking
water may
increase.

31

50Progress report/WSSDO

357

1000Progress report/WSSDO

43

60Progress report/WSSDO

• Investment

50Progress report/WSSDO

in water
supply project
may increase.

21.76
90
68.92
23
11

63

100Progress report/WSSDO
100Progress report/WSSDO
60Progress report/WSSDO
37Progress report/WSSDO

• All

stakeholders
may have
enthusiasm
and support.

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Unit

Population washing Per cent
hands at the time of
risk
Population with total Per cent
behavioural sanitation
Sanitary land fill site Places
Output 3.2:
Increased
Solid waste
Nos.
service delivery management plan of
in management local bodies
of
Functional solid waste Nos.
environmental management system
sanitation and based in compost-bin
management of and garbage pit
solid waste
Functional rainwater Km.
drain
Length of sanitary
Nos.
drain
Solid waste
Nos.
management centre
Trained and active
Persons
Output 3.3:
Developed
maintenance workers
institutional
Active water supply Nos.
capacity of
and sanitation users
stakeholders of committee
water supply Average balance
NPR.
and sanitation amount of users
sector
committee
Skilled and active
Nos.
service provider in
sector of water supply
Regular
Times
monitoring/evaluation
of projects
Outcome 4:
Increased
participation in
local
governance,
increased
access in
services,

Representation of
Per cent
women and target
group in ward citizen
forum
Women literacy
Per cent
Access of target
Per cent
community in health
sector

Status
Means of verification
Baseline Target
14
50Progress report/WSSDO

5

30Progress report/WSSDO

0
0

5Progress report/WSSDO
6Progress report/WSSDO

0

8Progress report/WSSDO

5

20Progress report/WSSDO

20.28

50Progress report/WSSDO

0

2Progress report/WSSDO

357

1000Progress report/WSSDO

206

350Progress report/WSSDO

Assumption

• Necessary

investment
may be made
in solid waste
management.

• Necessary

investment
may take in
solid waste
management.

31000 50000Progress report/WSSDO

7

10Progress report/WSSDO

2

3Progress report/WSSDO

33

57.05
-

64

50Progress report/DDC

75Progress report/DDC
40Survey
report/DDC/DPHO/WCDO

• Policy and

regulations
may be
revised and
followed.

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Unit

facilities and Population of Dalits Per cent
capacity of
among the poorest
deprived
population
communities Population of Dalits Per cent
through
among the poorest
empowerment population
and
mainstreaming
Involvement of target Percent
Output 4.1:
Main streamed group in community
and empowered institutions and
target group
committees
Dalits feeling racial Per cent
discrimination
Proportion of gender
sensitive budget
Population of freed
Kamaiya, Dalits and
deprived community
not going to school
Hospitals with
Nos.
Geriatric Ward
Functional Child
Nos.
Development Centre
Freed Kamlahri
involved in Income Per cent
generating activities
Freed Kamaiya
Percent
Output 4.2:
Protected and receiving land from
uplifted target government among
group
total
Visually impaired
Persons
persons trained on
mobility
Kamlahri involved in Per cent
education among total
freed
Target group involved Per cent
in IG activities/self
employment
Violence of victim
Per cent
Output 4.3:
receiving rescue and
support

Status
Means of verification
Assumption
Baseline Target
20Survey report/DDC/WCDO

16

10Survey report/DDC/WCDO

20

50Progress report/DDC

10
19.1
595

0
876

• Continuity

and increment
of
government
of Nepal and
5Progress report/DDC
development
partners.
25Study report/DDC
• Meaningful
100Progress report/DDC/DEO participation
of target
group in
planning
cycle
2Progress report/DPHO
1200Progress report/DDC/DEO
75Records of LRO

30
81

-

75

65

99Record of DLRO

• Support of

Government
of Nepal,
development
80Progress report and records partner may
of DDC and Association of be continued
and increased.
Blinds
95Survey
report/DDC/FKWDF

11

30Survey report/DDC

45

99Report and records of Nepal • TargetPolice, OREC Nepal/Maiti group friendly
Nepal
policies,

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Protected and Heard grievances
uplifted target among total
group
complaints made by
target group
Ultra poor population
Population not going
to school among total
of 6-10 years
Events of domestic
violence

Unit
Per cent

Nos.
Per cent

Nos.

Rehabilitation centre Nos.
Functional elderly
Nos.
home
Youths involved in
social transformation
District Youths
council
Youths involved in
network and
organizations
Enterprise and
business operated by
youths
Youth information
centre
Youth employment
Output 5.1:
Increased
rate
access and role Youths involved in
of youths in
commercial
overall
agriculture and
development livestock
Women players
Output 5.2:
Accountable among total national
and capacitated players of the district
youths
Professionally trained
youths
Youth club and
network
Professional regional,
Output 5.3:
national and
international players
Outcome 5:
Well cultured,
creative and
professional
youth force

Nos.

Status
Means of verification
Baseline Target
20
70Progress
report/DDC/WCDO

programs may
be followed
and revised
with time.
257566 150000Survey report/DDC/CBS • Integrated
and one-door
5
0.5Progress report/DEO
system may
be
26
5Report and records of Nepal implemented
police/Maiti Nepal/OREC in IG and
Livelihood
Nepal
1
3Report/DDC/WCDO
1
3Report/DDC/WCDO

245

500Survey report/DDC

Nos.

-

1Progress report/DDC

Nos.

2960

4400Report and records of
DSDC/DDC

Nos.

814

Nos.

2

Per cent
Nos.

Assumption

34
740

Per cent

28

Nos.

2405

Nos.

62

Nos.

3500

66

1500Survey report/DDC

4Report and records of
DSDC/DDC
55Survey report/DDC

• Target

group friendly
policies,
programs may
be followed
and revised
with time.
•

• Youths may

be in priority
of
development
partner and
local bodies
51Report and records of
• Structures
DSDC/DDC
on youths
may be active
2905 Reports of SDTC/DDC and in district.
line agencies
100Report and records of
DSDC
4000Records of District Sports • Priority of
Development Committee district, nation
1500Survey report/DDC
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Indicators
Plan summary

Description

Unit

Improved
Playing grounds of
Nos.
professionalism national standard
in sports sectors Regular sports
Nos.
contests organized by
districts
Total annual
NPR
institutional
thousand
investment for
development of sports

Status
Baseline Target
1
8
14

Places, objects and
Nos.
arts listed in world
heritage
Nationally and
Nos.
internationally
renowned persons in
field of arts and
culture
Persons adopting arts, Nos.
culture and language
as profession
Art and culture related Nos.
Output 6.1
Preserved and products exported in
promoted arts outside country
culture,
National personality Nos.
language and of district involved in
literature
art, culture, language
and literature
Study and research on No.
Output 6.2:
Increased study culture, arts, language
and research on and literature
culture, arts,
Scientifically recorded Nos.
language and (literature)
literature
Publications based on Nos.
culture, art and
language of the
district
Cases of human
Nos.
trafficking arrested in
boarder
Total events of
Nos.
violence

Assumption
and
stakeholders

20

1900 10000

1

Outcome 6:
Established
identify of arts,
culture,
language and
literature in
national and
international
level

Outcome 7:
Improved
security
management

Means of verification

20

10

2

10

0

-

100

10Progress report of DDC/Far • Priority of
district and
West Literature Society
national level
stakeholders
40
and
government
5Survey report/DDC/FWLS • District and
national level
priority
0

10

50

96

46Records/Reports of District • Necessary
Police Office/Maiti Nepal concern and
investment
may increase
50
in security

116

67

2Progress report of DDC/Far • Priority of
West Literature Society
district and
stakeholders
40

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
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Indicators
Plan summary

Output 7.1:
Improved
security
mechanism

Description

Unit

Total events of social
crime
Death cases from
vehicle accident
No. of security posts
Trained police
VDC level security
plan

Nos.

Status
Baseline Target
315
150

Nos.

23

No.
Nos.
Nos.

47
801
31

Means of verification

Assumption

10
60Records/Reports of District
1000 Police Office/Maiti Nepal
31

4.1.5Major Program and Budget Estimate
Major program and estimate of budget for social development sector was finalized from expert team based
on the participatory discussion made among wider level of stakeholders in the district and was grounded
on the major strength, potentials, opportunities and logical framework. It is as follows:
(Budget NPR '000)
5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output
O

Unit

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

2

3

4

5

175

175

175

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation

Primary, basic and secondary education shall be qualitative accessible of the citizens

A

School education
Primary child development and
1
education
2 Access in school education
2.1 Inclusive education program
2.2Physical facility expansion program
3 Literacy and continued education
Education quality enhancement
4
5 Teachers education and development
Teachers' professional development
5.1 module development for class 1-5
Spot audit of activities of TDP/Head
Teacher and approval of TDP module
5.2 material
Capacity building for effective
6
service delivery
Management and monitoring of
7
school
8 Promotion and support
8.1Basic education
Scholarship for all Dalit students
8.2

2261953
No. of
centres
Class
School
Persons
Textboo
k

Persons

5
750
100
180,000

2,897

284700
467149
11745 1
417000 150
28000 20
548669
16135
14485

36

579

175

-

1
150
20

1
150
20

1
150
20

1
150
20

36

36

36

36

579

579

579

581

DEO
-

1
Persons

1

1650

Persons

2,000

14036

DEO
500

500

500

500

500

-

122839
326076
290446
Persons

Scholarship for all girls studying class Persons
1-8
8.4Scholarship for target group students Persons
8.3

876

176

45

44,648

111620

88,524

89
177048
1778 889

68

45

45

45

45

DEO

-

89

89

89

89

DEO

-

889

889

889

889 DEO

-
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5 Year target

1

4

5

3075

2

1

DEO

-

238

238

238

238

238 DEO

-

4

4

4

4

DEO

-

23

22

22

22

DEO

-

DEO

-

DEO

-

330 330 330 330 330 DEO

-

870 870 870 DEO
10608 1248 1248 1248 1248 1248 DEO
2267 2267 2267 2267 2267 DEO

-

5400

238

14280

1

3000 4
16950

22

900 1
5400

1

330

16500

870

43500 870 870

1,248
2,267
80

1400

16

32
162,907

16

16

-

16
DEO

33

32

32

32

133682
1820.5 662 662

-

19
9

-

5

4

DEO

-

7,472 12328.8 1494 1494 1494 1494 1494 DEO

-

90,211 69462.5 18
41,849 36827.1 8

Secondary level (including target
group)
9.6 Higher secondary level

Times
20,065 13242.9

School

16

662 662 662 DEO
18 18 18 DEO
DEO
8
8
8

3,310

Times

School

-

454350

Times

9.7 Miscellaneous cost for school operation
School
9.8 Primary level

-

5668

9.3 Primary level
9.4 Lower secondary level

Times

2

1

6

1

2

1

69188

113

2

-

1

3,075

20

2

DEO
DEO
DEO

3075

Persons
8.17 Disabled scholarship (Class 9-10)
Scholarship for highly marginalized
8.18
communities
Persons
Scholarship to target groups students
8.19
studying higher level
Persons
Non Salary grants to school based on
9
PCF
Education material management cost
9.1 for improvement of educational
activities
Times
9.2 Early childhood development class

193093
2 300
2

3075

Model school management operation Persons
cost
Higher education scholarship (class 7- Persons
8.15
10)
Persons
8.16 Dalit scholarship (Class 9-10)
8.13

9.9 Lower secondary level
9.10 Secondary and higher secondary level

3

889
Persons
Persons
Persons

Hostel operation cost for freed
Persons
8.8
Kamlahri
Scholarship for conflict affected
Persons
8.9
children
8.10 Scholarship for students of feeder hostel Persons
Scholarship for students of model
Persons
8.11
school
Persons
8.12 Feeder hostel management cost

9.5

2

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation

3075

studying at basic level
8.5Secondary education
8.6 Scholarship for martyrs offspring
Scholarship for freed Kamlahri
8.7

Unit

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget

3075

S.N. Major Programs according to output

4

4

4

-

48180

52
31
31
155
15500
152
22800 30 31
565 310750 113 113
260

19500 52

52
31
30
113

9.11 School employee cost
School
O. Access of rural community shall have increased in higher and technical education.
B) Higher and technical education
18200
Scholarship to higher score achieving
5
5
5
10 students of higher level study
Persons
25
12000
Support to schools operating technical
5
5
5
11 faculty
Schools
5
5000
12Feasibility study of education tourism
Times
1
1000 5
5

69

52
31
30
113

52
31
31
113

DEO

-

DEO

-

DEO

-

5

5

VDC,
Municipali
ties, DDC,
I/NGOs

DEO

-

6000

5

5

6000
-
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output

Unit

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

2

3

4

5

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation

in Kailali
Effort to establish association campus
1
1
13 (constituent)
Times
2
200
O. Increased access and utilization of health services of women and marginalized community
C)

Women and child health

-

339790
Persons

Integrated reproductive and women
14 health

(in
thousand)

Integrated child health and nutrition
15 program
16Revival of primary health services
Primary health and model village
17 development program
O. Increased access and quality of health
D) Increased access and quality

(in
thousand)

27

27

27

27

85

84

82

82

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

27
135

223795

Persons
84

Times

423
5

45100
58476 1

VDC

10

12419

2

DPHO,
DDC,
VDC
DPHO,
DDC,
VDC

7
7
18Population program
37
15923
Control of epidemic, malaria, kala-azar
19 and management of natural disasters
0
20Control of elephantiasis
Times
3
32152 1
1
20.1
Management of natural disasterTimes
5
440 1
1
20.2
Control of Kala-azarTimes
5
99 1
1
20.3
Control of malariaTimes
5
26527 1
1
21.0Control of leprosy disease
Times
10698
Times
14
15
22 Control of tuberculosis
72
23452
(Thousand)
Service extension to remote and non
900
900
23 service areas
Persons
4500
3300
Persons
154 155
24 O.P.D. service
771
(Thousand)
Persons
40
40
25 Surgery service
202 859452
(Thousand)
26 External program
26.1Surgery camp of cataract
Persons
15000
50000 3
3
Persons
Persons
20
20
26.2Cataract screening camp
15000
(Thousand)
Persons
Persons
20
20
26.3School eye check up program
15000
(Thousand)
Basic eye health training to Women Persons
260
260
26.4 Health Volunteers
1300
6000
26.5Eye vision testing training to teachers Persons
500
2000 100 100
26.6Health activist training
Persons
450
2000 90
90
26.7Training to sorcerer
Persons
200
47 40
40
O. Availability of medicines, equipments and infrastructure shall have increased
Infrastructure, medicine and
E) equipment
326062
Expenses of construction/equipment
2
2
27.0 purchase
Nos.
11 154625

70

-

-

1062088
VDC/Mu
.

0
-

50
DPHO,
DDC,
VDC

9

7

7

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

14

14

12

-

900

900

900

-

154

154

154

50
-

DPHO
Geta Eye
Hospital

-

41

40

41

3

3

3

20

20

20

20

20

20

260

260

260

-

100
90
40

100
90
40

100
90
40

-

3

2

2

-

99415
G.E.H.
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output

Unit

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

2

3

4

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1
5
1

1
5
1

1
5
1

3
30

3
30

3
30

3
30

3

2

10
9

10
10

10
10

10
10

40
1

40
1

40
1

40
1

3

3

3

3

15
-

7
7

8900
2100

2
28.0Family Health Program

Times

10

1210

Construction of placenta pit
Building construction of
29.0 institutions

Nos.

20

2750

Nos.

20

4500

health

30.0DPHO Building construction
31.0ICU construction at Seti Zonal hospital
32.0Human resource for ICU
33.0Equipment for ICU
34.0Oxygen supply
35.0Solid waste management/boigas plant
36.0Medicine purchase
37.0Medicine transportation

Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.

1
1
25
5
1
15
150

30000
15000 1
12500 5
13500 1
7500
13500 1
26912 3
2500 30

38.0Building construction of health institute Nos.
10
0
39.0Furniture purchase
Nos.
5
1500 8
Local body non-conditional current
9
40.0 grant
Nos.
48
31492
41.0Monitoring and evaluation
Times
200
3049 40
Integrated DHMIS strengthening and
1
42.0 data quality improvement program
Nos.
5
24
43.0Review workshop
k6s
15
5500 3
O. Awareness on HIV/AIDS increased and transmission rate shall decreased
F) HIV/AIDS
9626
44.0Awareness and orientation program
VDC
35
716 7
45.0Mobilization of peer educator
Nos.
35
2100 7
Health
4
institutio
1
46.0HCT service expansion
n
2400
Testing of HIV/AIDS through
75
15
47.0 expansion of mobile camps
Places
2250
48.0Condom promotion program
VDC
35
200 7
Support to infected persons in care and
35
49.0 cure
Persons
176
600
Community awareness through day
2
50.0 celebration
Nos.
10
100
51.0School education program
Nos.
250
1260 50
O. Increased access and utilization of Aaryuvedic services
F) Aaryuvedic service
13425
52.0Control of tobacco-based product
Nos.
50
150 10
Awareness program for prevention of Nos.
30
6
53.0 non-transmissible disease
3000
54.0School health education program
Nos.
50
5000 10

71

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
5
tation
2
DPHO,
DDC,
I/NGO
4
DPHO,
DDC
4
DPHO,
DDC
4500
1
DPHO,
DO/
UDBCDO
30000
1
Seti Zonal
15000
Hospital
5
12500
1
13500
7500

7
7

7
7

7
7

1

1

1

15

15

15

15

7

7

7

7

35

35

35

36

2

2

2

2

50

50

50

50

10
6

10
6

10
6

10
6

DPHO
S.Z.H.,
UDBCDO/
DO
DPHO,
DDC

13500
1000

1500
400

DPHO,
DDC,
NGO

2400

10

10

10

10

2250
200
600
100
1250

DPHO,
DDC,
NGO

12400
150
3000
5000
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output
Establishment of Pancha Karma and
55.0 Yoga Centre

Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Nos.

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document
Year of implementation

1

1

2

3

4

5

1

250

250

1
Establishment of herbs collection and
56.0 processing centre
Senior Citizen Health Promotion
57.0 program

LB,
Private
sector,
AHC

1

Nos.

5000
2500

Persons

25

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation

500

500

500

500

500
AHC

O.
G)

Extension of fresh water supply
Service expansion
1265000
Construction of new water supply
Nos.
40 1200000
8
8
58.0 project
59.0Installation of hand pump
Nos.
2000
40000 400 400
Maintenance of reconstruction of
Nos.
50
25000
10
10
60.0 completed water supply project
P. Ensured access to water supply services
H)
99650
61Training on sanitation
Nos.
650
650 130 130
62Construction of public toilet
Nos.
100
90000 20
20
63Publication and proclamation
Nos.
100
1000 20
20
64Construction of sanitary Land fill site Nos.
4
8000 1
1
Q. Developed institutional capacity of stakeholders on water supply and sanitation.
Institutional capacity development of
I)
stakeholders
241800
65.0Waste management plan of local bodies Nos.
6
6000 1
1
66.0Functional drain
Nos.
15
2500 3
3
67.0Construction of sanitary drain
Km.
33
10
68.0Waste processing centre
Nos.
2 200000
1
Institutional capacity development
Nos.
288
28800
57
58
69 training for water supply users group
70Sample test of water supply
Sample test of pipe based water supplyNos.
2000
1000 500 500
Sample test of hand pump waterNos.
50
1000 10
10
71.0Training for maintenance workers
Nos.
643
2500 128 129
Q.
J)

Target group shall be empowered and mainstreamed.
Empowerment and mainstreaming
Group formation and orientation to
70.0 target group
Group/committee formationNos.
71.0Orientation
Nos.
72.0Orientation (orientation and awareness) Nos.
Capacity enhancement for Institutional Nos.
73.0 development
Leadership and institutional
Nos.
74.0 development training
75.0Multi-facet development of school
Nos.

4000
-

8

8

8

WSSDO

400
10

400
10

400 WSSDO
10 WSSDO

120000
100000
5000
15000

500
130
20
20
1

130
20
20
1

130 WSSDO
20 WSSDO
20 WSSDO
WSSDO

500

50000
1
3

2
3
10

1
3
13

1
57

500
10
128

WSSDO
WSSDO
WSSDO
WSSDO
WSSDO

57

57

500
10
128

WSSDO
500 WSSDO
10 WSSDO
128 WSSDO

50000

0
-

429919
WSSDO
3000
13

300
300

500 600
150 2

2800
11484

2
60

600

600

600

600

3

2

3

3

3
60

2
60

2
60

WSSDO
WSSDO
2 WSSDO
60 WSSDO

-

300

2840 60

60

60

60

60 WSSDO

-

300

1080 60

60

60

60

60 WSSDO

-

72
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output
deprived adolescent
76.0Empowerment of freed Kamlahri
77.0Promotion of child rights
78.0Eradication of gender violence
79.0Mainstreaming counselling center
80.0Social mobilization
Information, education and
81.0 communication

Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.

10
5
20
20
1130

Nos.

1500

200
500
190

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document
Year of implementation

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

2

2

2

1
4
226

1
4
226

1
4
226

1
4
1450 226

350000
300

300

300

300

Education and awareness program for
81.0 freed Kamaiya and Kamlahri
Nos.

1

800

82.0Data collection
VDC/Mu
83.0Access to children to deprived children
.
13
45878
Regional food security governance
VDC/Mu
84.0 project
.
23
8050
Persons
3500
200
85.0Community awareness program
Persons
100
500
Leadership and community
86.0 development program
Persons
60
70
Interaction program between District
Coordination Committee and civil
87.0 society
Information program and FM broadcast Persons
20000
1344
88.0 regarding UN resolution
Training to conflict affected VDC level Persons
125
263
training on UN resolution 1325 and
89.0 1820
125
170
Training on UN resolution 1325 and
Persons
1820 to VDC level group of conflict
90.0 affected women
Persons
25
222
Support for regular meeting of district
91.0 level interparty women network
Persons
143
676
VDC level group formation and regular
92.0 meeting of on their issues
VDC level group formation of
Persons
55
213
interparty women network and regular
93.0 meeting for strengthening
O. Increased opportunity of livelihood for target group community.
O. Livelihood
1337875

73

1
5

6

4

8

5

6

700

700

700

700

10

10

10

10

60

20
125

125

25

143

55

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation

WSSDO
WSSDO
1 WSSDO
4 WSSDO
226 WSSDO

-

Plan
Nepal,
FKWDF,
300
WCDO,
LWF
Nepal
DDC,
I/NGOs
FAYA
Nepal
FAYA
Nepal
OREC
700
Nepal
Interparty
10 women
network
BASE
Kailali,
UN
Women
BASE
Kailali
BASE
Kailali
BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
0.00
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output

Unit

94.0Skill and business development training Persons
Persons

Livelihood support for Freed Kamaiya
95.0 and Kamlahri
Project on education and empowerment Persons
96.0 of children
Persons
Income raising training to conflicted
97.0 women
Persons

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget
5000
1500

500

1

25000 1
250000

45000

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
1

300

300

300

300

300

100

100

100

100

100

550

550

550

550

100

100

100

100

100

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

30

30

30

30

30

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

30 1000000
30
2750

4125
550

98.0Indigenous and Janajati empowerment
Security, settlement and support
Persons
99.0 (Health, counselling and legal)
100. Income raising program for deprived
0 community
Times
101. Technical and self-employment training Times
0 to persons with disability
102. Income raising trainings for single
Times
0 women
103. Skill and business promotion training
Persons
0 for women
Income raising and awareness training
Times
104. to women compelled to live in single
0 life
105. Skill training to persons aiming to
Times
0 foreign employment
106. Skill and business training to persons
Times
0 with disability
Integrated, interactive and research
107. promotion training regarding children
0 development
Times
108.
0Target group youth focused program
Times
O. Protected and uplifted target group
P) Protection and upliftment
Persons
109. VDC and district level peace memorial
0 program
Data collection and situation analysis Persons
for for updating the situation of conflict
110. affected ex-combatants, and women
0 affected by sexual violence
Preparation of situation report of
Persons
111. national action plan implementation
0 status

500

4000

5

1000

5

500

5

5000

150

500

5

500

5

1000

5

500

5

500

5

250

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
tation
Plan
Nepal,
FKWDF,
LWF
Nepal
World
Vision
TCN
Nepal, UN
Women
Thru
Welfare
Council
OREC
Nepal
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
WCDO,
I/NGO
0.00

464445
250
250

100000
100

100

194250
1

1

74

BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
BASE
Kailali/UN
Women

159000

BASE
Kailali/UN
Women
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output

Unit

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget

1

112. Awareness and sensitization of target Times
100
0 group
500
1221
113.
Times
5
25
3000
0Capacity enhancement training
114.
Times
130
650
325
0Events recording and action
115.
0Advocacy and support
116.
Times
10
50
610
0Workshop
117. Coordination (Meeting, Press
Times
12
60
300
0 communiqué)
118.
Times
30
150
915
0Interaction
119. Support to violence affected/Safe
50
0 House operation
Persons
250
4824
O. Increased role and access of youth in over all development of district.
Access and Role
4050 100
119. Youth awareness campaign
Times
5
1000
1
0
Study and interaction on involvement of Times
12
600
120. youth regarding involvement of youth
2
0 in local development
121. Youth empowerment, capacity
Times
15
1500
3
0 development and leadership training
122. Counselling workshop for identification Times
5
250
1
0 of potential and problems of youth
123. Formation of district youth coordination Times
1
200
1
0 committee
124. Formation and strengthening of youth Times
5
500
1
0 club and youth network
Increment of accountability and capacity development of youths
Accountability and capacity
development
125. Formation of district youth profile and
Times
1
0 strategic plan
15
Support for the promotion of the
Times
126. outputs of the research based and
0 creative works
127. Collaborative actions for attraction of
Times
15
0 youths in modern agriculture farming
Collaborative program for increment of Times
5
128. employment and youth participation in
0 youth promotion
129. Support to youth for training on
Times
120
0 information and technology
O. Improved professionalism of sports sector

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
5
tation
OREC
100
Kailali
-

2

3

4

100

100

100

5

5

5

5

130

130

130

130

-

10

10

10

10

12

12

12

12

30

30

30

30

50

50

50

50

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-

DDC,
DSDC,
youth
network

1500
500

1000

O.

75

1800

6500
800

1

1500

2000

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

24

24

24

24

1000

1200

24

DDC, Mu.,
VDCs
DDC, Mu., 1000
VDCs
DDC, Mu.,
VDCs
DDC, Mu., 800
VDCs
DDC, Mu.,
VDCs
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output
Improved professionalism of sports
130. Construction of stadium
0
Construction of play ground
131
Children garden and park construction
132
President running shield contest
133
District level sports contest
134
135Constituency level sports contest
Award for the players achieving gold
136 medal in national sports contest
Re/formation of VDC/Municipality
level sports coordination committees
137 and preparation of action plan

Unit

Total
Quantity budget

Nos.

3

Year of implementation

1

2

3

4

78400
20000
Nos.

5
5000

Nos.

2
4000

Times

5
4000

Times

5

Times

30

7500
24000

Times

10

1500

Times

37

7400

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

2

2

2

100

100

6
2
15

Times

500

5000

138Insurance for players

100

22
100

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
5
tation
43000
DSDC,
19000
UDC,
UDBCDO, 4000
Mu., DDC
UDBCDO,
Mu., DDC
UDBCDO,
1
Mu., DDC
UDBCDO,
1
Mu., DDC
6
UDBCDO, 20000
Mu., DDC
2
UDBCDO, 1000
Mu., DDC
UDBCDO, 3700
Mu., DDC
100 UDBCDO, 4000
Mu., DDC

O.

Increased preservation and promotion of art, culture, language and literature
Preservation and promotion of art,
10500
culture, language and literature
Feasibility study of culture resource
j6f
1
4000
139
1
1
Scholarship for research on study of
No.
endangered culture for Masters students
Extracurricular activities operation in Times
141
schools
Arts and culture promotion committee Nos.
142 formation at VDC and district level
140

Grant support and promotion for
143 publication

Times

5

500 1

376

3760

63

1240

75

1

0

1

1

1

75

75

75

13

13

13

12

1

1

1

1

76

12
5

1000
1

Increased study and documentation of art, culture, language and literature
Preservation and promotion of art,
4600
culture, language and literature
Summit on art and culture of Kailali
Times
1
500
144
1

UDBCDO, 3000
Mu., DDC
DDC, Mu.
VDC
DDC, Mu.
VDC
DDC, Mu.
VDC,
DEO
DDC, Mu.
VDC,
DEO

O.

Financial support for publication of
Times
145 research about district's cultural
diversity
Establishment of multi-lingual campus Nos.
146

5

2500

500
1

6

76

1600

1

1

1

2

1

DDC,
DEO,
FWLS
DDC,
DEO,
FWLS
DDC,
DEO,

1000
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5 Year target
S.N. Major Programs according to output

Documentation and management of
147 local language, art and literature
Increased security management
Increased security management
148Capacity enhancement of women cell

Unit
Nos.

Year of implementation

Total
Quantity budget
5

1

2

3

4

2000
1

Agency of
Deficient
implemen
budget
5
tation
FWLS
DDC,
1500
1
DEO,
FWLS

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

100

100

100

O.

Times
Events

5
5

14550
500 1
400
1

149Training to VDC level peace committee
women
150Construction of police post
Places
5
10000 1
Information Center establishment for Nos.
2
2000
151
1
peace and security of women
Video documentary on Gender
Nos.
1
400
153
1
Violence
Training to security forces on
Events
500
1250
154
100
contemporary issues
Total capital budget 6705233
Total Current budget 7204530
Total budget of social development sector13909763

10000

1
100

UN
Women,
I/NGOs.
DPO
D.P.O.
UN
Women,
I/NGOs.
DPO

Deficient budget 230065
Deficient budget
57516
Deficient budget 1011411

4.2.6 Working policy
Essential working policies for social development sector were identified for each of the subsector by
discussing among wider level of stakeholders with the aim of addressing problems observed in the social
development of the district, appropriate use of strength, potentials and opportunities and to speed up the
pace of economic development. It was as follows:
Education and Human Resource

• VDC Education Committees shall be activated and made more responsible. Side by side, effective
monitoring shall be ensured by making action plan.

• Minimum educational infrastructure shall be ensured by implementing standards of minimum
•

standards. Coordination between local bodies, central agencies and I/NGOs shall be made for
generating resource for seismic safety of schools.
Schools having higher school dropout rate shall be identified and extracurricular activities, child
friendly education like programs shall be lunched to enhance attraction of students in schools. Parents
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shall be encouraged by mobilizing NGOs, CBOs and other relevant organizations for regular
attendance of students.
Efforts shall be intensified for increasing attendance rate, retention rate, completion rate and decreasing
completion rate, repetition rate and school dropout rate.
All not trained teachers shall be provided opportunity of training and students' learning achievements
shall be linked with performance evaluation of respective teacher.
Education committees shall be activated. Educational monitoring and evaluation shall be regularized
and made effective by formulation of education monitoring action plan and effective implementation
of the same.
Programs of alternative education shall be implemented in managed and coordinated way for
increasing access to basic education.
School education completion rate shall be increased by extending mobile education system for
deprived community unable to go school.
Early Childhood Development Centers shall be established, operated and upgraded by increasing
collaboration with local bodies, communities and I/NGOs.
Quality shall be enhanced in all level of education by effective implementation of students centered
teaching methods.
Opportunity for technical and vocational education shall be increased by increasing coordination with
local bodies, private sector and I/NGOs.
Campaign shall be run in coordination with all stakeholders to declare district as fully literate district.
Schools shall be freed from racial, linguistic, sexual, religious and HIV/AIDS and any other
discrimination by complete prohibition.
Education Management Information System shall be strengthened and made action oriented and shall
be used in planning and monitoring of education field.
Vacant positions shall be fulfilled as soon as possible by having continued coordination with central
level. Output from the existing human resource shall be maximized by adjusting students-teachers
ratio.
Emphasis shall be laid to produce market and demand based human resource by extending double
faculty secondary education with technical and vocational education.

Health, Population and Nutrition
• Seti Zonal Hospital shall be developed as modern and equipped hospital of Far West Development
Region.
• Quality Improvement System of the health institutions shall be managed and quality of health services
shall be ensured by regular audit of this system.
• Policy of full time service of health personnel shall be strictly implemented and opportunity of getting
timely health service shall be improved.
• Utilization of Aryurved service shall be continuously increased in treatment of health. Policy of
Aayurvedic hospital shall be taken to establish in each two hundred thousand population. Methods
of natural treatment and establishment of Yoga centers shall be promoted.
• Policy of upgrading sub-health post into health post shall be continued.
• Human Resource Management shall be made effective by fulfilling vacant positions, taking
encouraging measures by implementation of performance evaluation system, capacity development of
health personnel and by fulfilling insufficient human resources from local level.
• Easy health service to the deprived communities shall be enhanced by extension of mobile health
services to the remote areas, freed Kamaiya camps, Badi community,
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Efforts shall be made to open psychiatric department in hospital.
Infrastructure, capacity and service of local health institutions shall be extended by mobilizing local
resources.
Capacity of local health network shall be enhanced by capacitating Women Health Volunteers and
women groups
Infection control activities shall be implemented in health institutions and health institution related
solid waste management system should be enhanced by enhancing coordination and collaboration with
local stakeholders
Good governance, participation, coordination, collaboration and accountability shall be enhanced in
health sector. For this purpose, variety of actions shall be taken including implementation of good
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governance actions plan, activating management committee, public audit of health institutions and by
involving NGOs and private sector in planning cycle.
• Attitude and practice of general public shall be changed by effective implementation of programs on
information, education and communication.
• Public awareness raising and promotion of preventive health care shall be made more effective by
mobilization of health institutions involved in health sector and by organizing program in schools.
• Production and utilization of Aayurvedic medicine shall be encouraged by establishing herbs collection
and procession center.
• Behavioral change of population at risk shall be focused by regular and wide scale awareness and
counseling programs on reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, smoking, alcohol drinking,
• Small and quality family shall be promoted by identifing target groups and providing services on
maternal health, family planning services and on overall reproductive health.
• Population growth rate shall be managed by family planning, population education, awareness raising
and management of migration.
• Initiation shall be taken to provide NPR 100 incentive per day to the women health volunteers.
• Appropriate initiation shall be taken to provide free health service to the patients of diabetes, asthma,
cancer and other chronic diseases.
Women, Children and Social Welfare
• Representation of deprived community shall be ensured in all level and processes of local governance.
• Programs shall be lunched in coordination with different government, private and NGOs for socioeconomic upliftment of the target communities.
• Efforts shall be made to ensure participation of women up to 50 percent in planning and in decision
making at all level.
• Skill focused programs shall be implemented for the livelihood of conflict and violence affected
people.
• Programs for implemented for legal and health rehabilitation of violence affected women.
• Initiation shall be made for the privileged health care of violence affected women.
• Deprived communities shall be mainstreamed by regular operation of capacity enhancement and
awareness raising programs.
• Entrepreneur skill shall be transferred to deprived community including disabled, Dalits, Badi and ultra
poors by providing trainings on entrepreneurship development, skill development, technology support
and marketing skills.
• Participation of respective community shall be increased in program design of target groups.
• Budget on health and education of the target groups shall be increased by increasing coordination with
local bodies and other relevant agencies.
• Allocation of provisioned proportion of budget for the target group based on Local Body Grant
Mobilization Directive shall be ensured.
• Preservation, promotion and development of traditional skill, language and culture shall be made in
leadership of respective community.
• Access of deprived communities shall be increased by holding interactive programs between deprived
community and financial institutions.
• Management of household labors shall be improved by increasing coordination and collaboration
between I/NGOs.
• Data collection and update of foreign employees shall be made in coordination and collaboration with
organizations working in field of safe migration.
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Necessary discussion shall be made regarding the need of reformation of inter-party women network
and institutional capacity development.
• Data collection/update of people with disability, child labor, Kamlahri, single women and Badi
community and of other target group shall be made by Women and Child Development Office in
collaboration with stakeholders.
• Education rights of violence affected children shall be protected by managing hostels.
• Physical infrastructure shall be made earthquake resistant, disables friendly, children friendly and
environment friendly. Building code shall be strictly implemented.
• Organizations working the elderly people shall be encouraged for utilization and transfer of knowledge
and skills of elderly people.
• Persons involved in human trafficking, exploitation of child labour, racial discrimination shall be
socially rejected and shall be brought into legal jurisdiction
• VDC level institution shall be formed as a 'watch dog' of violence.
• Deprived community shall be organized and mobilized in awareness raising and development
activities.
• Disable friendly civil education shall be promoted.
• Implementation of bonded labour shall be executed effectively and rehabilitation programs shall be
lunched as per need in coordination with government and non government stakeholders.
• Provision of free transpiration shall be made for the people living with high level of disability.
• Initiation shall be taken for higher education of the persons with hearing impairment.
• Social security system shall be made easy, simple and effective.
Water Supply and Sanitation
• Project design and implementation shall be done as per the target of ensuring access to standard water
supply to all the households by 2016.
• Water supply projects completed but not came in use shall be renovated and water supply shall be
started by 2017. Maintenance work shall be kept in priority to ensure the output of completed projects.
• Improved latrine shall be constructed in all households in collaboration with stakeholders in process
of declaring No Open Defecation Areas. This process shall be linked with water supply project and
sanitation campaigns shall be run side by side. After the completion of No Open Defecation, complete
sanitation campaign shall be made.
• Sanitation strategic action plan shall be developed and implemented in each of the
VDCs/Municipalities.
• Water supply services shall be regularized by ensuring effectiveness of water supply and sanitation
monitoring system. System of monitoring at least once in each month by ward committee, at least in
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three month by VDC and at least in 6 month by District Water Supply and Sanitation Coordination
Committee (DWASHCC) shall be established.
• Water supply shall be improved by managing water supply distribution system.
• Sources of traditional water supply shall be conserved.
• Mandatory provision shall be made to implement projects by respective agencies as identified by Water
Supply and Sanitation Strategic Plan.
• Local resource including co-investment shall be promoted in construction and utilization of water
supply and sanitation infrastructure.
• Environment friendly and climate change adaptation model shall be encouraged in water supply and
sanitation structure and management.
Youths and Sports
• Youths aged 16-25 years shall be attracted to entrepreneurship through education and capacity
development.
• Youths aged 26-40 years shall be attracted to commercial agriculture, livestock, tourism and industrial
sector.
• Special programs shall be lunched in coordination and collaboration with sectoral agencies and NGOs
to free youths involved in drugs and other abuse.
• Youths shall be mobilized in areas of poverty, illiteracy, un-touchability, sexual violence and
elimination of other inhumane activities.
• Youths shall be mobilized in development and disaster management.
• District Youth Council shall be formed.
• Participation of all shall be increased in sports by organizing sports contests in approach of Sports for
All and shall be increased.
• Promotional programs shall be carried to involve participation women in different sector and level of
women.
• Probability of touristic, hilly, traditional, courageous sports shall be sought for diversification of sports.
• Traditional local sports shall be preserved.
• Existing sports infrastructure shall be preserved and promoted and resource shall be sought for
inadequate infrastructure.
• Sports contests shall be regularly organized up to constituency areas.
• Participation in scout shall be maximized to expand souting and volunteerism.
Arts, culture, language and literature
• Use of local language, culture, music and literature shall be promoted in extracurricular activities to be
carried in schools.
• Local language should be preserved by initiating basic education in mother tounge.
• Listing, classification and prioritization shall be initiated of religious and cultural resource and
productions.
• Participatory conservation and promotion methods shall be adopted for religious and cultural
upliftment.
• Special attention shall be paid for preservation of cultures of Raji, Sonaha and Tharu community.
• Action plans shall be designed by organizing participatory interactive workshops to set promotional
activities on arts, culture, language and literature.
Security Management
• Citizen security shall be enhanced by coordinative mobilization of Nepal Police, Armed Police Force
and National Intelligence Bureau.
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Places of security sensitive and importance shall be identified, prioritized and security management
shall be done accordingly. CCTV shall be connected in such places.
Concept of People friendly police and Police friendly people shall be expanded and role of community
police shall be enhanced.
Information dissemination System shall be strengthened by use of technology in security system.
Crime control shall be made effective by using new trick and technologies.
Potentiality of developing joint security information management system shall be explored for
collection, analysis and dissemination of information.
Efforts shall be made to establish human rights cell in security agencies.
Human rights violator shall be brought under law and human rights shall be protected and promoted.
Production and trade of narcotic drugs shall be strictly controlled.

4.2.7 Stakeholders and their major role
Implementation of this Social development sectoral plan shall be ensured in over all leadership of District
Development Committee, in coordination of District Education Committee, District Health Committee,
in sectoral leadership of sectoral offices and in engagement of stakeholders.
Engagement and mobilization of government organizations, NGOs, CBOs, private sector, target groups,
service recipients, support agencies and supervisory agencies is expected in the implementation of this
plan.
Major stakeholders and their role in the areas of economic development of the district are as follows:
S.N. Stakeholders
Role
District
Development
Main
implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of social sector
1.
Committee
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of education
2. District Education Office
sector
District
Health
Office
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of health sector
3.
4. Water Supply and
Sanitation Division Office
5. Women and Children
Development Office
6. 31 VDCs

Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of Water
Supply and Sanitation sector
Main implementor, facilitator, regulator, coordinator and monitor of
target group programs
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of social sector

7. 6 Municipality
8. Professional organizations
including Federation of
Industry and Commerce
9. I/NGOs

Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of social sector

10. CBOs
11. Civil society and local
citizen

Facilitator, Implementor and supporter of social sector

Supporter of social development sector
Supporter, recipient, monitor and implementor of social development
sector
Supporter, recipient and monitor of social development sector

.
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4.3 Physical Development Plan
4.3.1 Background
Local Governance Act 1999 have provided leading role to local bodies for development of small scale
infrastructures. Local Infrastructure Development Policy, 2004 has been issued for the construction
and maintenance of basic infrastructure at local level.
Road network including bridges, culverts and electricity and communication system is being grown.
Population and urbanization is increasing. Number of municipalities has reached six in district;
however, they could not have been well managed except Tikapur municipality. Many VDCs are still
out of electricity facility. Numerical growth of different types of mass communication is high; attention
needs to be paid in qualitative growth.

4.1.2 Analysis of Strength, Potential and Opportunity
Strength, potential and opportunity that exist for development of the district are identified by holding
series of discussions and workshops among stakeholders. Strategy for utilizing the existing strength,
potential and opportunity is also identified in those discussions and workshops by having group
discussion. Strength, potential and opportunity for the economic development of the district that is
identified during the discussions and workshops are as follows:
Analysis of Strength, potential and opportunity
Subsector Strength, Potential and Opportunity

Strategy of Utilization

Road
transportat
ion

• Ensure all weather transpiration
facility access by upgrading existing
roads. Regularize maintenance of
existing road
• Operation and maintenance of road
transportation facility.
Launch
awareness programs for minimizing
road accidents.
Make disabled
friendly road transportation
• Ensure
comfortable
road
transportation
by
managing
urbanization,
settlement
development and traffic
• Transfer skill and technology from
road transportation projects to local
community for conservation and
promotion of road sector
• Introduce construction of small scale
infrastructure
and
economic
development programs based on road
corridor approach

Strength
 More than 2000 Km. long road network.
Road transportation facility in most of the
VDCs.
 Formulation, implementation and update of
District Transport Master Plan
 Adequacy of raw materials including stone,
marble and sands
 Regular availability of human resource and
office set up for construction and maintenance
of roads
 Public-Private Partnership at urban areas and
presence of active private sector
Potential/Opportunity
 Local Infrastructure Development Policy,
2004
 Government policy to extend road network up
to VDC head quarter
 Local autonomy to construct need-based
roads
 Implementation of project of national pride
 Different road construction projects to be
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implemented in the district
• Conduct feasibility study of water
 Increment in the number of municipality in the
ways, rope ways in potential tourist
district
areas
Electricity

Strength
 Availability of market for produced electricity
 Intense growth of alternative energy programs
 Interest of private sector and users committees
in distribution of electricity
 Involvement and support of local bodies in
distribution of electricity
Potential/Opportunity
 National strategy of electrification
 Approach and policy of private-public
partnership

• Identify source and produce hydroelectricity
• Disseminate information on grant
policies
• Increase consumption of electricity
in industrial and agricultural sector
• Mobilize available financial policies
• Promote investment of private sector
• Enhance capacity of Electricity
Users' Committees and control
leakage

Informatio
n
and
communic
ation

Strength
 Availability of information technology
 Attraction of private sector in the field of
information technology. Increased service
provider and increased competition
 Work of different service providers (Nepal
telecom, NCell, UTL, STM) in the district
 Establishment and operation of telecenters
 Increased use of information technology in
public agencies
 Increased access of communication to the
community
 Increased means of mass media of
communication
 Extension of postal services in each of the
VDCs/municipalities
 Involvement of mass media in promotion of
good governance
 Access of mobile service in each of the VDCs
 Increased awareness of community
 Establishment of early warning system and
District Emergency Operation Center
Potential/Opportunity
 Legal provisions on Right to Information
 Public-Private partnership approach and
policy
 Information technology to remain as national
priority
 National goal of ensuring access to internet to
all citizen by 2020

• Internalize the technology coming
into practice
• Regulate private organizations for
fair competition
• Direct state's investment towards
achieving sustainable outcome
• Creative conducive environment for
delivery of service in remote areas
• Initiate for mandatory provision to
allocate budget on information
technology in public agencies
• Enhance effectiveness of District
Emergency Operation Center and
Early Warning System
• Ensure participation of mass media in
all sectors of planning cycle
• Give priority to modern technology
including optical fiber
• Increase towers in hilly VDCs
• Computerize document and records
of public agencies
• Improve work and procedure of
postal services
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Strength
• Manage urban development by
 Appropriate environment for settlement
developing and implementing land
development in all areas including
use plans in new municipalities
municipalities
 Continued investment of private sector in
construction of buildings
 Increased demand of land pooling
Potential/opportunity
 National Land Use Policy

4.3.3 Problem analysis
List of existing problems of physical development sector was identified by holding discussions among
stakeholders during the planning phase. Root problem was identified by participatory discussion and
remaining problems were categorized as cause or effect of the root problem. The root problem
identified from the problem analysis was later converted into sectoral objective and outcomes, outputs,
indicators and whole logical framework finalized from participatory discussion. Problem analysis
finalized during the workshop was as follows:
Root problem

Causes

Effects

Road,
transportation,
electricity,
urbanization
and public
construction
not to be
regular,
managed,
quality-ensure
and as per
expectation

• Inadequate budget in road
construction. Distribution of
available budget in many roads.
• Regular damage of roads because of
repeated submersion
• Unmanaged maintenance of existing
roads
• Not follow up of road standard
while construction
• Deficient coordination among
related agencies
• Not follow up of DTMP while
constructing roads
• Lack of parking managed areas
• Poor geometrical quality of roads
• Policy related difficulties to
construct roads through forest areas
• Difficulty to takeover land
Electricity
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regular, all weather, secured and
quality transportation services
• Increased human and material loss
• Blocked of road
• Lack of users' ownership in road
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Causes

Effects

• Construction process to be based on
budget rather than the need of
budget
• Season-based imbalance in demand
and supply
• Under capacity of transmission and
distribution line including substation, transformer and equipments
• Inadequate technical knowledge and
skills in the human resource in users
committees
• Loss of electricity (technical loss
and filching)
• Insufficient resource. High demand,
low budget

• Inadequate and irregular supply of
electricity and energy
• Delayed maintenance

Information and communication
• District and central agencies not be
connected into single information
network
• Inadequate and ineffective
coordination
• Public agencies not to be ITfriendly. Shortage of resources.
District Information Center not to be
IT smart and managed in itself
• Poor quality of internet service
• Insufficient landline services.
Expensive tale communication
service
• Shortage of resource for durability
of the developed means of
communication
• Lack of capacity development
activity in sector of mass
communication. Scarce practice of
development journalism
• Lack of investment in remote areas
• Duty aspect to be relatively poor in
public

• Lethargic and ineffective public
service
• Unnecessary consumption of time of
service provide and client
• Deprivation from fundamental rights.
Deprivation from the access of the
service
• Irregularities in communication
services
• Poor/no information to public
regarding government services
• Incompetent quality of mass media
• Te become unable to reveal
problems/issues of the community

Public construction, settlement and urbanization
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Causes

Effects

• Poor/no linkage between public
service delivery and development of
settlements
• Lack of managed public place for
holding public function
• Lack of long term vision in road
construction
• Ineffective implementation of
building code. Inadequate
institutional capacity to regulate
private sector construction
• Inappropriate legal provision for
integrated settlement development
• Lack of attention towards
maintaining/upgrading urban beauty
• Low level of sensitivity and clarity
regarding the need and use of open
places
• Lack of standard for community
buildings
• Insufficient drainage/sewerage in
urban areas

• Settlements to be unmanaged and
unsecured
• Shrinking open spaces in urban areas
• Narrowing right of way
• Lack of sufficient infrastructure for
diversification and development of
sports
• Hampered public service
• Worsening urban beauty
•

4.3.4 Logical frame work
Logical framework for physical development sector was developed based on the provisions of guideline
of Periodic Distict Development Plan and the analysis of the strengths, potentials, opportunities and
problems of the district. Logical framework was further discussed among the wider scale stakeholders
through participatory discussion. The logical framework was further fine tuned by planning experts
which is as follows:

Plan
summary

Indicator

Status
Means of verification Assumption
Baseline Target
Km/Sq.Km
0.63
0.85 Records of DDC/DTO • Priority
Road density
of
Sectoral
.
center
and
objective:
Km/1000
2.6
3.1
To contribute
local
population
to make
government
34
37 Progress report of
VDCs/Municipalities Nos.
comfortable
and allocation
with access of road up
DDC/DTO
and quality
of
budget
to headquarter
life by
accordingly
6 Progress report of
VDC/Municipality
Nos.
increasing
having land use and
UDBCDO
access and
physical development
utilization
plan
Description

Unit
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Indicator
Description

between
Households using
market and alternative energy
settlements Population using
by
internet service
development
and extension
of
infrastructure

Unit
Per cent
Per cent

Outcome 1: VDC/Municipalities Per cent
Extended and having access to road
developed
Motorable bridge
Nos.
road,
transportation Roads constructed
Nos.
and
after IEE/EIA
infrastructure Road length used bio- Km.
engineering
technology
VDC/Municipality
Nos.
having transportation
facility
Output 1.1: Total road having drain Per cent
Increased
continuity
All weather road
Km.
and quality of
road and
Black topped road
Km.
transportation
service
Gravel road
Km.

Output 1.2:
Increased
access to and
utilization of
service,
facility and
market

Part Two:
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Status
Means of verification Assumption
Baseline Target
35
46 Records of
DDC/DEEU
40
65 Survey, National
census

35
58
3
4

37 Records

40

70 Records

1041.05

585.39

Earthen road

Km.

408.31

Suspension bridge

Nos.

30

5

32

4

89

of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
78 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
10 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
10 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO

33

1424

Average time to reach House
15 major services from
the most remote
household
Total costumer of
No
central electricity grid
Average time to reach Hours
one of major market
centre

37 Records

• Priority
of
center
and
local
government
and allocation
of
budget
accordingly

of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO

of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
1830 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
1220 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
915 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
585 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
60 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
3 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO

37 Records

of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO
1 Records of
DDC/DTO/FWDRO

Priority of
center and local
government and
allocation of
budget
accordingly

Priority of
center and local
government and
allocation of
budget
accordingly
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Indicator
Description

Proportion of
population using
electricity of central
grid
Total customer of
central grid of
electricity
VDC/municipality
having electricity
service
Electricity consumed
in industrial sector
Electricity consumed
in agricultural sector
Electricity consumed
for household use
Output 2.1: Average weekly load
Improved
shedding period
supply and Households having
quality of
electricity service
electricity
Households using LP
gas
Consumption of
firewood
Electricity leakage
Outcome 2:
Increased
access and
utilization to
electricity
services

Output 2.2: Beneficiary of solar
Sustainable home system
growth in
Installed biogas plants
production
and
Households using
utilization of improved cooking
energy and stove
increased
Hydroelectricity
continuity
production
and supply of Households
energy.
consuming micro
hydro
Outcome 3: VDC/Municipality
Increased
having landline
access and telephone services
utilization of VDCs/Municipalities
information, having internet
communicati services

Unit
Per cent

Nos.

Status
Means of verification Assumption
Baseline Target
64.25
80 Report/Records of
• Necessary
NEA
budget
allocation for
distribution of
92300 115000 Report/Records of
electricity as
per need
NEA
32

Nos.

37 Report/Records of

NEA
Unit

13693563 20540345 Report/Records of

NEA
Unit
Unit

585795
36031379

Hours

35

Per cent

63
1104

Nos.
M. Ton

5134119.85

Per cent

18

Househo
ld
Nos.

14574

No.

18785

15989

878693 Report/Records of

NEA
72062758 Report/Records of
NEA
15 Report/Records of
NEA
85 Report/Records of
NEA
2500 Progress
report/DDC/DEEU
3900000 Progress
report/DDC/DEEU
13 Report/Records of
NEA
31039 Progress
report/DDC/DEEU
38481 Progress
report/DDC/DEEU
45340 Progress
report/DDC/DEEU

Kilowatt

4.5

519.5 Progress

Nos.

92

1400 Progress

• Continuity of
alternative
energy
program

• Continuity of
alternative
energy
program

report/DDC/DEEU
report/DDC/DEEU
10

Nos.

37 Records and Report of • Sufficiency of

Nepal Telecom
24

Nos.

37 Records and Report of

Nepal Telecom
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Plan
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Indicator
Description

Unit

on and
Population having
Per
information access to mobile
technology phone
FM radios operated in Nos.
district

Output 3.1:
Developed
and extended
electrical
communicati
on and
information
technology.

Output 3.2:
Increased
access to and
utilization of
means of
communicati
on

Status
Means of verification Assumption
Baseline Target
39
65 Records and Report of
Nepal Telecom
12

Newspapers published Nos.
from district

48

VDCs and
Municipalities having
access to landline
telephone
Users of landline
telephone
Users of mobile
service
Users of internet
facility

10

Households having
television facility
Newspapers published
from district
Nos. of active
journalist
Well managed
telecenter
Average time to
deliver letters to
remote areas

VDC/Municipalities
implementing Land
use and physical
development plan
Market centers with
integrated service and
facilities
Well managed market
centres
Output 4.1: Budget allocated for
Integrated
land use and
and managed settlement
Outcome 4:
Manages and
secured
public
construction
and physical
development
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Nos.

14 Records and Report of

Communication
Centre
48 Records and Report of
Communication
Centre
37 Records and Report of • Sufficiency of
Nepal Telecom
budget

Populati
on
Populati
on
Nos.

11368

88000 Records and Report of

298608

500000 Records and Report of

Per cent

32.7

Nepal Telecom

30

Nos.

48

Nos.

158

Nos.

3

Days

5

Nos.

-

Nos.

-

Nos.

15

Nepal Telecom
60 Survey
report/DDC/Nepal
telecom
50 Survey report/Census
• Necessary
communication centre budget
158 Records of FNJ
allocated for
extension and
expansion of
11 Records/Report of
communicatio
DPO
n services
1 Records/Report of
DPO
48 Records of

• Revision and
report/UDBCDO/DDC implementatio
n of urban and
settlement
12 Progress
development
report/UDBCDO/DDC policies
6 Progress

20 Progress

report/DDC/KCCI
2

Per cent
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Indicator
Description

Unit

housing and development in annual
settlement
district development
plan
Settlements adopting Ha.
physical development
plan based on
approach of integrated
settlement
development
Promoted land pulling Nos.
areas
Nos.
Output 4.2 Market centres
Well
re/constructed based
managed and on physical
secured
development plan
public
VDCs/Municipalities Nos.
construction having effective
implementation of
building code
Municipalities having Nos.
durable management
of solid waste
Qualified human
Persons
resources in
construction of safe
building
Length of sanitary
Km.
drain
Waste disposal and
Nos.
processing centre
Structures based on
Per cent
standard

Status
Means of verification Assumption
Baseline Target
n of urban and
settlement
development
0
6 Progress
policies
report/UDBCDO/DDC

20
-

2

37 Progress

report/UDBCDO/DDC
12 Progress report,
•
Urband Development
and Building
Construction Division
8 Office/District
Development
Committee

0

6

282

1000

20.28

46

0

2

80

85

Revision and
implementatio
n of urban and
settlement
development
policies

4.1.5 Major Program and Budget Estimate
Major program and estimate of budget for physical development sector was finalized from expert team
based on the participatory discussion made among wider level of stakeholders in the district and was
grounded on the major strength, potentials, opportunities and logical framework. Finalized budget
estimate is as follows:
(Budget NPR '000)
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Year of
Agency
implementatio of
Total
Deficient
S.N.
Major Programs according to output
n
implem
budget
budget
entatio
Unit Unit
1 2 3 4 5
n
O. Increased quality and continuity of road and transportation service
215200
Quality and continuity
0
1000000
Road upgrade (200 Km earthen road, 50 Km.
FWDR
1 gravel road)
Km. 250 90000050 50 50 50 50 O
Road widening from Mohana boarder to
100000
1000000
FWDR
Km.
24
05 5 5 5 5 O
2 Godawari (6 Line)
3Maintenance and road security program
Times
5 2500001 1 1 1 1 DTO
4Feasibility of other transportation
Times
2 2000 1 1
DTO
Interaction among stakeholders for security
1 1 1 1
5 enhancement and formulation of action plan Times
5
5001
DTO
k|= Increased access and utilization of general public to service, facility and market
Increased access and utilization to service,
167150
facility and market
0
0
6Construction of new road
Km
75 75000015 15 15 15 15 DTO
7Construction of RCC bridge
Nos.
20 8000004 4 4 4 4 DTO
8Construction of suspension bridge
Nos.
30 1200006 6 6 6 6 DTO
9Feasibility of overhead bridge
Times
1 1500 1
DTO
O. Increase access and utilization of electricity services
Access in electricity
398000
270000
10Line extension
Km
200 10000040 40 40 40 40 NEA
11Line fortification
Km
50 2500010 10 10 10 10 NEA
12Capacity enhancement of substation
Nos.
2 2500001 1
NEA
250000
13Capacity enhancement of transformer
Nos.
40 200008 8 8 8 8 NEA
20000
Nos.
3000 60 60 60 60 NEA,
local
bodies
14Control of theft of electricity
300
60
O. Developed and extended electrical communication and information technology
Development of information technology
2300
0
15Extension of land line service
Nos.
10 Direct 2 2 2 2 2
16Extension of optical fiber
Km.
10 investm 2 2 2 2 2
Development of WiFi City
Nos.
2 ent
from
17
center
1 1
Feasibility study of science and information Nos.
1
18 technology park
15001
Feasibility study on e-commerce, eTimes
2
19 education, e-health, e-governance
8001 1
O. Increased access and utilization of public in information and means of media
Access and utilization of information
17725
13000
20Well managed telecenter
Nos.
15 105003 3 3 3 3 DPO
10000
5 Year
target
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Digital board installation in agriculture and Places
livestock service centre to display
21 contemporary information
Award to the best development journalist of Times
22 the year
23Grant for publication of development bulletin Issue
Training on mass communication and
Times
24 development journalism
Installation of digital display board to display Places
information of public service delivery
25
O.

10
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2000
2 2 2 2 2

5
60
5
5

125
1 1 1 1 1
360012 12 12 12 12
500
1 1 1 1 1
1000

1
Integrated and well managed housing and settlement development
Integrated and managed settlement
429000
development
0
Nos.
100000
26Construction and operation of new bus park
6
01
27Landfill site
Nos.
6 2000001
28Preparation of land use plan
Nos.
6 420001
29Implementation of national building code
Places
6 30001
Ha.
300000
30Plan of integrated settlement development
5
01
31Preparation of periodic plan (VDC, Mu.)
Nos.
10 80002
Nos.
37000

1 1 1 1

DDC,
DADO,
DPHO
DDC,
informa
tion
centre,
FNJ
Collabo
ration
with
I/NGOs

1500

2120000

Munici
pality,
Urban
Develo
pment
and
1 1 1 1 Buildin
2 2 2 2 g
Constru
ction
Divisio
7 7 9 7 7 n Office

O.

1500

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

32Identification of preservation of open space
37
Well managed and secured public construction
managed and secured public construction
88000
Construction and development of physical
Nos.
50000
Munici
33 development infrastructure
15
3 3 3 3 3 pality,
UDBC
34Construction of city hall
Nos.
1 150001
DO
Maintenance of places of religious and
Nos.
10000
35 archaeological importance
20
4 4 4 4 4
36Establishment of cold store
Nos.
6 120001 2 1 1 1
Person
100010 10 10 10 10
37Development of skilled human resource
s
500
0 0 0 0 0
Total capital budget 8619525
Insufficient Budget
Total current budget 2154881
Insufficient Budget
1077440
Insufficient Budget
Total budget of physical development section
6

100000
20000
2000000

45000
30000
10000
5000

3448000
517200
3965200

4.2.6 Working policy
Essential working policies for physical development sector were identified for each of the subsector
by discussing among wider level of stakeholders with the aim of addressing problems observed in the
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physical development of the district and for appropriate use of strength, potentials and opportunities
and to speed up the pace of physical development. It was as follows:
Road and transportation
• All the rural and agricultural roads shall be continuously black topped.
• Programs shall be implemented with due priority for operating all weather road transportation in
all VDCs and municipalities.
• Feasibility study of over way/sub way shall be made in urban areas and projects shall be selected
considering maintenance of urban beauty.
• Bridge and suspension bridges shall be constructed in border-rivers by making inter district
coordination.
• Road construction and upgrading program shall be implemented as per DTMP priority.
• Road accidents shall be minimized by removal of encroachment, construction of footpath and by
controlling cattles indulged at road side.
• Local owenership of the projects shall be increased by mobilizing projects selected by users
gathering.
• Projects having cost sharing basis shall be given priority.
• Project selection process shall be made scientific and neutral by using prioritization tools.
• Role of women and target group shall be increased in project by increasing involvement of
women and other target group in leadership positions.
• Social mobilization shall be used as an approach to aware people for durable use of resource and
infrastructure.
• Construction of secondary infrastructure and socio-eonomic activities shall be carried along with
road construction.
• Maintenance work shall be carried by keeping regular and periodic maintenance at priority.
• Public participation based construction and maintenance shall be run with due priority to increase
public ownership in road and in public infrastructure.
• Urban infrastructure and services shall be extended in different market centers.
• Feasibility of rope way shall be carried in hilly areas.
• Construction and maintenance users groups shall be capacitated through organizing training.
• Detail survey, design and cost estimate be done while selecting road and public construction.
• Socio-economic program shall be given due priority based bon road corridor approach.
Physical planning, housing and public construction
• Land use and integrated physical development plan shall be designed and implemented in all the
municipalities to manage urbanization.
• Special needs of children, disabled persons and elderly shall be considered in design of physical
development, infrastructure and public construction.
• Standards for small town development shall be developed and implemented.
• Special programs shall be lunched for preservation of places of historical, cultural, mythological
and touristic importance.
• Coordination and collaboration with stakeholders shall be given priority in design and
construction of physical development plan, housing plan and public construction.
Hydroelectricity
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Electricity leakage shall be controlled by taking variety of measures including technical, legal and
mobilization of people.
Public awareness and motivation activities shall be carried for promotion of renewable energy.
Programs shall be designed and implemented towards freeing the district from load shedding.
Micro hydro, solar, biogas and other alternative energy shall be widely expanded.
Due emphasis shall be given for integrated and multiple use of water resource while selecting
projects.
Special attention shall be given to improve supply and public awareness generation to increase the
use of hydroelectricity in agriculture and irrigation sector.
Initiation shall be taken to reduce the minimum electricity charge for the costumers who have the
lowest use.
Place having no access to electricity shall be connected with either national grid of electricity or
with alternative energy.
Transmission and distribution of electricity shall be regularized and initiation shall be taken to add
new projects.
Awareness generation and other measures shall be taken to efficient and skilled use of alternative
energy.
Biobricket production shall be encouraged that uses low value vegetables including Eupatorium
adenophorum.

Information, communication, science and technology
• Telecenters and other appropriate technologies shall be extended to remote areas to ensure easy
access of Telephone, fax, internet.
• Information and communication technology shall be used in the way to ensure easy access of
farmers to information, education and communication.
• Data and records of public agencies shall be computerized.
• Quality service to citizen shall be ensured by making service delivery information friendly.
• Services, procedures and scope of postal services shall be revised to address present need and to
improve postal office capacity. Common areas of work with Telecommunication and other
agencies shall be sought to improve scope of postal services.
• Conducive environment shall be created for service provider to work in remote areas.
• Mass media shall be capacitated and mobilized to monitor the compliance and service delivery of
service providers.
• Coordination and collaboration shall be made to establish on library one village, one information
center in one village, and one E-library in one secondary school.
• Information technology shall be used as a means to regularly publish progress reports by
government and other public agencies.
• Training and other capacity development activities shall be conducted on journalism and public
hearing.
• Active journalists shall be capacitated and mobilized to aware people on Right to Information in
remote areas.
Urban development and public construction
• Fragmentation of land shall be immediately controlled and design of land use plan shall be
started.
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Consumption of urban services shall be made comfortable by effective implementation of
integrated settlement plan.
Maintenance of urban beauty shall be given due priority in process of managing urban
development.
View towers shall be constructed to promote tourism based on public-private partnership.
Public construction shall be made disable friendly.
Special programs shall be lunched for conservation of historical, artistic and cultural resources.

4.4.7 Stakeholders and their major role
Implementation of this physical development sectoral plan shall be ensured in over all leadership of
District Development Committee, in coordination of District Agricultural Development Committee,
District Enterprise Development Committee, in sectoral leadership of sectoral offices and in
engagement of stakeholders.
Engagement and mobilization of government organizations, NGOs, CBOs, private sector, target
groups, service recipients, support agencies and supervisory agencies is expected in the
implementation of this plan.
Major stakeholders and their role in the areas of physical development of the district are as follows:
S.N. Stakeholders
Role
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
1. District Development
Committee
physical sector
Urban
Development
Main
implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
2.
Division Office
urban development sector
Main implementor, facilitator of hydro electricity
3. Nepal Electricity
Authority
distribution and management system
Main implementor, facilitator of tele-communication
4. Nepal Telecom
sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
5. 31 VDCs
physical sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of
6. 6 Municipalities
physical sector
Corporations
Facilitator and implementor of physical development
7.
sector
Supporters for physical development section
8. Banking sector
9. Professional and private
organizations including
Federation of Industry and
Commerce
10. I/NGOs

Facilitator, Implementor and supporter of physical
development sector

11. CBOs

Supporter, recipient, monitor and implementor of physical
development sector
Supporter, recipient and monitor of physical development
sector

12. Civil society and local
citizen

Supporter of physical development sector
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4.4 Forest, Environment and Disaster Management Plan
4.4 Background
Kailali is regarded as a rich district in terms of forest area and bio-diversity. According to Nepal Living
Standard Survey-2011, total 25 percent of population in Nepal is living below the poverty line and 70
percent of that population depends on forest resources. Forest covers 2, 09,724 hectares or 64 percent
of total land area of the district. In recent years, deforestation is increasing at an alarming rate with the
rise in encroachment of forest land and illegal logging. The growing trend of illegal logging has resulted
in the shrink of forest area to a great extent in the last decade. According to a study on forest land of the
Terai region (1990/91-2000/01) commissioned by the Department of Forest, the district suffered a loss
of 4,474 hectares of forest land during the period. The statistics shows that an average of 450 hectares
(664.44 bighas) of forest has degraded every year.
A huge swathe of the district is at high risk of disaster of various kinds. According to The United Nations
Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR), Kailali district recorded a total of 445 cases of disaster
during the period of 1973-2013 which claimed as many as 1,082 lives and damaged property worth
around NPR72, 50, 72,283. The statistics exhibit that approximately 22 people are killed, 23 injured
and 2,800 affected in various types of disasters in the districts besides suffering a loss of property
equivalent to NPR1.81 core every year.
Several organizations/associations have been working in the area of disaster risk management by
making Kailali district their base. Mainstreaming disaster preparedness is a key issue of disaster risk
reduction. The gradual improvement in disaster preparedness measures in the community level has
given the people a sense of reduction of casualties in natural disasters, especially the flood. However,
the clarity and effectiveness in mainstreaming the disaster risk management is in question. Strength,
opportunity and problem of forest, environment and disaster risk management were discussed and
analyzed among the broader stakeholders in the course of formulating this plan to develop a planning
logical framework (log frame) and strategy and program budget accordingly, which are as follows:

4.4.2 Strength and Opportunity Analysis
Strength and opportunities of the district in the areas of forest, environment and disaster management
were identified by holding a series of discussion with stakeholders during the formulation of the plan.
Group discussions were also held with stakeholders to dwell on the strategy of using the identified
strength and opportunities in overall development of forest, environment and disaster management of
the district. The identified strength, opportunities and strategy to use thereof are as follows:

Strength and opportunity analysis of forest, environment and disaster Management Sector
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Use Strategy

Forest and Strength
Environm • A huge share of forest area
ent
(approximately two-third of land) in
district
• Better regeneration rate of forest area
• Extension and development of
community forests
• Potentiality of easing pressure on
national forest of Terai, Chure and
Bhawar ranges by utilizing forest
resources to be available from the
development of private forests and
developing forests in unused lands by
laying emphasis on their scientific
management
• Formulation and implementation of FiveYear Forest Management Act Plan
• Availability of appropriate places to
extend herbs farming to larger areas
Opportunity
• Forest Act
• International provisions on payment for
environmental services (PES), REDD+

Plants and Strength
Bio• Abundant bio-diversity
diversity • Indigenous and exotic conservation of
bio-diversity
• Expansion of herbs farming in private
forest
• Protection and utilization of traditional
know-how of plants
• Development of plants farming
technology
• Approval and implementation of
Devariya Botanical Garden
Opportunity
• Availability of adequate natural plants
• Past experience of good income from
herbs farming
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• To conserve and promote regeneration of
forest area through scientific forest
• To mobilize community forest users in an
effective manner
• To carry out intensive management of
community forest and collaborative forest
• To strongly enforce forest management
action plan
• To generate employment opportunities and
increase income of disadvantaged groups,
women, Dalits, indigenous nationalities and
backward and backward groups through
scientific management of existing forest
area
• To develop greenbelt area by designing
embankment on all riverbanks
• To lay emphasis on increase in productivity
of forest area
• To promote habitat of wildlife
• To use the available lakes and ponds for
payment for environmental services (PES)
• To go to REDD+ for management
• To connect the conservation of lakes, ponds
and wetlands with the armament process for
environmental services (PES)
• To conserve potential plants by managing
botanical garden
• To maintain records and profile of plant
estate
• To maintain records of traditional knowhow of plants
• To conduct research on herbs and scented
plants farming technology, carry out field
test and transfer it to communities
• To generate employment opportunities
through sustainable management of natural
plants
•
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Sub
sectors

Strength and Opportunity

Use Strategy

Soil
Strength
Conservati • Availability of expert employees, office
on and
structure and regular budget for soil
Embankm
conservation and embankment
ent
• Raised awareness level for Chure
conservation and likelihood of getting
more public support
• Environment for mobilizing additional
resources of NGOs for Chure
conservation
• Awareness-raising programs for
embankment
• Environment for getting cooperation,
support and commitment from all
stakeholders including political parties
and civil society for conservation of
Chure range
Opportunity
• Operation of Chure range conservation as
a National Pride Project
• Environment for formulating plan on the
basis of local needs
• Existing environment for carrying out
activities in coordination and
collaboration with various development
partners
• Opportunity to enjoy benefits of payment
for environmental services by conserving
Chure range
• Environment to support livelihood for
disadvantaged groups through riverbed
farming in the land damaged by rivers
Disaster
Risk
Managem
ent,
Climate
Change
Adaptatio
n,
Renewabl
e Energy

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

• To control anthropological activities in this
region by keeping in mind the sensitivity of
Chure range
• To manage resettlement of by identifying
and mapping places vulnerable to landslides
and
• To reduce anthropological activities by
making complete arrangement of renewable
energy and livelihood for the people of
Chure range
• To fully control forest encroachment,
grazing and wildfire
• To operate environment-friendly
development program
• To introduce unified watershed
management
•

Strength
• To prepare and implement district level
• Environment to make budget and
guideline that mainstreams disaster
program to be mobilized by NGOs
management and climate friendly concept
annually for disaster management and
• To take the initiatives to make annual
climate-friendly programs
budget program disaster management and
• Operation of structural and non-structural climate friendly by compulsorily
programs for disaster risk management
coordinating and collaborating with
stakeholders
• Enforcement and implementation of
• To mainstream the disaster management
district disaster management plan
and climate friendly concept in all subject• Establishment and operation of District
wise areas of development
Emergency Operation Centre
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Strength and Opportunity

Use Strategy

• Formulation and implementation of
Action Plan of subject-wise offices and
security agencies
• Formulation of disaster management plan
in VDC and community level
• Implementation early flood warning
system
• Establishment and operation of
emergency fund (disaster management,
climate change adaptation fund) in
district and local level
• Implementation of climate change
adaptation programs
• Formation and operation of community
based disaster risk management
committee
• Availability of skilled human resources
of international, national, district and
local level in government and nongovernment areas for emergency
response

• To mobilize local level groups, cooperatives
and other resources and means in an
effective manner
• Ensure regular preparation and updating the
mapping of district level resources
• To make the Emergency Operation Centre
effective by making it equipped with
resources and means
• To make the early warning system and
emergency system effective by identifying
its shortcomings
• To effectively mobilize district disaster
management resource groups
• To operate or take the initiatives for
financial assistance program for the
construction of biogas plant
• To extend the use of renewable energy with
priority

• Operation of school-centric disaster
management programs (Quality
education through disaster
management...)
• Preparation of earthquake vulnerability
reduction plan in municipalities
(Dhangadi, Tikapur)
• Increase of safety culture concept in
practice
• Availability of local, district and regional
level health institutions and health
workers
• Operation of programs that support
livelihood of disadvantaged groups
• In the context of formation of six new
municipalities incorporating marketoriented areas, possibility of enhancing
disaster reduction management by
formulating systematic land and physical
planning development in these
municipalities
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Use Strategy

• Availability of resources for extension of
biogas, micro hydropower including
renewable energy
Opportunity
• Continuous participation and
collaboration of NGOs and private sector
• Formulation and implementation of local
disaster risk management planning
(LDRMP) Guideline
• Priority of Chure Conservation Program
and its implementation accordingly
Landscape Strength
Managem Maintenance of greenery around the
ent
strategic and subsidiary roads in the district
Appropriate environment to operate
programs for landscape and greenery
management across the district
Operation of parks (Tikapur, Devariya,
Godavari, Dhangadi)
Opportunity
Possibility of developing action plan to
manage landscape in VDCs including four
new municipalities

To carry out necessary study for management
and promotion of landscape and greenery in
municipal and DVC areas
To formulate and implement district level
common minimum standards of landscape
management and beatification of municipal
and VDC areas
To make the existing parks (Tikapur,
Devariya, Godavari, Dhangadi) more
systematic and effective
To gradually formulate and implement annual
program with necessary budget by putting
landscape management on priority list

4.4.3 Problem Analysis
A list of existing problems in forest, environment and disaster Management Sectors of the district was
prepared by holding discussion with stakeholders in the course of formulating the plan. Key problems
out of the listed ones were ascertained through participatory discussion and outstanding problems were
identified as cause and effects of the key problems. A draft of problem analysis of forest, environment
and disaster Management Sectors of the district was developed by holding phase-wise discussions with
stakeholders of forest, environment and disaster management and was given a final shape through
participatory discussion in a board workshop. The problem analysis of forest, environment and disaster
Management Sectors of the district so prepared are as follows:
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Problem Analysis of Forest and Environment Management Sectors
Key Problems

Causes

Effects

Decline in
bio-diversity,
forest and
watershed
sources
including
urban beauty
and increase
in
environmental
imbalance
and disaster
risk

• Haphazard settlement, population
growth, poverty, lack of clear land use
policy, and encroachment on forest
due to political intervention
• Smuggling of forest products thanks to
poverty and temptation easy and big
money from smugglers
• Lack of awareness and increase of
poaching and smuggling of body part
of wild animals due to temptation of
money from poachers
• Increase in incidents of soil erosion
and flood/landslide because of forest
encroachment and unscientific
agriculture system
• Little knowledge about ecological
importance of forest and lack of onus
of forest area among the communities
• Weak regulation of community forest
and failure of responsible agency to
perform effectively
• Recurring cases of forest fire due to
negligence and lack of awareness
• Uncontrolled grazing due to
negligence and lack of awareness
• Haphazard collection and export of
stones and pebbles because of
financial motivation and lack of
sensitivity towards environment
• Unsystematic land use
• Increased consumption of timber and
firewood, lack of effective and easy
alternatives, deforestation
• Concentration on multiple use of forest
resources
• Monopoly of crooks on forest and
lack of meaningful participation of
women and disadvantaged groups in
forest groups

• Decline in forest area and resources
• Increased risk as to affect the
supply of forest products and
resources, and habitat of wild
• Increased risk of extinction of wild
animals
• Loss of lives with increase in risk
of soil erosion, floods, landslides,
riverbank erosion and decline in
natural resources as to invite new
problems and threats
• Water sources running dry
• Decline in environmental balance
with deforestation
• Adverse impact on productivity of
land and agriculture sector and
increase in loss of other property
• Gradual increase in effects of
climate change (Uncertainty in
rainfall, temperature, plants)
• Decrease in capacity of forest
• Expansion and growth of
Eupatorium adenophorum
(Banmara) and bush
• Obstruction in free movement of
wild animals
• Deluge (atibristi), consecutive nonrainy days (anabristi), sparse rain
(Khandabristi)
•

• Lack of herbs-based industries in
country

• Dependence on neighbouring
countries for market
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Causes

Effects

• Very limited facilities of final
production of scented plants in country
• Continuous decline in market price
• Unsystematic market system in
country
• No access of farmers to value addition
activities, never-ending intervention of
middlemen

• Compulsion to import scented oil
itself
• Dis-encouragement of farmers
• Gradual decrease in farming area
due to the lack of fixed market of
herbs-based products
• Compulsion to sell raw materials
itself in low price

• Increase in loss of forest and Chure
range due to pressure on forest area,
encroachment, excessive grazing and
other reasons
• Unscientific land use and unscientific
agriculture system, settlement and
farming in slope land
• Lack of environment friendly
development activities
• Haphazard excavation and export of
stones, pebbles and sand
• Construction of unsystematic
infrastructures
• Lack of effective conservation of
water source
• Haphazard excavation of source
• Unsystematic settlement

• Loss of lives and property and
decline in natural resources
• Increase in loss and damage of
productivity of land, agricultural
area and other property
• Water sources and origins drying
up gradually
• Change in river flow
• Increase in width and surface of
river
• Devastation of development
infrastructures
• Origin of water drying up or getting
buried
• Decrease in rate of reserving
capacity of groundwater and
increase in desertification
• Damage on wetland areas

•
•
•
•
•

• Atibristi, anabristi
• Increase cases of inundation, flood,
landslide, soil erosion
• Increased waste and risk of
epidemic
• Increase in environmental pollution
• Decline in urban beauty
• Decrease in productivity
• Adverse effects on public health
• Lack of effective mobilization of
resources
• Duplication in coordination
between offices and
organizations/associations
• Increase in risk of fire and
emergency situation

•
•
•

•

Lack of sewerage facilities
Uncontrolled plastics and waste
Uncontrolled/Unsystematic settlement
Lack of effective coordination
No clear and effectives laws and
policies
No effective disaster preparedness
(especially in context of fire)
Lack of development of land use and
settlement development plan
No adoption of the concept of disaster
management in development activities
(Contamination of water source due to
the lower level of tube well than the
flood in monsoon…)
No basic data in climate change areas
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Causes

Effects

•
•
•
•

Encroachment on forest area
Money temptation
Smuggling
Uncontrolled and riverbank based
settlement
• Lack of the sense of ownership
• Population growth
• Deforestation, forest fire

• Lack of appropriate use of land,
gradual decrease in productivity of
land, increase in risk of hunger and
draught
• Increase in risk of epidemic
• Decrease in sustainability of
physical infrastructures
• Gradual shrink of forest area
• Decline in bio-diversity
• Water source drying up gradually
• Gradual increase in surface of
river/riverbanks
• Fire

• Failure to adopt the importance of
landscape management in formulation
of planning
• Dream of beautiful city not a subject
of big interest for common citizens
• Lack of necessary know-how and
skills on landscape management
• Lack of necessary discussion,
understanding and common action
plan between stakeholders for
landscape management

• Decline in urban beauty of
municipal area
• Waste management and sewerage
becoming
• Chaotic in urban area
• Decline in potentiality of internal
tourism promotion

4.4.4 Project Log Frame
Project log frame of forest, environment and disaster management development areas was prepared on
the basis of strength, opportunities and problem analysis of forest, environment and disaster
management development as per the Periodic District Development Plan and thereby further analyzed
through participatory discussion. Project log frame of forest, environment and disaster management
development of the district so prepared are as follows:
Project Log frame of Environment and Disaster Management Sector
Indicator
Project
Means of
Quantity (of Till)
Assumption
Summary
verification
Particulars
Unit
Baseline
Target
District Forest
There may be
Sectoral
Hectare 205938
206174
Office, Annual increase in
Objective 4.1: Forest area
To support
Progress Report collaboration and
increse
active
Cubic
District Forest
Annual growth
government
m./hectar 1
1.5
Office, Annual participation
rate of forest
revenue and
e
Progress Report between local
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Project
Summary
income of
citizen
through
sustainable
management
of natural
resources by
controlling
degradation of
forest,
environment
and land

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Mammal species
No.
found in district
Income received
from national
forest
Settlement
benefitting from
payment for
environmental
services
Self-employed
population from
forest sector

34

Target
35

Rs.
56398
Thousand

60000

No.

0

2

No.

161816

180,000

Achievement Quantity of
Metric
1:
timbers that could
225000
Ton
There will be be cut annually
increase in
Revenue received Rs.
563,98,040
productivity of from forest
Thousand
forest sector Community
and forest
forest area of
Hectare 20
products
herbs farming
Reserved forest
(per hectare
Cubic m. 200
average)
Herbs farming in
Hectare 38
private land
Forest resourcesNo.
298
based industries
Income from
Rs.
10010
herbs
Thousand
Monetary price of
total forest-based
products
Rs.
50000
consumed within Thousand
and outside the
groups
Output 4.1:
Forest area out of
Forest
total forest area
management of district handed
Percent 19.79
will be
over to
participatory, community
(40768 hectare)
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Means of
verification

Assumption

District Forest
people and
Office, Annual stakeholders.
Progress Report
District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report

District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report
District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report
District Forest
Policy may be
Office, Annual favourable for
Progress Report growth of forestbased industries

30

215
50

District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report

310
20000

70000

21

District Forest
There will be
Office, Annual increase in
Progress Report collaboration and
active
participation
between local
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Households
sustainable
and scientific. associated with No.
community forest
Monitored
community
forests out of
Percent
total community
forests (394) of
district
Tree plantation in
Hectare
community forest
Population out of
total population
directly
benefitting from
Percent
management of
forest, watershed
and protected
areas
Extension of
private forest
Hectare
development
Forest area
affected by
Hectare
uncontrolled
forest fire
Encroachment on
Hectare
forest area
Output 4.2:
Reserved forest
There will be (Per hectare
Cubic m.
maintenance average)
in existing
Key plant species
No.
ecological
found in district
balance
Species of wild
through
animals found in No.
conservation district
and
Protected and
management managed forest Hectare
of
area
plants/herbals Protected and
and bioprohibited
No.
diversity.
species of plants
found in district

Target

91410

101500

76

86

14

250

77

82

76

170

15,000

10,000

21500

10000

200

220

1025

1025

201

202

68836

68836

10

10
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Means of
verification

Assumption
people and
stakeholders.

District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report
District Plant
Resources Office
District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report
District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report

District Plant
Resources Office

There may be
increase in
collaboration and
active
participation
between local
people and
stakeholders.
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Project
Summary

Particulars
Existing
biological route
(Basanta,
Karnali)

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Target

No.

2

Outcome2:
There will be Implementation
improvement of land use
No.
in productivity project
of land and
production
through
Protected subNo.
improvement watershed area
in land erosion
and river
Area of restored
control.
land previously Hectare
damaged
Landslide
No.
protection
Area vulnerable
to floods and
Hectare
river erosion
Output 2.1:
Area of protected
There will be khet (irrigated
Hectare
terraces) and bari
unified and
scientific
(rain-fed uplands)
management
Protected area
of land and
with origin of
No.
watershed
water

2

Not
implement

10

50
11
1100

50

20

Area vulnerable
to land erosion Hectare 2250
and landslides

Output 2.2:
There will
decrease in

Households
associated with
community
development
No.
organizations
concerning land
conservation
Protection of
physical
No.
structures

Means of
verification

Assumption

District Forest
Office, Annual
Progress Report

District
There may be
Will be
Development
formulation of
departmental
implemente Committee,
d
Annual Progress policy.
Report
District Soil
Conservation
15
Office, annual
progress report
Annual Progress
100
Report of District
Water Induced
Disaster
70
Prevention Office
and District Soil
1000
Conservation
Office
District Soil
There may be
Conservation
regular increase
100
Office, Annual in budget.
Progress Report
District Soil
Conservation
25
Office, Annual
Progress Report
District Soil
Conservation
2000
Office, Annual
Progress Report

2187

4000

16

100
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District Soil
Conservation
Office, Annual
Progress Report
Annual Progress Disaster
Report of District preparedness
Water Induced may be subject of
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Project
Summary
risk of land
erosion and
water induced
disasters on
natural
resources and
human-made
physical
structures.

Output 2.3:
There will be
extension of
herbs and
scented plants
farming and
manageable
market.

Outcome3:
There will be
decrease in
consumption
of traditional
fuel and
environmental
pollution.

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Protected origins
No.
of water
Treatment to
No.
gorge, landslides
Protected ponds No.

Target

8

50

10

50

7

35

Bio-engineering km

11

55

River
embankment

5

12

km

Indigenous and
exotic
No. of
conservation of
200
species
species of critical
plants
Research and
field experiment
related to farming Frequenc
1
technology of
y
herbs and vital
plants
Extension of
herbs and scented Hectare= 30
plants farming

500

Means of
verification

Assumption

district and
Disaster
Prevention
central priority.
Office, District
Soil Conservation
Office,
District Soil
Conservation
Office,
Federation of
Community
Forestry Users,
Nepal
Report of District
Water Induced
Disaster
Prevention
Office, People's
Embankment and
Ranijamara
Irrigation
Disaster
preparedness
may be subject of
district and
District Plant
Resources Office central priority.

3
District Plant
Resources Office
96

VDCs/municipali
ties benefitted
from project
No.
targeted for
environment
protection

20

37

Active waste
processing and

0

2

No.
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District Plant
Resources Office

DDC, District
Information
Centre|
Report of
municipality/Urb
an Development

There may be
active
participation of
all stakeholders.
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Target

management
centre
Amount of waste
produced and
damaged in
Metric
municipalities
Ton
(Dhangadi,
Tikapur) daily
Households using
timber/firewood Percent
as fuel
Open Defecation
Free
No.
VDC/Municipalit
y
Improved
No.
watermill
Outcome3:
Local Adaptation
There will be Plans for Action
No.
mainstreaming (LAPA) being
of
implemented
environment Community
protection and Adaptation Plans
climate change for Action
No.
adaptation
(CAPA) being
issues in local implemented
development Population
process.
benefitted from
climate
Percent
adaptation
awareness
activities
Out of the annual
budget (NPR
42,27,51,970)
appropriated by
Percent
I/NGOs, budget
directly targeted
for environment
protection
Share of budget
relating to
Percent
climate change
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Means of
verification

Assumption

and Building
Construction
Office

70

180
Annual report of
municipalities

85

70

11

37

90

105

11

District level
survey, census
Report of DDC,
Drinking Water
and Sanitation
Division Office
Records of DDC,
Energy Section

25
Report of DDC

22

50
Report of DDC

14

80
Report of DDC

1

5
Annual district
development
plan, DDC

5

15

110

DDC, annual
district

There will be
continuous
support of
development
partners.
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

adaptation in
annual program
of subject-wise
offices
Project in which
recommendations
of EIA/IEE have No.
been
implemented
Output 3.2:
Households using
Percent
There will be renewable energy
increase in use Households using
of renewable micro
No.
energy and
hydropower
decrease in
Indoor smokeStatus
environmental free VDC
pollution.
Municipality/VD
C managing from
household level No.
itself waste by
segregating it
VDC formulating
and
implementing
No.
waste
management
guideline
Vehicles with
Euro Standard-3
out of the
Percent
registered
vehicles
Community
practicing regular
No.
community
sanitation
Outcome5:
There will be
Average annual
increase in
loss of amount
disaster
from disasters
resilience and
reduction in

Target
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Means of
verification

Assumption

development
plan/report

5

20

35

100

92

Annual report of
DDC, District
Technical Office
Records of DDC, Renewable
Energy Section energy will
continue to
Records of DDC,
remain as a
Energy Section
priority issue.
Records of DDC,
Energy Section

0

37

0

6

Records of DDC,
Energy Section

0

11

Records of DDC,
Energy Section

36

46

10

50

NPR
18100
Thousand

14000
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Records of
Transport
Management
Office
Survey,
DDC/Drinking
Water and
Sanitation
Division Office
There will be
Survey, Nepal
continuous
Red Cross
support and
Society, Desinventar Database active
for Nepal,
participation
Earthquake
from
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Target

loss of lives
and property.
Total casualty
from flood
Persons
disaster in the last
five years
Households
completely
destroyed by
No.
disasters in the
past five years
Households
affected by flood
No.
disaster in the last
five years
VDC/Municipalit
y bearing loss
and damage
No.
caused by floods,
landslides and
inundation

34

0

22998

10000

Means of
verification

Assumption

Preparedness
Society

development
partners.

Records of Nepal
Red Cross
Society, Kailali

Records of Nepal
Red Cross
Society, Kailali

25000
52286 (Total
Records of Nepal
(Total in
in five years)
Red Cross
five years)
Society, Kailali

20

15

Amount available
in district level NPRTho
0
disaster relief
usand
fund
VDC
implementing
No.
disaster
management fund
Output 5.1:
Formulation and
There will be implementation
Status
mainstreaming of district disaster
of concept of management plan
disaster
VDC formulating
reduction in and
development implementing
No.
management. local disaster
reduction plan
VDC level
climate
No.
adaptation fund
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1000

10

20

Records of Nepal
Red Cross
Society, Kailali
Records of
District
Administration
Office and Nepal
Red Cross
Society
Records of DDC
and Nepal Red
Cross Society

There will be
Formulated
Records of DDC continuous
and
To update
and Nepal Red support and
implemented
Cross Society
active
participation
from
24
37
Records of DDC development
and Nepal Red partners.
Cross Society
Records of DDC
5
15
and Nepal Red
Cross Society
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Buildings
constructed in
municipalities
(Tikapur,
Percent
Dhangadhi) in
compliance with
the standard

75

Target

80

26 (Jaljale
Land damaged by
Hectare and Nimada) 10
landslides
Output 5.2:
There will be
development
of safety
culture in
institutional
and
community
level for
disaster
resilience.

Outcome6:
There will be
improvement
in attraction
and
environmental
beauty of
urban area.

Train human
resources
• DDRT
No.
• LSR
• First Aid
• NDRT
• RDRT
Disaster
management
material
warehouse
VDC benefitted
from
operational/active No.
flood early
warning system
Emergency
set
rescue kits

99
3
15
6
4

200
30
50
12
10

4

8

26

27

330

500

Recreational
park, garden and
greenbelt/botanic No.
al garden in
municipal area

4

7

Urban road with
plants/shrubs on km
either sides

2

5

113
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Means of
verification

Assumption

Municipal
records,
Dhangadi,
Tikapur
Records of
District Soil
Conservation
Office and DDC
There will be
Records of DDC continuous
and Nepal Red support and
active
Cross Society
participation
from
development
partners.

Records of
There will be
municipalities
formulation/revis
and Urban
ion of
Development and departmental
Building
policy.
Construction
Office
It will remain as
a priority area of
Records of
local body.
municipalities
and Urban
Development and
Building
Construction
Office
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Project
Summary

Particulars

Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Formulation and
implementation
of common
landscape
Status
standard of
district for
municipal areas
Output 6.1:
There will be Road compliance
scientific
with Road
management Standard
Percent
of landscape in (Dhangadi,
urban areas. Tikapur)
Number of
landscape plans
included in
annual municipal No.
development plan
in the last five
years
Buildings
constructed in
compliance with
standard in
Percent
municipal areas
(Dhangadi,
Tikapur)
Places where
typical Nepali
technology has
No.
been used for
landscape
management
Output 6.2:
There will be
enforcement
of landscape
management
standard in
municipal
areas.

Annual amount
appropriated by
DDC and VDC
for landscape
management

Means of
verification

Assumption

Records of
Will be
municipalities
formulated and Urban
Not
and
Development and
formulated
implemente Building
Construction
d
Office
There will be
Records of
municipalities
formulation/revis
and Urban
ion of
Development and departmental
80
90
Building
policy.
Construction
Office
It will remain as
a priority area of
Records of
local body.
municipalities
and Urban
_
15
Development and
Building
Construction
Office
Records of
municipalities
and Urban
Development and
75
80
Building
Construction
Office
VDC,
Municipality,
DDC
_ 10

NPRTho
usand

Local bodies
formulating and No.
implementing

Target
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_ 5000

0

6
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Records of
There will be
municipalities
formulation/revis
and Urban
ion of
Development and departmental
Building
policy.
Construction
Office
It will remain as
a priority area of
Records of
local body.
municipalities
and Urban
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Indicator
Quantity (of Till)
Unit
Baseline

Target

guideline for
landscape
management

Places adopting
traditional
No.
landscape system

_
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Means of
verification

Assumption

Development and
Building
Construction
Office
Records of
municipalities
and Urban
Development and
Building
Construction
Office

4.4.5 Main Program and Budget Estimate
Main program and budget estimate was prepared by holding participatory discussion for the
development of forest, environment and disaster Management Sectors for the project period on the basis
of strength, opportunities and problems and planning log frame in the area of forest, environment and
disaster management development areas of the district and thereby given a final shape through experts.
The main program and budget estimate prepared for this Government briefs parliamentary committee
about its preparations to declare Valley a plastic-free zone project period are as follows:
Main Program and Budget Estimate of Forest, Environment and Disaster Management Sector
(Budget in NPR 000)
Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
O. Forest management will be participatory, sustainable and scientific.
Participatory, Scientific and Sustainable
Forest Management
25500
0
Formation and hand over of community
10 12 10 8 DFO
10
1
forest
No.
50
1000
2
Renewal of Action Plan
No.
60
900
10 15 10 15 10
3
Forest management training
Group 30
450
6 6 6 6 6
Formation of group for disadvantaged
DFO/Gro
4 4 4 4 4
4
group and women
No.
20
1500
up
Thousan
30 30 30 30
30
5
Plant production subsidy to CFUGs
d
150
900
CFUG
Frequen
8 8 8 8 DFO
8
6
Capacity building training for groups
cy
40
1200
Frequen
2 2 2 2
2
7
Livelihood training
cy
10
200
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Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
Frequen
1 1 1 1
1
8
Non-timber forest product training
cy
5
250
Frequen
2 2 2 2
2
9
Inter-group interaction meeting
cy
10
150
Thousan
13 16 13 10
13
10 Plant production and distribution
d
65
6500
10 12 10 10
Amriso (broom grass) plant production Thousan
8
11 and distribution
ds
50
300
Bamboo plant production and
Thousan
6 6 6 6
6
12 distribution
d
30
3000
13 Publicity program
Package 5
250
1 1 1 1 1
14 Partnership forest management program No.
2
8000
1 1
Various types of training and workshop
5 5 5 5
5
15 program
Number 25
750
16 Publicity program
Package 5
150
1 1 1 1 1
There will be improvement in ecological balance through protection and management of plants/herbs
O. and bio-diversity.
Ecological Balance and Bio-diversity
9300
0
17 Urban forest development program
Place 3
600
1 2
DDC
18 Tree plantation in community forest
Hectare 50
750
8 10 12 10 10 CFUG
In
55 55 50 40 DFO
Plant production and distribution
thousan
50
19 (through DFO)
d
250
2500
Protection of restored forest areas that are
10 10 10 10
hot spots in terms of bio-environment
10
20 and landslide
Hectare 50
3000
Tree plantation in blank spots of Chure
4 4 4 4
4
21 Mountain
Hectare 20
1000
Tree plantation in lands raised by river
4 4 6 6
22 current
Hectare 20
1000
School forest greenery development
6 6 6 6
6
23 program
School 30
450
Protection and Utilization of Plants/herbs
254383
0
Establishment and Management of
District
1
24 Devariya Botanical Garden
No.
1
230633
Plan
Production of herbs and non-timber
Thousan 300
60 60 60 60 Resource
60
s Office
25 plants
d
2500
Framing technology research/test
1 1 1
26 farming
Species 3
1000
27 Preparation of plant profile
District 1
1000
1
28 Record-keeping of traditional know-how Place 5
500
2 1 1 1
29 Herbs farming training
Persons 375
2000
75 75 75 75 75
-
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Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
Herbs farming expansion/extension
20 20 20 10
10
30 program
Hectare 80
1600
Publication and broadcast of awareness- Frequen
1 1 1 1 1
31 raising message
cy
5
750
O. There will be unified and scientific management of land and watershed areas.
Land and Watershed Management
116393
0
32 Landslide prevention
Place 1
3000
1
District
33 Riverbank management
km
5
30000 1 1 1 1 1 Soil
34 Riverbed raised
Place 20
1402.5 4 4 4 4 4 Conserva
35 Water origin protection
Place 40
21720 6 10 8 10 6 tion
Office
36 Water source management
Place 20
1525
4 4 4 4 4
37 Pond conservation
Place 15
9075
3 3 3 3 3
38 Harvesting Dam
Place 10
6100
2 2 2 2 2
39 Rivulet bank protection
km
45
32940 7 11 9 9 9
40 Lake and pond conservation
No.
5
1100
1 1 1 1 1
Frequen
1 1 1 1
1
41 Wetland area conservation
cy
5
1650
Khet (irrigated land), Bari (rain-fed
10 10 10 10
10
42 upland) protection
Hectare 50
825
43 Restoration of damaged land
Hectare 10
1220
2 2 2 2 2
Househo
6 6 6 6 6
44 Fruits
lds
30
115
Thousan
10 10 10 10 10
45 Plant production
d
50
1925
46 Irrigation canal
km
5
1375
1 1 1 1 1
47 Partnership program
Place 4
2420
1 1 1 1
There will be decrease in risk of soil erosion and water-induced disaster on natural resources and
O. human-made physical structures.
48 Soil Erosion and Water-induced Disaster
2020000
500000
49 River control to be done through study No.
100
50000 20 20 20 20 20 Water
Induced
50 Landslide management
No.
35
25500 7 7 7 7 7
51 Tar (plain land) market management
No.
25
215000 5 5 5 5 5 Disaster
60 60 60 60 Preventio
500000
n
60
Master Plan implementation (River
Division
52 control)
km
300
150000
Office
There will be mainstreaming of environment protection and climate change adaptation issues in local
O development process.
Environment Protection and Climate
Adaptation
385571
0
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Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
Orientation to Village Disaster Risk
37 37 37 37 DDC,
Management Committee on
Renewab
environment-friendly local governance,
37
le Energy
climate change and disaster risk
Program,
53 management
Persons 185
333000
DFO
Interaction on local adaptation plan and Frequen
1 1
55 local disaster management plan
cy
2
200
Environmental Impact Study and its
Frequen
1 1 1 1 1
56 implementation (Mitigation monitoring) cy
5
400
No. (in
5 5 5 7
57 Creation of improved cooking stove
22571 5
thousands) 27
58 Establishment of bio-energy plant
No.
5
1500
1 1 1 1 1
Early warning system strengthening
2 2 3 2 2
59 progam
No.
11
2200
Establishment of climate and disaster
1 1 2 1 1
60 management centre
No.
6
1200
Establishment and strengthening of
7 7 8 8 7
61 Emergency Relief Fund
No.
37
18500
NRCS,
Number of disabled-friendly residential
1 1 1 2 1 I/NGOs,
62 house
No.
6
6000
DDC
O. There will be increase in use of renewable energy and decrease in environmental pollution.
Renewable Energy and Environmental
Pollution
649098
0
6 6 6 7 DDC,
Extension of solar home system
House
6
holds (in
Renewab
63
371474
thousands) 31
le Energy
Extension of biogas plant
House
7 7 10 7 Program,
7
holds (in
Nepal
64
163973
thousands) 38
Climate
Creation of improved cooking stove
Nos.
65
28617 9 9 9 9 9 Change
(Thousand) 45
Support
66 Micro Hydropower production
kw
519.5 67532 519.5
Program
67 Improved watermill
Number 105
1600
20 25 20 20 20
68 Orientation for VDCs and municipalities Persons 185
3500
37 37 37 37 37
VDC/municipality level emergency
I/NGOs
7 7 9 7 7
69 rescue kits
Set
37
11100
Formation and mobilization of disaster
10 10 10 10 NRCS,
10
70 reduction club in school level
Number 50
500
I/NGOs
Frequen
1 1 1 1 1
71 Updating of district disaster management cy
4
400
NRCS,
2
72 Campaign to create plastic bag-free city City
2
400
I/NGOs
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Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
O. There will be mainstreaming of concept of disaster reduction in development management.
Mainstreaming the Concept of Disaster Reduction
12900
0
Training related to mainstreaming the
DDC,
2 2 2 2 2
73 concept of disaster management
Number 10
1000
NRCS,
I/NGOs
Formulation and implementation of
Frequen
1 1 1 1 1
74 district disaster management plan
cy
5
1000
Formulation of local disaster reduction Frequen
5 4 5 5 5
75 plan
cy
24
4800
76 VDC-level climate adaptation fund
Number 5
2500
2 3
Publicity on compliance of building
1 1 1 1 1
77 standard
Nos.
5
500
Resilience society creation project
FAYA
through the efforts of unified disaster risk
3
Nepal
78 reduction and livelihood
VDC 3
2800
O. There will be development of safety culture in institutional and community level for disaster resilience.
Disaster Resilience and Safety Culture
24175
0
10 10 10 10 DDC,
10 0 0 0 0
Production of skilled human resources
NRCS,
0
79 related to construction of safe building Number 500
1000
I/NGOs
VDC/M
FAYA
Participation of senior citizens in disaster unicipali
2 2
Nepal
80 resilience
ty
4
6500
Development/capacity extension of flood
DDC,
1
81 early warning system
VDC 1
500
NRCS,
I/NGOs
82 Emergency rescue kits/materials
Set
170
5950
80 90
Construction of disaster management
1 1 1 1
83 material warehouse
Place 4
9000
Disaster management training (DDRT,
35 35 35 35 35
84 LSR, First Aid, NDRT, RDRT)
Persons 175
1225
O. There will be scientific management of landscape in urban as well as rural areas.
Landscape Management
30450
0
Frequen
Municipa
1 1
85 Interaction on landscape management
cy
2
150
lities,
UDBCD
Formulation of landscape management Frequen
1
O, DDC,
86 standard
cy
1
300
Creation of river buffer zone and
5 5 5 5 private
sector
greenery area (tree plantation, bio5
87 engineering)
km
20
30000
O. There will be implementation of common landscape standard in municipal areas.
88 Landscape Management Standard
1059000
600000
Formulation of landscape plan in
9000
Municipa
0 2 1 1 1
municipal areas
No.
6
lities,
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Implementatio
5 Year's Target
n Year and
Impleme
Total
Insufficien
Unit
S.N. Main Program According to Output
nting
Budget
t Budget
Agency
Quantit
Unit
1 2 3 4 5
y
Urban road improvement and greenery
1000000
UDBCD
600000
5 5 5 5 5
89 promotion
km
20
O, DDC,
private
50000
Construction of park with natural beauty
7 7 9 7 7 sector
90 and greenery promotion
Number 37
Total capital budget4332087
Insufficient Budget 1100000
Total current budget1077379
Insufficient Budget 275000
Grand total budget in forest, environment and disaster
3575000
Management Sector5415109
Insufficient Budget

4.4.6 Strategy
Necessary subsector wise strategies were devised for this sector by holding discussions with
stakeholders about the objectives of address the problems identified in forest, environment and disaster
management development of the district in an appropriate manner, making justifiable use of strength
and opportunities and intensifying overall forest, environment and disaster management development.
The sub-area wise strategies so prepared are as follows:
Forest, Plants, Bio-diversity and Environment
• Forest encroachment, illegal logging, poaching and forest fire will be controlled through effective
and regular forest monitoring approach by developing a participatory and concerted mechanism
by coordinating and collaborating with local community, administration and other stakeholders.
• Local community's sense of ownership towards forest will be enhanced by assisting them in
earning livelihood through multiple uses of forest resources.
• Forest area will be protected and cared for through adoption of community based, scientific and
sustainable approaches by developing and extending forest management. Participatory and
collaborative mechanism will be developed to control forest encroachment, illegal logging, and
poaching and forest fire.
• Program will be conducted by identifying the activities of importance in district and regional level
by coordinating with regional level offices
• Feasibility study of green employment and green cooperatives will be conducted and they will be
promoted in situation/area deemed appropriate.
• Forest area will be extended by carrying out tree plantation in the region including public,
community and private lands in the participation of all stakeholders through participatory
approach.
• Eco-tourism will be promoted by protecting and managing endanger plants and species of wild
animals (Bijaya Sal, Dolphin, Crocodile, etc)
• Long-term strategy will be formulated and implemented to address human-wild animal conflict.
• Chure Range will also be incorporated in the course of formulating land use policy of the district.
• Important/critical plants will be protected in an indigenous and exotic manner by establishing and
managing botanical garden.
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Herbarium and Information Centre will be managed by maintaining records of plants found in
district.
Similarly, research work regarding the utilization of resources will be moved forward by
developing archives of traditional knowledge and know-how about herbs.
Necessary coordination will be maintained to ease free movement of rare wild animals and to
protect bio-diversity by protecting biological routes.
Meaning participation of target community will be ensured by maintaining good governance in
forest area. Similarly, efforts will be made to incorporate all households of related areas in forest
groups.
Capacity building, empowerment and green employment-based activities will be conducted for
improvement in livelihood of needy, women and disadvantaged groups dependent on forest
resources.
Role of security agency from lower to upper level in forest conservation/protection will be
strengthened by providing subject-wise knowledge even to personnel of security agency about the
importance of forest from time to time by increasing the participation of security agency in
conservation of forest.
Bio-diversity will be maintained by carrying out appropriate protection and development of
Ghoda Ghodi Lake enlisted in World Ramset Site including other lakes and wetland area
Special program will be conducted to protect rare and Obsolescent plants and wild animals.
Important/critical plants will be protected and developed by establishing and managing botanical
gardens.
Haphazard grazing will be controlled by holding forest groups responsible.
Priority will be given to livelihood through protection and development of groundwater sources
by protecting lakes and ponds.
Study will be conducted on potentiality and opportunities of green economy for their promotion.
Additional tree plantation in quantitative ratio will be conducted in forest areas where forest has
been cleared due to construction work of infrastructure development of national priority.

Soil Conservation, Embankment and Watershed Management
• Sustainable management of watershed area will be achieved by identifying and implementing
appropriate concept for watershed management through study of overall watershed area of the
district.
• Extraction and export of stones, pebbles, will be managed on the basis of Environmental Impact
Assessment by conserving Chure Range.
• Conservation of land in the Terai region will be ensured by carrying out sustainable management
of unified situational system of Chure Range as per the National Land Use Policy.
• Buffer zone will be maintained, embankment constructed and trees planted to gradually increase
greenery on either sides of all rivers, rivulets flowing north-east in the district on the basis of
priority.
• Overall forest and environment management will be made effective by adopting participatory
approach in forest, watershed and bio-diversity management.
• Forest and natural heritage will be protected and managed in landscape level.
• Effective programs will be formulated by making adequate preparations in formulating plan by
adopting investigative approach.
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Trees plantation, sajiwan (Jatropha curcas) farming including livelihood and environment
protection programs will be carried out in the lands that have raised their level due to river
current.
Program will be conducted as to use embankments for transportation as far as possible while
constructing them.
In controlling water-induced disaster, continuity will be given to watershed model program by
including structural as well as bio-engineering technology for productive utilization of locally
available and modern resources.
Emphasis will be laid on the use of local labor and construction materials in designing and
implementation of water-induced disaster control.
Necessary coordination will be maintained with irrigation, climate science, agriculture,
environment, forest, local body and other related agencies in conducting river control programs.
Priority will be given to identification, development and extension of appropriate technology by
implementing model programs.
Risk mapping will be carried out by coordinating with organizations/associations working in
flood disaster risk reduction area.

Pollution Control and Climate Change Adaptation
• Concept of climate change adaptation will be mainstreamed in planning cycle of the district.
• Landscape area, biological route etc will be identified, classified and properly managed to address
the bio-diversity, ecological service and climate change adaption in an effective manner.
• Necessary initiatives will be taken to conduct programs that help manage additional financial
source through REDD concept for contribution made by forest sector through carbon synthesis
and collection to reduce and adapt adverse effects of climate change.
• Adaptation will be ensured and made sustainable by identifying immediate, mid-term and longterm activities.
• In carrying out climate change adaptation programs, special focus will be given to aspects that
could contribute to socio-economic development.
• Early warning system will be made effective by identifying impending emergency of all
settlements in the district.
• Model programs will be identified to make agriculture sector Climate Smart.
• Plastic bags will be gradually controlled in municipal and VDCs.
• Necessary initiatives will be taken for coordination, awareness-raising and policy provisions to
control vehicular pollution.
• In conducting climate change adaptation programs, special attention will be paid to gender
equality, social inclusion and conflict sensitiveness.
Disaster Management
• Vulnerable settlements of the district will be identified to prioritize and reduce the disaster risk
and promotional programs will be conducted to relocate such settlement to appropriate places
according to land use plan. International organizations/associations will also be mobilized to
identify the vulnerable settlements.
• Appropriate adaptation and risk management programs will be carried out in watershed level by
anticipating potential risks likely to be encountered due to climate change.
• Since disaster risk increases due to the lack of land use plan, disaster risk will be reduced by
preparing and implementing land use plan for minimization of risk on the basis of nature of
disaster according to local needs.
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In carrying out plans related to construction of physical infrastructures (road, irrigation, building
etc), policy will be adopted to compulsorily include necessary budget in cost of related project
itself for environment protection and risk reduction.
Disaster management plan will be formulated and implemented in all VDCs and emergency
response capacity of VDCs will be strengthened by establishing and operating disaster
management fund.
Environmental Management Plan will be prepared and implemented in large infrastructure
projects.
Regular coordination will be maintained with organizations/association working in disaster
management.
Lacking budget amount will be minimized by collecting assistance from national and international
development partners for the implementation of disaster management plan.
Disaster response will be made effective in local level by building capacity of necessary human
resources in disaster management sector.
Information related to disasters will be collected, processed and stored in a unified manner and
used for disaster risk management.
Stress will be given to personal, familial and communal preparedness through awareness-raising
on disaster management.

Landscape Management/Greenery Management
• Footpath will be constructed on the roadside of all urban areas.
• Stray cattle will be fully prohibited.
• Greenery will be promoted in public and private lands by conducting programs related to forest
development programs.
• Other financial activities including tourism will be increased.
• Target programs will be conducted to make landscape management effective in places of ancient,
religious and historical importance. For this purpose, cooperation between local body and private
sector will be promoted.
• Urban beauty will be increased by promoting greenery on roadside of city as well as other areas.
• Annual investment of local bodies will be gradually increased in landscape management.
• Initiatives will be taken for the construction of additional new parks.
• Greenery area will be maintained by growing plants including bamboo in buffer zone of major
rivers of the district for greenery promotion of such areas and river control.

4.4.7 Stakeholders and their major role
Implementation of this Forest, Environment and Disaster Management sectoral plan shall be ensured in
over all leadership of District Development Committee and in coordination of District Forest
Coordination Committee and sectoral leadership of sectoral line agencies and in engagement of
stakeholders.
Engagement and mobilization of government organizations, NGOs, CBOs, private sector, target groups,
service recipients, support agencies and supervisory agencies is expected in the implementation of this
plan.
Major stakeholders and their role in the areas of Forest, Environment and Disaster Management of the
district are as follows:
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S.N.

Stakeholders
1. District Development
Committee
2. District Forest Office
3. District Soil Conservation
Office
4. Water Induced Disaster
Prevention Division Office
5. District Plan Resources
Office
6. 31 VDCs
7. 6 Municipalities
8. Corporations
9. Banking sector

Part Two:
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Role
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of forest,
environment and disaster management sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of forest sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator, monitor of soil
conservation sector
Main implementor, facilitator of water-induced disaster sector
Main implementor, facilitator of plant resources sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of forest,
environment and disaster management sector
Main implementor, facilitator, coordinator and monitor of forest,
environment and disaster management sector
Supporter of Forest, Environment and Disaster Management sector
Supporters for Forest, Environment and Disaster Management section

10. Professional and private
organizations including
Federation of Industry and
Commerce
11. I/NGOs

Facilitator, Implementor and supporter of Forest, Environment and
Disaster Management sector

12. CBOs

Supporter, recipient, monitor and implementor of Forest, Environment
and Disaster Management sector
Supporter, recipient and monitor of Forest, Environment and Disaster
Management sector

13. Civil society and local
citizen

Supporter of Forest, Environment and Disaster Management sector
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4.5 Institutional Development and Good Governance Planning
4.5.1Background
Institutional development and good governance are basic pillars for sustainable local self-governance.
Foundation of local self-governance is strengthened when public sectors ensure institutional
development and good governance. Local Self Governance Act, 1999, Regulations 2000; Local Level
Resource Management Directives 2011 like acts, rules and directives have provided right/authority to
district development committee to lead district development activities to DDC being leader and coordinator. Local Self-Governance Act has given main responsibility to DDC for coordination, co
operation and partnership development with stakeholders like government, private sectors, NGO and
people. In this course, DDC is expected to identify and mobilize local and external sources, preparing
strategic and annual plans according to the need and probability of district.
For the institutional capacity development, various programs are being conducted according to present
Acts, Rules and Directives. These years, various sustainable planning like drinking water and sanitation,
forest management, disaster-risk management and children friendly program are being conducted. First
Periodic District Development Plan was completed 6 years back and even review of the plan was not
made.
To strengthen responsibility upon people/citizen to provide service, citizen charters have been issued
an all government offices. Along with that public hearing, public audit, Social audit programs have been
conducted. For transparency, budget and programs have been publishing regularly through various
mediums. To make accounting system managed and effective, DDC and other government office’s
accounting system has been computerized. Various programs of capacity building about demand and
supply have been implemented. For maximum utilization of sources, co-ordination and co-operation
with various national/ international organizations has been increased.
4.5.2

Strength, Potential and Opportunity analysis

Step by step discussions were conducted with stakeholder to identify the strengths, potentials and
opportunities of institutional development and good governance sector. Conclusion was as follows:
Probabilities and opportunity analysis about institutional development and good governance
Sub areas
Strength Probabilities and Opportunity
Utilization Strategies
Analysis
Institutional
Strength
• Develop annual plan based
development
on PDDP and effectively
• Presence, working mechanism, seperate
resource, structure and commitment of
implement
M & E
government, non-govenment, private and
mechanism
professional organizations
• Establish
Information
• Sectoral planning (road, forest, drinking water,
Management System to
domestic entrepreneurs, disaster management,
integrate development data
health, energy, climate change, children • Mobilize aids to support
concern, HIV etc.) are formulated and
organizations in specific
implemented and other sector including
institutional
capacity
education are also in the process of formulation.
development efforts
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Resource
Mobilization

• Growing utilization of information and
communication technology in various offices
• Provision and implementation of provision of
Information officer in each government offices
• Implementation of garbage management,
climate change, policy and act of environment
friendly local governance
• Implementation of capacity development
planning of DDC after formation
• Autonomy of local sectors and stakeholders for
capacity building
• Implementation of government policy decision
to be sensible service providers about public
affairs
• Growing concern of mass Medias in providing
public service
• Creating environment to emphasize on Human
Resources Development by the development of
innovative service providing system including
e-governance
• Institutionalization of 14 level planning
implementation systems
Opportunity
• Receiving
periodical
directives
from
government to increase service providing
• Emphasizing on versatile utility of received
resources and local resources from central
authorities
• Becoming
institutional
infrastructure
development
as
preconditions
while
assimilating/adopting
infrastructure
development
• Initiation of funding on the basis of work
completion target meeting
• Continuity of help from central government
and helping organizations for institutional
capacity development
Strength
• Legal policy provision along with priority and
autonomy
• Study of internal income and revenue of DDC
• Institutional development and strengthening of
DDC's Accounting and Revenue section
• Practice of public-private partnership
• Provision of favorable environment for forest,
farmland, stone, pebble, concrete, wetland,
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• Conduct
investigation,
social mobilization and
management mechanism
• Implementation of PDDP
• Improve effectiveness of
District Information Centre
• Develop/improve
and
implement DMIS
• Increase
institutional
capacity
with
the
development of physical
infrastructure and modern
facilities in offices and
service centers
• Establish direct information
mechanism with various
ministry
departments,
directives
offices
and
service centers by making
websites of sectoral offices
• Conduct
training
like
capacity
development
programs
for
political
parties and all other
stakeholders

• Prepare database to identify
revenue source of local
bodies. Taking VDCs’
internal source increment as
campaign
revenue
estimation of local level will
be studied
• Making revenue increment
as main basis of task
completion by institutional
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pond lakes and other important historical,
religious, mythical, industrial and tourism spot.
• Access of large number of educated, conscious
and active youth power
• Availability of Industry – Trade Association,
Domestic and Small Industry Association,
District Co-operative Association, Youth Club
etc
• Conduct market management committee
Opportunity
• Increased development partnership and
assistance of I/NGOs
• Implementation of private public partnership
directives
• Initiation of Nepal Business Forum recruiting
order 2013
• Presence of active private sector
• Possibility of achieving additional central
sources through the growth of task performance
measurement status
Development Strength
management
• With formation and implementation of central
and district level regional planning/strategies,
there has been vertical and horizontal coordination and it has contributed for the project
planning with target goal, objective, result
strategy and program budget.
• Implementation of various relevant acts, rules,
directives, procedures about development
management and service providing.
• Involvement and co-operation of various
national/international organizations in various
sectoral areas
Opportunity
• Skill and knowledge of training, visits of
developmental activities etc. can be utilized in
development management.
• Implementation of suitable developmental
model as developed by local sectors with
autonomy
• Increasing local autonomy by state in project
implementation and budget distribution
Local
good Strength
governance
• Active presence of mass media
• Conscious people regarding policy, program
and budget
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development
revenue
department of DDC and
Municipalities
• Developing
partnership
program with private sectors
and NGOs
• Formation of suitable policy
program
to
mobilize
available sources properly
• Foster economic growth by
mobilization of youth

• Managing review result of
sectoral offices in district
level about various planning
and the review will be
addressed in next year
planning
• Providing
required
minimum training to civil
servants on the basis of
priority through training and
assessment.
• Speed
up
sectoral
development
through
effective implementation of
sectoral
planning
and
regular
evaluation
of
achievement
•

• Implementing advice and
public
report
through
available legal provisions
adoption monitoring
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• Active presence of community, Ward Citizen
Forum, Citizen Awareness Community and
other community based organization in
planning formation process.
• Access of tutors for social accountability
facilitators and trainers
• Provision
of
grievance
management
mechanisms public offices
• Provision of citizen charter with compensation
• Provision of help desk in public offices and
layout of task desk
• Assimilating the importance of child friendly,
disable friendly and ecofriendly infrastructures
by all stakeholders
• Publicise decision, planning, budget and other
reports.
• Provision of information officer and initiation
of providing information
• Active presence of good governance clubs
• Presence and access of local radios and
newspapers with community
• Active presence of Community Forest Users
Group, Local Committee of Political Parties,
organization of /target group/community
Opportunity
• Implementation of Good Governance Act,
responsibility
based
procedures,
Implementation Strategy, Public Audit and
Public Hearing Procedure 2067 and (PEFAFRRP).
• Implementation various programs about social
responsibility growth
• Access of policy, provision and instrument
about growth of good government and
accountability
• Initiation of performance evaluation and
encouragement
Social
Strength
Empowerment • Active presence of various community based
organizations like Ward Citizen Forum, Citizen
Awareness Centre, Bhalmansa (traditional
local leader in Tharu community), Children
Club, Youth Club, Community Study Centre,
Consumer Committee, Guthi, Mother Group,
Cultural
Group,
School
Management
Committee, and Disaster Management
Committee.
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• Making planning formation
and
monitoring
result
oriented, participatory and
inclusive
based
on
information
• Improving quality of service
and service provision by
measuring satisfaction of
consumers
• Conducting reform program
through
meaningful
discussion
of
task
performance and service
providing
• Regularize
social
accountability

• Conducting
social
empowerment program on
the basis of poverty
mapping, stratification and
priority
by
mobilizing
various organizations work
for social empowerment
• Strengthening the role of
community
based
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organization like ward
• Active presence of various social organization,
Citizen Forum, Citizen
institutions and mechanism and growth of
Consciousness Centre etc.
source mobilization.
and expanding role of local
• Access of mass media in local level and growth
monitoring
of consciousness in citizen
•
Assisting community based
Opportunities
organization for income
• Policy and programs based on positive
generation and conducting
discrimination.
self employment programs
• Source mobilization of group based on
• Emphasizing on the activity
community and co operative
of income generation in
• Conducting various activities about social
community
mobilization and social empowerment
•
Preparing profiles of various
• Possibility of implementing various social
organizations to mobilize in
empowerment programs co-coordinating with
related work
the programs run by national/international
organizations.

4.5.3 Problem Analysis
List of the problems regarding institutional development and good governance was prepared through
the discussion with stakeholder in the process of project formulation. Among the listed problems, main
problems were identified through participatory discussion and other problems were identified through
group discussion as cause and effect of main problem. The draft about institutional development and
good governance was prepared through the frequent discussion with stakeholders and concluded
through participatory discussion in extensive workshop. Problem analysis of institutional development
and good governance are as follows:
Problem Analysis of Institutional Development and Good Governance
Main Problems
Causes
Effects
Institutional
Institutional Development
• Poor
program
capacity of local • Local sectors have been without elected
implementation and uderuse
sectors partners has
representative from last 10 years.
of available resources
been weak and • Less use of modern technology in public • Complex working procedure
public
service
offices and service giving process can’t be • Unable to deliver fast, easy
giving process has
automatic.
and result oriented service
not been easy, • Problem in mobilization of resources in
simple
and
capacity building.
estimated
• Less opportunities of capacity building in
civil servants, problem in cultural
transformation of knowledge and skill
gained through training.
• Minimum use of information technology
for the improvement of government task
completion.
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• All government offices are within district
and problem of well managed building of
service providing offices.
• Problem in physical facilities, technical
human
resources,
technical
knowledge/skill and experiences in public
service providing offices.
• Problem in encouragement based task
completion and work system based on
research.
• Problem in co-ordination and cooperation among NGOs/INGOs and Problem of adaptation of local
demand by the programs
public sectors.
organized
by
central
mechanism
Resources Mobilization
Problem in proper utilization of
• Dependency on central funding
• Insufficient knowledge and skill to available sources
Lengthening of pre estimated
identify and use available sources
period of project completion
• Less interest about the importance of
resource mobilization in people
• Less creativity in resource mobilization,
trend of doing something after direction
only
• Less access of budget in right time even
for approved project and program.
• Getting fewer budgets than approved
• No
effective
monitoring
and
reward/punishment
• Problem
in
entrepreneurship,
consciousness and procedures
• Failure to achieve result and
• Less skill of local government to mobilize
slow motion of progress
private sector
• Problem in forming baseline
for project formulation
Development Management
• Problem in implementation
• Ineffective
project
formulation,
of
result
oriented
implementation, monitoring, supervision
management
and evaluation
• Problem
in
confirming
• Insufficient co-ordination among private
program data of area, gender
sectors, local government and central
and community
government
• Participation only in paper
• Lack of inventory of industry, business
not in practice
and resources
• Problem of long-term vision
• Problem in implementation of suitable
and integrated thought in
planning and result oriented program of
project formulation.
comparatively beneficial and priority
based about district development
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• Formulation, monitoring and evaluation
of integrated and multispectral annual
plan of district can’t be done in time
• Problem in keeping integrated, gender
based and sectoral periodical data of
district development
• Problem in circulation and periodical
documentation of interrelated issues like
tourism, cultural, art, literature, social
awareness, greenery and environment
management, employment, institutional
development and good governance
• Ineffective and evidence less budget
distribution
• Under capacity of available local human
resource
• Selection of project without feasibility
study, no access of budget, no expert
human resources and no process of
evaluation
• Lack of integration of various
components of sources mobilization
• Lack of meaningful co-ordination and cooperation
among
public
sectors,
international NGOs etc.
Local Good Governance
• Lack of adopting legal provisions,
procedures, strategies about institutional
development,
service
giving,
development management and good
governance from political leaders,
administrators and citizens
• Lack of information about citizen charter
and its provision to citizen
• Condition of development management
has been poor.
• Lack of monitoring and evaluation of
service
providing
regularly
and
effectively
• Convention/trend
of
giving
less
importance to planning monitor and
evaluation. Remarks are not implemented
• Problem of right timing of project
approval, available budget, lack of ability
for expenditure. Problem in initiation and
completion of program in right time
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Growing dissatisfaction of
people towards government
sectors and NGOs.
Problem
in
promoting
transparency, accountability,
participation and impartiality in
economic, social, ecological
and administrative activities.
Grievance management to be
made effective.
Launching
charter
with
compensation.

• In equal distribution of
outcome of development
• Poor and marginalized are
restricted
from
the
services/facilities guaranteed
by state
• Continuity
of
social
discrimination
• Ineffective
poverty
alleviation program
• Lack
of
stability
of
community
based
organization
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• Local governance and decision process
have been less inclusive, transparent and
effective.
• Lack of accountability of service givers to
consumers
• No improvement/ reformation in trend,
thought and method of providing services.
• Lack of people participation and
ownership to public service giving system
Social
Empowerment
and
Mainstreaming of Target Group
• Existing gender discrimination, less
participation of women in policy level of
every sectors and organization.
• Public infrastructures are not disabled
friendly.
• The programs targeted to marginalized
group have not been effective, problem in
mobilization of resources allocated for
target group, trend of taking more benefit
by aristocratic/rich class people.
• Imperfect inclusiveness.
• Problem of social abuses and superstition.
• Lack of government protection to local
organization.

4.5.4 Logical Frame Work
Logical Framework was prepared based on strengths, possibilities, opportunities and problems of institutional
development and good governance sector. Logical Framework prepared in this process is as follows:

Logical Framework of Institutional Development
Planning
summary
Improving
institutional
capacity of
partners of local
government and
inclusive, result
oriented and
effective
service delivery

Indicator
Unit

Description
Local sectors
providing
services with
citizen charter
based on
compensation.
Public sectors
following
consumer
satisfaction
measurement

No

Status
Baseline
Target
0
15

No.

0
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11

Base of
clarificatio
n
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Preestimation
Available
act, rules
and
directives
may be
followed
and
reformed
timely.
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procedure
regularly.
Public sectors
implementing
and publishing
report based on
the social
responsibility
assessment.
Output1:
Institutional
capacity of
local
government
partners will be
developed.

Outcome 1.1
Physical
services and
facilities will be
improved in

No.
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0

5

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

27

25

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Annual capital
and
administrative
expenditure ratio,
sectoral office
will be
responsible for
administrative
expenditure from
internal source of
DDC.

%

No. of local
boides
implemented
capacity
development
planning
Local bodies
employing
approval
structure
according to
organization
development
study
Achieved task
completion
measurement
score fulfilling
minimum
condition
VDC fulfilling
minimum
condition

No.

0

8

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

0

4

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Digit

54

70

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

39

92

VDC having own
internet service
with website and
regularity of
information

No.

0

31

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
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Office
building
construction
must be the
priority of
Nepal
government
policy and
directives
may be
implemente
d
effectively.

Assistance
for
development
partners for
increment of
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district level
offices and
local sectors.

Outcome 1.2
Human
resource
management
and
capacity/skill
development
must be there in
district level
and local level
offices.

Output 2
Transparency
skill
development
must be
achieved in
source
mobilization

Source centre
with available
internet, schools,
community study
centre and
communication
centre
Service centre
and health
organization
having website
with internet
facility
Human resources
with required
vacancies will be
available in
VDC, service
centre, offices
and other
organization.
VDC providing
services on the
basis of
documentation
system and
statistics
management
Employees
having skill
improvement
through sectoral
training
Source person of
agriculture,
animal, forestry
in district
Collected
revenue from the
district goes to
consolidated fund
of state.
Contribution of
local income in
total budget
Contribution of
central fund in
total budget of
district
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%

-

31

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

0

37

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

85

99

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

12

31

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

40

75

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

-

-

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

3093536

4500000

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

22.22

32.0

%

77.78

88

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Rs.
Thousand
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physical
service will
have
received.

Source
mobilization
will be
according to
the priority
of district.
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Outcome 2.1
Source
mobilization
skill will be
grown

Outcome 2.2
Source
mobilization
process will
have been well
managed and
transparent.

Output 3
Local
governance and
decision
process will
have been
transparent and
accountable
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Internal income
growth during 5
years

%

78.78

88

Advance clerance
rate

%

50

60

Local sectors
improve revenue
administration
through the study
of internal
income.
Collection of
income according
to estimation

No.

2

7

100

100

%

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Government
employee having
training of
internal income
mobilization and
revenue
administration
Regular
publication of
approved budget
and expenditure
(website, mass
medias, notice
boards,
interaction)
Local sectors
Sectoral offices
NGOs involved
in local planning
formulation
process
No. of heard
grievance about
source
mobilization

No.

5

8

No

-

-

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

21
25

37
28

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

75

100

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Use of available
act, rules, policy,
directives and
instruments about
good governance

Descriptio
n

Public
audit
hearing
citizen
charter
monitorin
g&
evaluation

Public
audit
hearing
citizen
charter
monitorin
g&
evaluation

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%
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Source
mobilization
will be
according to
the priority
of district.

Available
acts, rules,
and
directives
will be
followed
and
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Outcome 3.1
Public
participation
will be grown
in local
governance and
decision
process

Outcome 3.2
Monitoring
process about
governance and
service giving
will be given

Output 4
Planning and
budget
formulation,
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Public sectors
employed
grievance hearing
effective.
Active
organizations of
civil society
about good
governance
VDC
implemented all
commitment of
regular public
hearing.
Consumers
satisfied with
services and
facilities granted
by govern
sectors.
Ratio of the
decision involved
by citizen and
civil society
organization
Members of civil
society involved
in decision
process of local
level
Public sectors
prepared report,
monitoring
available act,
rules and
directives
Public sectors
following public
hearing, social
audit, public
audit and citizen
charter based on
compensation
etc. according to
good governance
Act.

%

50

9.

No

5

9

No.

31

31

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

70

90

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

-

50

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

-

50

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

0

7

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

1

15

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Sectored offices
formulated
strategic
planning.

No.

10

15

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
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DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

reformed
timely.

Available
acts, rules,
and
directives
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implementation
, monitoring
and evaluation
will have been
inclusive, result
oriented and
effective.

Outcome 4.1
Formulation of
planning and
budget will
have been
inclusive and
result oriented

Outcome 4.2
Implementation
of project and
program will
have been
skilled / tactful
and result
oriented.

Local offices
conducting
programs
according to
work planning or
calendar
No. of reports
submitted after
monitoring by
third party freely
Budget
distribution on
project and
program
demanded by
WCF, CAC and
CBOs in village
development
planning
Project
demanded by
community based
organizations
among the total
project
formulated
through
participatory
planning
NGOs and
development
partners involved
in process of
participatory
planning and
budget
formulation
Women
participation in
the process of
participatory
planning and
budget
formulation
Local bodies
practicing annual
work plan
Local sectors
following annual
work plan.
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No.

0

7

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

Descriptio
n

0

5

%

75

85

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

80

80

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

71

90

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

%

33

40

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

No.

37

37

No.

37

37

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
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will be
followed
and
reformed
timely
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Outcome 4.3
Result oriented,
monitoring and
evaluation
process will
have been in
practice

Output 5
Target group
and community
will have been
empowered and
mainstreamed

Outcome 5.1
Target group
and community
will have been
empowered.

Outcome 5.2
Access of target
group and
community in
decision
process will be
grown.

Project and
program
accomplished in
time.
Structure of
result oriented
monitoring and
evaluation.
Annual progress
review based on
baseline

%

Medium of
monitoring and
reporting.

No.

No of family who
are unable to
demand rights
themselves
No. of family
involved in
community
organization.
No. of family
discriminated
socially and
individually.
Household
population
involved in social
mobilization
Target group
trained about
planning and
budget
formulation,
project
implementation,
vigilance and
monitoring
Project/programs
of target group
among total
Representation of
target
group/communit
y in district level
committees
Women
representation in

Part Two:
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91

99

Descriptio
n

None

yes

Descriptio
n

None

Yes

1

3

%

40

70

%

17

8

%

24

10

%

60

98

0

10

%

25

33

%

20

40

%

33

40

No.
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DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report

DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
progress/
study report
DDC/
annual
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the process of
participatory
planning
formulation

progress/
study report

4.5.5 Main Program and Budget Estimate
Main program and budget estimate was developed on the basis of strengths, potentials, opportunities, problem
and logical framework. Concluded program and budget are as follows:
Amount in NPR ’000
Total
budget
Rs in
Implementing Insufficient
‘000
1 2 3 4 5 organization budget

Target for 5 years
S.N.

O.

O.

O.

Main program according to outcome
Physical services and facilities shall have
improved in district level offices and local
bodies
Increment of physical services and
facilities in local sectors
Building construction of ilaka agriculture
1 and livestock service offices
2 Internet service in schools and telecenter

Unit

No.
No.

10
15

3 Capacity development of postal offices

No.

10

4 Laptop and LCDs for resource centers
Nos.
School building repairing
5
6 Power backup management
Offices
7 Physical facility extension program
Nos.
Developed human resource in district and
local level offices
Human Resource Development
Social accountability and good
8 governance trainer development
Times
9 Capacity building development program
Times
Institutional capacity development
10 planning of offices
No.
Computerized account keeping training
11 for VDC secretaries
Nos.
Implementation of computerized account
12 system in VDCs
No.
Source mobilization capacity will have
been grown
Resource mobilization capacity
Co-ordination for the growth of revenue
Times
13 distribution
Study to strengthen internal revenue of
Times
14 VDCs
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Qty.

5
10
30
10

13450

5000

2000 2 2 2 2 2 DDC,
1500 3 3 3 3 3 DEO
2000 2 2 2 2 2 DLSO

5000

2750 1 1 1 1 1 DEO
2 2 2 2 2

-

2,200
DEO
1500 6 6 6 6 6 DEO
5000 2 2 2 2 2 DDC

-

6350

0

5
5

450 1 1 1 1 1 DDC
500 1 1 1 1 1 DDC

5

2000 1 1 1 1 1 DDC
10 10 11

31

300
10 10 11

31

3100

7250
5
31

0

500
1 1 1 1 1 DDC
4650 6 6 6 6 7

DDC
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Total
budget
Rs in
Implementing Insufficient
‘000
1 2 3 4 5 organization budget

Target for 5 years
S.N.

Main program according to outcome
Help to strengthen internal income of new
15 municipalities
Study to strengthen internal income of
16 DDC

O.

O.

O.

Unit
Times

Qty.
1

1500

1

600

1

Times

DDC

1

Resource mobilization process must have
been well managed and transparent
Transparency in resource mobilization
Study of providing tendency of public
Times
17 expenditure
18 Study of VDCs performance
Times
19 Public auditing
Times
20 Public hearing
Times
21 Dissemination of public expenditure
Means
22 Interaction on Public-private dialogue
Time
Increased engagement of citizen in local
governance and decision making
processes
Peoples participation in decision
making process
Orientation training about act, policy,
Times
23 rules and directives.
Survey of consumer satisfaction on
Times
24 services granted by local level
Survey of consumer satisfaction on
No.
25 services granted by sectoral offices
Interaction regarding possibility of using
26 IT for effective engagement of citizen
Times
Following of local governance and service
giving will have been grown with
monitoring
Increased compliance monitoring
Third party compliance monitoring
27 regarding service delivery of local bodies Times
Third party compliance monitoring
regarding service delivery of sectoral line
28 agencies
Times
Study about the implementation of
periodical district development plan and
29 annual district development plan
Times
Accountability enhancement program
(citizen charter, recepient satisfication
30 survey, progress report
Planning and budget formulation will have
been inclusive and result oriented.

2675
2
1
5
5
5
2

0

400 1
775 6
500
500
500 1
150 1

1 1 1 1 DDC
6 6 6 7 DDC
1
1

DDC
DDC

1 1 1 1

1100

0
1 1 1 1 1

5

500

5

250

DDC
1 1 1 1 1

DDC
1 1 1 1 1

5

250

DDC

1

100 1

DDC

5

2000
400 1 1 1 1 1

5

400 1 1 1 1 1

0
DDC

DDC
1

200
1

5

Inclusive and result oriented budget

1000 1 1 1 1 1

1400

140

DDC

0
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Total
budget
Rs in
Implementing Insufficient
‘000
1 2 3 4 5 organization budget

Target for 5 years
S.N.

Main program according to outcome
Interaction with stakeholders on inclusing
31 and results oriented planning
Study about gender equality and social
empowerment in district annual program
32 and budget
Capacity development training about
33 GESI to planning officers
Officer level training on results based
34 training

O.

O.

O.

Unit

Qty.
5

300

2

1 1 1 1 1 DDC
400 1 1

2

200 1 1

Times

Times

DDC
Ma. Ba. Ka

Times
Times

5

Implementation of project and program
will be skillful and result-oriented.
Implementation of project and program
35 Orientation on project management
Times
36 Training on account keeping and
fidusciary risk
times
37 Round table discussion regarding
Time
compliance of suggestions provided by
monitoring supervision committeee
Implementation of suggestions provided
38 by monitoring/supervision committee
Time
Result oriented monitoring and evaluation
system will be in practice
Implementation of project and program
39 Strategic planning formulation
area
40 Orientation about result oriented planning
formulation and evaluation.
times
41 Formulation and implementation of result- Times
oriented monitoring structure
42 Third party monitoring
times
43 Technical testing of largescale projects
organization
44 Development of integrated district
No.
database management system
Target group will have been empowered
Empowerment of target group
45 Rehabiliation center for violence affected
Times
women and livelihood rehabiliation
support
46 Collaboration with mass media for
Times
awareness of target group
47 Focus group capacity enhancement
Time
program
48 Issue and compliance of compensationTimes
based citizen charter
49 Re/formation of child club
Times
50
Times
Rehabilitation fund for at risk children
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5
5
5

500

2650
1000 1 1 1 1 1 DDC
750
1 1 1 1 1 DDC
400 1 1 1 1 1

0

1 1 1 1 1
5

3
5
5
5
5
1

1

500

8900
1200 1 1 1
DDC
1 1 1 1 1
1200
DDC
1500 1 1 1 1 1
DDC
1500 1 1 1 1 1 DDC
2500 1 1 1 1 1 DDC
1000 1

21500
1000

0

1
5

1500

5

15000

15

1500

1 1 1 1 1 DDC
1 1 1 11

1
1

0

3 3 3 3 3 DDC
500 1
1000 1 1
DDC, Mu.,
I/NGO
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Total
budget
Rs in
Implementing Insufficient
‘000
1 2 3 4 5 organization budget

Target for 5 years
S.N.
O.

Main program according to outcome
Unit
Access of target group and community
will be grown indecision making process
Implementation of project and program
51 Improvement in physical infrastructure to Office
make child friendly and disabled friendly
52 Local structure and committee
Time
restructuring
53 Discussion about planning formulation,
years
implementation and monitoring for target
group
54 Social mobilization program
Times

Qty.

15

37650
1500

1

300

5

350

5

37000

0
8 7

DDC

1

1 1 1 1 1 DDC

Total capital budget 106275
Total budget 106275

8 7

Lack in total capital
budget
Lack in total budget

4.5.6 Working Policy
Required working policy of subsectors are developed in discussion with stakeholders to speed up to institutional
development and good governance. Developed working policies are as follows:
Skill Development
• Skill development training will be organized with participation and co-ordination of stakeholders.
• Institutional capacity development of the organizations of disable, Dalit, ethnic group, cottage industry
entrepreneur etc. will be emphasized.
• Public sectors infrastructures will be made disable friendly.
• Capacity of journalist association will be developed by constructing physical and other infrastructures.
• Suitable structure will be constructed and implemented for the capacity development of mass Medias.
Resource Mobilization
• Initiation will be taken to provide certain percentage of revenue to local government from the district level
offices collecting revenue.
• All tax payers will be encouraged through rewarding tax payers on the basis of tax paid by businessmen of
district and municipality.
• Documentation of possible tax payers will be prepared for revenue source mobilization
• Initiation will be taken to improve traditional auditing system and public auditing and social auditing will be
taken collaborate ahead.
• Initiation will be taken to submit and approve the balance sheet just within one month after the completion
of fiscal year of local government.
• Capacity development of revenue collection and expenditure will be emphasized.
• Initiation will be taken to collect due revenue and other old dues.’
• Initiation will be taken to impose taxes by local government on narcotic and distillery products.
• Public private partnership program will be made for promotion of wet land, lakes in local level for the
development of tourism.
• Entrepreneurs training, skill development training to make local people entrepreneurs will be helped through
technical support and mercerization.
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Emphasis will be given to create business environment by taking vacant land in lease for herbal farming,
fruits farming and processing.
Enough vacant land in district will be emphasized to make business/trade complex, commercial farming and
other business use by encouraging businessmen and institutions.

Development Management
• Annual planning formulation will be made well managed and result oriented being based on sectoral planning.
• Regular participation of community organization, NGO, mass media will be guaranteed for the processes of
ground realities analysis planning formulation, implementation, result-oriented monitoring and reporting.
• It will be managed to make the report public about contemporary acts, rules, procedures and directives after
monitoring.
• Planning implementation will be managed with investment of consumers and direct participation and
vigilance.
• The review report of sectoral and district level planning will be managed to be addressed in next year
programs.
• Participatory planning formulation with 14 steps will be guaranteed and accordingly planning will be
formulated based on act, rules, procedures and directives in leadership of DDC.
• Target group related projects will be prioritized for implementation.
• Meaningful participation of consumers in project implementation will be guaranteed.
• The trend of monitoring, evaluating and publicizing from the level of 3rd party will be launched.
Local Good Governance
• It will be arranged that report about development activities and service providing will be prepared with the
opinion of local service receivers too and it will be informed to mass medias and other stakeholders too.
• Initiation will be taken to formulate private-public-cooperatives partnership Act.
• Lack in employment of available legal provision, policy, work procedure and strategies about institutional
development, service providing, development management and good governance from political,
administrative and citizen level will be improved.
• Knowledge and information about citizen charter and its provision will be grown to service receivers.
• Lack of employment/ launching of regular monitoring and evaluation of service providing will be improved.
• Mass medias will be mobilized to publish monthly progress report with official activities.
• It will be managed to inform stakeholders clearly about project conducted by various institutions.
• Inclusive principle will be given continuity for the selection and appointment of employees.
• Growth of capacity development and surviving options/opportunities will be emphasized for disable people
with sufficient budget.
Social Empowerment
• One door policy practice will be initiated for community empowerment through effective co-ordination, and
co-operation.
• Programs will be conducted transparently formulating unified planning through active and regular coordination.
• Poverty mapping and stratification will be done through the mobilization of existing institution working in
the field of social empowerment and programs about social empowerment will be conducted according to
priority.
• Unified programs will be developed as sample/model through the selection of spot about social
empowerment.
• Inclusive participation will be guaranteed in all the programs conducted for empowerment.
• Project and program will be conducted through the selection of real target group in target group oriented
programs.
• Local level role in monitoring will be extended by strengthening capacity of community based organizations
like CAC, CAC etc.
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Through the capacity building of target group or community, community based organizations, mass Medias,
NGOs and other mechanisms, they will be utilized for social empowerment and citizen monitoring.
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Chapter – 5

Method of Monitoring and Evaluation
5.1

Development Management

National Monitoring and Evaluation Directives issued by the National Planning Commission in July
2014 has explained monitoring as “the act of continuous and periodic surveillance from the person or
bodies specified by different level of management or management to find out whether the flow of
investments and means in the plan, policy, program and projects are in a proper way or not and the
targeted outcomes are attained with the implementation of the activities according to the work calendar
or not.” In the context of weak monitoring and evaluation in the development programs nationally
accepted, evaluation of outcome measurement and plan effectiveness will be made by adopting
monitoring and participatory appraisal system based on outcomes of Second PDDP of Kailali district.
With the establishment of monitoring of PDDP as regular program, participation of different levels of
stakeholders from the local level to the national level and also the third party will be made. According
to the result based proposed monitoring draft, intermittent and regular monitoring, annual review, Mid
Term and final evaluation will be made. Appraisal of the plan will also be made by the Independent and
neutral parties.

5.2

Monitoring and Evaluation Structure

Following structures are proposed for the purpose of monitoring and evaluation of the periodic plan
based on existing legal provisions and prevalence.

5.2.1Supervision and Monitoring Committee
Supervision and Monitoring Committee formed as per Section 210 of the Local Self Governance Act
1999 will be activated to speed up project. Whether the mobilization of estimated means and resources
are according to the target or not and the implementation of the project is according to the calendar or
not in formulating plan and program by the DDC and other sectoral offices shall be determined by the
committee.

5.2.2Supervision and Monitoring Committee
Supervision and Monitoring Sub Committee formed under the proviso of Rules 202 of Local Self
Governance Rules 1999 will be made active for the purpose of providing necessary supports and
reporting to the Supervision and Monitoring Committee to be formed under the proviso of Section 210
of the Local Self Governance Act, 1999. This committee will propose base to analyze how far the
progress of the district has been made from the FY 2013/14 with the proviso of regular updating and
processing of data management by formulating and implementing regular monitoring calendar of the
projects operated in the district. Other stakeholders of the district will also be invited in the monitoring
and supervision activities being done by the subcommittee to make the monitoring more participatory.

5.2.3Joint Monitoring Committee
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Joint Monitoring Committee including different stakeholders under DDC will be formed for the
monitoring of outcomes of periodic plan implementation. Proviso will be made to include the
representatives from Adivasi Janjatis Women Coordination Committee, Dalit class upliftment
committee, NGO Federation District Branch, Chamber of Commerce and Industries, Nepal Journalists
Federation District Branch in such Monitoring Committee, in addition to the office bearers mentioned
in the Local Bodies Resource Mobilization and Management Procedures 2014. Entire responsibility to
coordinate the monitoring being done from DDC will be of Planning and Monitoring Section. Other
sectoral bodies will monitor concerned sectoral areas within the direct coordination with Planning and
Monitoring Section. Planning and Monitoring Section will be equipped with physical and human
resources and means. In addition, DDC will made the proviso of necessary capacity enhancement for
the monitoring office, designing code of conduct of the persons and monitoring activities.

5.2.4Sectoral Committee
The sectoral committees formed under the Local Self Governance Act will regularly monitor the local
bodies, sectoral offices, field visits of the programs operated in the district by the I/NGOs, observation,
report study and others as necessary including different methodologies.

5.2.5Concerned Bodies and Projects
The bodies or institutions implementing the program will make regular monitoring through the means
of field visits, observation and interview at different stages in implementing each program and activities.

5.3

Monitoring Process

Intermittent and regular monitoring, annual review and Mid Term and final evaluation of PDDP will be
made in a sectoral way according to the result based proposed monitoring outline. The process of
monitoring and evaluation of Second PDDP is proposed as follows:

6.3.1Intermittent and Regular Monitoring
Concerned bodies, sectoral committees, supervision and monitoring committee and joint monitoring
committee will make intermittent and regular monitoring of sectoral annual program and budget
according to the result based proposed monitoring outlines.

6.3.2 Civil Monitoring
Civil and community based institutions can monitor about whether the annual plan and budget is
formulated or not, whether the program is operated and service is delivered or not according to the
approved plan and budget and work plan and whether the outcome and achievement is attained or not
from the projects and programs. The civil and community based institutions will make facilitation and
the concerned service providing institutions will provide information and technical support in such a
monitoring work.

6.3.2Annual Review according to Result Based Monitoring Framework
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Outcomes and work performance will be measured by making sectoral review of PDDP in formulating
plan according to the result based proposed monitoring outlines or based on such outlines by DDC and
sectoral committees with participatory process in coordination with Monitoring and Supervision
Committee and Joint Monitoring Committee. Involvement of participatory monitoring process and
stakeholders will be in such a monitoring. Furthermore, third party or subject expert will make
facilitation in this process.

6.3.3Mid Term Evaluation
Mid Term evaluation of this will be made in the FY 2015/16 on the basis of goals, objectives, indicators
and policies as determined in periodic plan. Mid Term evaluation will be made from the participatory
process on the basis of the annual review report and information according to the proposed monitoring
outlines based on Mid Term evaluation. DDC, Sectoral and Joint Monitoring and Monitoring and
Supervision Committee will have the key role in the evaluation. Experts in plan formulation and
monitoring and experienced professionals group will be involved in facilitating evaluation. Other
members to be in the Mid Term evaluation and its procedure will be determined by the district council
of DDC.

6.3.4Final Evaluation
Measurement and appraisal will be done after the termination of Second PDDP period on the basis of
result based proposed monitoring outlines to find out the attainment of overall goal, objectives and
sectoral achievements of the plan. Final evaluation will be done with the involvement and facilitation
of the third party and experienced professionals with expertise in plan formulation, monitoring and
evaluation. Professionals and other members to be in the final evaluation team and its procedure will
be determined by the district council of DDC. Report of such final evaluation will be publicized. This
report will be used as a base for Third PDDP.

6.3.5Concept of Result Based Monitoring and Evaluation Implementation
In the present context, basically activate the monitoring and evaluation mechanism and create conducive
environment for such mechanism to make functional is needed for the effectiveness of monitoring
system. As from the systematic, reliable and updated data and its analysis only can ensure orientation
towards attaining the objectives specified in the plan or not, activation of existing structures and to
know whether the plan implementation is according to the goal and work plan or not as well as the
specified goal of the plan is attained or not will be measured.
Necessary arrangements will be made to make supervision and monitoring committee and subcommittees activate according to the proviso made on the Local Self Governance Act and Rules.
Similarly, conclusion will be made after identifying the trend of the progress from the proposed projects
regarding the direction to attain the goal and objectives specified by the PDDP by regular collecting,
updating and analyzing the data related to every sectoral plan. Proviso will be made whether to warn or
encourage the responsible body, on the basis of obtained conclusion.
Additionally, the sectoral committee, stakeholders and implementing bodies will also monitor
intermittently, four monthly and annually. Whereas, proviso of third party monitoring will be in the
Mid Term and final evaluation of PDDP. System to review annual plan of all the sectoral offices of the
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district will be followed based on the indicators of this
PDDP. Mid Term and final evaluation will indicate the
direction of PDDP and suggest the need of right
direction.

5.4 Result Based Monitoring
Outlines

improvement in data
management

regularity of
monitoring
through the
activeness of
institutional
mechanism

Concerned implementing bodies, sectoral committee
and joint monitoring committee will monitor the
implementation of monitoring
based on result
programs related to the sectoral areas intermittently and
periodically (four monthly, half yearly and annually)
and thereafter submit the report to DDC. Quality, cost
effectiveness and outcomes will be measured by the
participatory annual review meeting and from the third
party. Mid Term and final evaluation of the plan will be made by the third party and the result will be
publicized. Responsibility to make monitoring and evaluation of the programs of the sectoral areas will
be of the district level sectoral committee. Similarly, monitoring indicators and monitoring plan will
also be used as mentioned in the district plan, monitoring and analysis system directives. Followings
are the framework of detail monitoring and evaluation plan according to the sectoral areas.
In this context, it is needed to make monitoring and evaluation mechanism active and to create
favourable environment for the effectiveness of monitoring procedure. Well-managed, reliable,
periodical data and analysis only can guarantee whether the planning is oriented toward achieving
determined objectives. It is needed to make existing mechanisms active to measure whether the
achievement has gained as determined by planning or not and whether implementation has been
according to goal or not.
For that supervision and monitoring committee or sub-committee will be made active according to
autonomous regime act and its regulation.
Sect oral committee, stakeholders and implementation body will also monitor partially, half yearly and
annually. And in middle and end of the pro monitoring project period there will be monitoring from 3rd
party too. The practice of reviewing all planning of sectoral offices will be started on the basis of
periodical district development planning. Third party monitoring will provide roadmap for the planning
and suggestion for what will be done by mid-term and final evaluation.
Monitoring and evaluation in various level and expected outcome of monitoring evaluation are shown
as:
Sectorial Committee, stakeholders and implementation body will also monitor partially, half yearly and
annually. And in middle and end of the project period there will be monitoring from 3rd party too. The
Practice of reviewing all planning of sectoral offices will be started on the basis of periodical district
development planning. Third Party monitoring will provide roadmap for the planning and suggestion
for what will be done by mid-term and final evaluation.
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Monitoring and Evaluation in various level and expected outcome of monitoring evaluation are shown
as
Time Period
Level/Institution
Outcome
Annual
Monitoring and Supervision • Outcome
measurement
Committee and Integrated
annually
Monitoring Committee
• Feedback for next year plan
• Feedback
for
DDC
monitoring committee
Mid Term Evaluation
Participatory in Facilitation of Estimation of motion and
third party in Third Years
tendency of achieved outcomes
and possible outcomes
Final Evaluation
By Third Party after 5 years
Review about relevancy of
planning and effects/impacts
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Results based monitoring framework

Results based monitoring framework shall be as follows:

Planning summary
Sectoral Goal:
Commercialization of main
sectors
of
economic
development
like
agriculture, industry, trade
and financial services or
facilities
with
access,
competitive
capacity,
quality improvement.

Description

Result-oriented monitor frame of economic development planning
Indicator
Method of
Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
monitoring
Unit
Baseline
goal

Annual average income
of per household from
agriculture sector

Total annual
monitory value of
goods and services
produced from the
cottage and small
industries
Number of families
having 12 month food
sufficiency.

Rs.

Rs.

No.

• No of family involved in
agriculture.
• Income achieved from
111000 144000
agriculture.
• Average income amount per
family
2500000 • Types of product and services
from cottage and small
industries
1388661
• Total amount of product and
services
113984 1,25,382 • No of family involved in
agriculture.
• Amount of food produced last
year
• Annual food amount for the
family
• Number of families having

12 month food sufficiency
from agriculture
Proportion of
unemployed

%

30

22 • Total population
• Unemployed population

150

• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
• Agro census
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring.

Monitoring time
• Annual
• Periodic
• End year of
plan

Monitoring
mechanism
• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

population among the
total population
Self/employment
from tourism sector

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

goal

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Percentage of unemployed in
toatal population
No.

1000

VDCs with more than No.
50 per cent of poverty
4

Outcome 1 agro occupation Self/employment in
will have been commercial, commercial
employment generating and agriculture
respected.

Issue of monitoring

No.

185224

Functional
commercial
agricultural form

No.

20

Leader/commercial
farmer

No.

1200

5000 • Tourism areas and places
• Self employed population in
tourism area
• Employed population in tourism
area
0 • Total no of household and
population With respect to
VDCs
• Total annual income of the
family
• Average annual per person
income
129656 • Total population according
• Field visit /
VDCs/municipality
observation
• Population using agriculture as • Study and survey
source of employment and
• Sample survey
income
• Participatory
monitoring
350 • Total no of agricultural form
• Field visit /
observation
• Types of agriculture form
• Self/employment population in • Study and survey
agricultural form
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring
2000 • Total no of farmer
• Field visit /
observation
• Total no of leader farmer
• Study and survey
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• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

No.
Active agricultural
technician involved in
agriculture

Seed replacement rate
Paddy
Maize
Wheat

Surplus food in
district

Condition of FY
Baseline

goal

10

%
14.03
25.87
15.23

Metric.
ton

Issue of monitoring

64000

Outcome 1.1
Business involved in
Productions will be varied agriculture sector
through commercialization insurance
in agro-occupation

No.

3

Collection center for
agricultural produces

No.

31

Method of
monitoring

• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring
50 • Technician involved agricultural • Field visit /
observation
institution
• Types agricultural technician
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Total no of aricultural
technician
• Participatory
monitoring
• Total area of cultivated land
• Field visit /
28 • Total area of cultivated land
observation
40 with certified seeds
• Study and survey
30
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring
70000 • Total quantity of food produced • Field visit /
observation
• Total population
• Food quantity(consumed/public • Study and survey
need)
• Sample survey
• Surplus food grain quantity
• Participatory
monitoring
100 • Namelist of institution securing • Field visit /
agriculture insurance
observation
• Area of secured agriculture
• Study and survey
insurance
• Sample survey
• No of institution securing
• Participatory
agriculture insurance
monitoring
50 • Collection center for

agricultural
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Monitoring time

• Annual
• Periodic
• End year of
plan

Monitoring
mechanism

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of monitoring

goal

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

• Related office
self

produces(center/market
namelist and places)
• No of Collection center for
agricultural produces
• Collection center for
agricultural produces/ types
of market business product
No.

Enterprize and
nursery based in
agriculture
Annual vegetable
production

No.

154206

No. of agrovate

No.

120

Cropping
rate

Cereal crop

30 • Total no of nursery
• No of Enterprize and nursery

based in agriculture

Annual quantity of
cash crop

Outcome 1.2
Agro production and

14

intensity

Metric
ton

143177

%

207.33

Hector/
Area mectric

103050

• Main product of nursery
205388 • Main vegetable products
• Annual vegetable crops
production
140 • Situation and namelist of
agrovate
• No. of agrovate
185235 • Types of cash crop production
• Annual report of cash crops
types
• Total production of cash crop
250 • Total cultivated area
• Irriigation area
• Area of land and no of crops
cultivated(times)
• Area of harvested crops
• Area of cultivated food grain
99725 crops
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Monitoring
mechanism

• Field visit /
observation

• Annual
• Periodical
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

productivity will be grown.

Production ton
Productivity
Hec. /
Vegetable crop
Area mt. ton
Production
Productivity
Hec./mt.
Spices crop
Area ton
Production
Productivity
Hec./mt.
Seed/oil crop
Area ton
Production
Productivity
Hec./me
Potato
Area t.ton
Production
Productivity
Outcome 1.3
Total cultivated land Hector
Total irrigated area will be in district

Condition of FY
Baseline

x]S6/

All weather irrigated
land among total

%

goal

Method of
monitoring

218660 289202.5 • Production of food grain crops • Study and survey
2.12
2.9 • Production per hector
• Sample survey
• Participatory
• Area of cultivated vegetable
monitoring
9200
12525 crops
126000 172845 • Productionof vegetable crops
13.69
13.8
5420
84840
15.65
20950
17007.5
0.85

• Area of cultivated spices crops
10500 • Production of spices crops
157500
15
• Area of cultivated seed/oil crops
20500 • Production of seed/oil crops
20500
1

6000
72000
12

• Area of potato cultivated
8000 • Production of potato
120000
15

90500

90000 • Total cultivated land in

district

increased in district.

Irrigated land among
total irrigated land

Issue of monitoring

58964

2.61

• Area of free land
69176 • Cultivable land
• Irrigated land
• Record of agriculture office
• Record of irrigation office
61 • Total area of irrigated land
• Area of land benefited with
irrigation
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Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• End year of the • Monitoring and
plan
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of monitoring

goal

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

irrigated land
Outcome 1.4
Animal firm
Animal husbandary
Cow
occupation and animal
Buffalo
service office’s institutional Cow buffalo mix
capacity will have been
Pig
developed
Hen

No.
50
20
15
125
575
40

Goat

Artifical insemination
center

• Animal husbandary species
100 • Namelist in animal farm
50 • No of commercial castle farm
25
250
1000
150

28

50 • Animal pocket areas
• Male animals for animal
fertilization availability status
• Artifical insemination center

10

30 • Namelist of major dairy center

No.

and namelist
Dairy chilling center

No

• Namelist,place and no of dairy

chilling center
Animal slaughter
house

No.

0

4 • Maximum meat consuming
locations
• Namelist,places and No of

animal slaughter house
4300

Welfare fund

Livestock based
industry

No.

6000 • Namelist and saved amount of
animal husbandary groups
• Total Welfare fund
• Potential and existing livestock
industries
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• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Condition of FY

Unit

Baseline

Dairy
Ice cream
Hatchery
Functional meat
testing labortory

goal

no

Livestock
service No.
center with won
building

1

4

1

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

!) • Namelist,location and no of
%) livestock industry
!)
%

#
!%
%
#

Fodder

Issue of monitoring

• Namelist,situation and total no
of meat testing laboratory
• Regular operating meat testing
laboratory
7 • No of livestock service
center/sub-center/contact center
• Livestock service center with

won building
No.

Self/employed
population
Outcome1.5
Milk
Quantity and quality of
animal production will have
been developed

M. Ton
Cattle

22164
34592

Buffalo

Meat

M.
Ton
He buffalo
Goat/sheep
Pig
Popultry

Egg

7600

Thousa
nd

1300
2400
1800
1300
5500

10000 • Total active population
• Self employment livestock
population
• Quantity of annual milk
32000 production from cow
44000 • Quantuty of annual milk
production from buffalo
Quantity of meat production
buffalo, goats, sheep, pigs and
2000 chicken

3000
3000
2000
10000 • Quantity of annual egg
production
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• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Output 2
Industry and trade will be
created and developed
through the growth of skill,
technology, capital market
and access of trade council
service.

Description

Human reources
employed in industry,
trade and tourism
Annual revenue
collected from
enterprize and
business

Operated business
firm
Total deposit in
banking sector

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of monitoring

goal

3160
hgf
4264

Method of
monitoring

3160 • Employed manpower in
• Field visit /
industry, commerce and tourism observation
sector
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
4264 • Annual revenue amount
• Participatory
collected from industrial and
monitoring
commercial sector

Monitoring time

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related
• office self
•

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

rs.

No.

NPR.
Million

491

Monitoring
mechanism

491 • Toatl business form
• Operating business form

12224.63 12224.63 • No of banks
• No of depositer
• Total deposit in banking

sector
Total depositer in
banking sector
Outcome 2.1
Large industries
Cottage, domestic and small Middle industries
industry will have been
Small industries
created and developed in
Major industrial
district
producted exported
from district

No.

325921
1

No.

11

No.

377

No.

5

325921 • Total no of depositer in banking
sector
1 • No of conducting an annual
11 renewal of the total large,
377 medium and small industries

• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
10 • Major eligibleexported product • Sample survey
• Participatory
from district
monitoring
• Major industrial producted

exported from district
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Indicator
Planning summary
Outcome2.2
Trade and business will
have been extended

Description

Unit

Baseline

Employment from
business and
enterprize

No.

4243

Functional business
and enterprizes

No.

1045

Market centers
Outcome 2.3
Functional bank and
Banks and financial
financial institutions
institutions will have been (Excluding
developed and investment in cooperatives)
industry and trade will have
been increased.

Investment in
industries through
banking sector
Investment in
agriculture through
banking sector
Registered
cooperatives

Issue of monitoring

goal
10000 • No of operating business
enterprises
• No of employment from
business enterprises
1500 • No of registered functional

business and enterprises

No.

39
76

No.

Method of
monitoring
• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring

Monitoring time
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• No of operated business and
enterprises
45 • Major market business center
• No of business center
90 • Registered bank and financial
institution
• Functional bank and financial

Rs.
10lakh
Rs.
10lakh

No.

524.35

3701.47

624.54

525

1000 • Total investment from banking
sector
• Total investment in tourism
sector
10000 • Total investment from banking
sector
• Industrial loan amount
900 • Total investment from banking
sector
• Investment in agriculture
loansfrom banking sector
700 • Registered cooperatives
• Field visit /
observation
• Operating cooperatives
• Study and survey

158

Monitoring
mechanism
• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

institutions (Excluding
cooperatives)

Investment in tourism
Rs.
industries through
10lakh
banking sector

Outcome 2.4

Condition of FY

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of monitoring

goal

Co-operative institutions
will have been developed
and expanded.
%

89

Cooperatives active
in production and
marketing

No.

300

Population affiliated
in cooperatives
Total transaction

No.

130008

Rs.

3.01

Functional
cooperatives

95 • Renewed cooperatives
• Registered cooperatives

Method of
monitoring
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring
•

Monitoring time
• Last planning
year
•

385 • Total number of active
cooperatives
• Cooperatives active in

Monitoring
mechanism
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

production and marketing

Output 3
Self/Employment
Contribution of tourism
from tourism sector
sectors will have been
increased through the
Total incoming
development of tourism
tourist
service, facility and security.

1000
No.

Internal No.
Indian
Third country
Average length of
stay
day

10000
4520
2016

1

200000 • Population of governmental
shareholder
4 • Total saving in cooperartives
• Total investment in cooperatives
• Annual transaction
4000 • Employment in tourism sector
• Self/Employment from

• Field visit /
observation
•
Study and survey
tourism sector
• Total no of Indian tourists and • Sample survey
25000 third countires tourists in district • Participatory
monitoring
15000
5000
• Toatal no of foreign tourists in
3 district
• Maximum stay days of foreign
tourist

159

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of monitoring

goal

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Minimum stay days of foreign
tourist

Identified major
tourist areas

No.

5

900

Average expenditure
per tourist
Rs.

Outcome 3.1
Tourist standard
Tourism facility and
hotels in district
infrastructure will have been Beds in hotels
developed and expanded.

Outcome 3.2

No. of tourist travel
routes
Tourism information
center
Preserved and
managed historical,
religious and cultural
places
Tourism places
having internet, email
facility
Tourism service
provider

No.
No.
No.

6
304
0
1

No.
No.

2

No.

5

No.

16

10 Identified major tourist areas
• Tourist areas in tourism
development
5000 • Total no of tourists
• Total expenditure made from
tourists
• Average stay period of tourists
• Average daily expenditure per
tourist
15 • Total no of hotels in district
• Field visit /
observation
• Tourist based operating hotels
•
Study and survey
700 • No of residential hotels
• Sample survey
• Beds in hotels
• Participatory
5 • Potential tourist routes
monitoring
• Operating tourist routes

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

5 • No of major tourist area
• Tourism information center
20 • No of historical,religious and
cultural tourists areas
• Preserved and managed places
20 • Total no of tourists places
• Tourism places having

internet, email facility
50 • Tourism service providers roll
and location

160

• Field visit /
observation

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Quantitative and qualitative
development in tourism
No.
Trained tour guide
sector will have been
achieved.
Home stay operated in No.

Condition of FY
Baseline

goal
0

standard
Village
Household
Bed
Places having
No.
agrotourism in
practice
Outcome 3.3
No.
Organizations active
Institutional capacity of
in tourism sector
tourism based organization Human resource
No.
will have been developed.
trained in tourism

2
36
72

No.

200

Investment in toursim
for finnancial sector

Method of
monitoring

Issue of monitoring

1

5
2

• Tourism service providers
• Study and survey
50 • No of creative tour guide
• Sample survey
• Participatory
• No of trained tour guide
monitoring
• Total no of home stay
• Homestay operated in standard
5 • Village
100 • Household
200 • Bed

Monitoring time
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Participatory
monitoring

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

•

•

4 • Tourism diversied places
• Places having agrotourism in

practice
10 • Organizations active in
tourism sector
5 • Home stay operating village
• Trained home stay operating
village
500 • Investment in tourism from
financial sector
• Investment in toursim for

finnancial sector
Tourist areas having
tourism master plan

Rs.
10lakh

524.35

1000 • Total no of major tourist places
• Tourist areas having tourism

master plan
No.

1

5•

161

Monitoring
mechanism
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5.6.2 Result Oriented Monitor from of social development planning
Indicator
Planning summary
Subjective goal
Justice based society will
have been constructed
through the access and
utilization of education,
health, drinking water and
sanitation by general
citizen and target group.

Description

Unit

Neonatal mortality
rate

Per 1000

Severe malnutrition

%

Average literacy rate %

Literacy rate above
15 years

%

Net enrolment rate

%

%
Up to 8th grade
students continue
Rate
%
Households with
access to treated pure
drinking water pure
drinking water

Method of
Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
monitoring
Baseline
Goal
8 • Total no of birth in a year
13
• Field visit /
observation
• No of dead child in 28 days
from total no of birth
• Study and survey
1 • Total no of children
• Sample survey
• No of children with low
2.91
weight
• No of malnourished children
66.32
90 • No of population bove 5
years
• Literate population
75.15
95 • Total no of population above
15 years
• literate population
92
98 • Total nio of student admitted
in class 1
• No of new enrollment in
class 1 having early
childhood education and
development of children class
50
70 • Total no of student arrived
from class 1 to class 8

12

35 • Total no of household
• Population getting treated
pure drinking water

162

• Field visit /
observation
• Study and survey
Sample survey

Monitoring time
• Annual
• Periodical
Last planning
year

• Annual
• Periodical
Last planning
year

Monitoring
mechanism
• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Open Defecation Free No
VDCs

%
No.
Output 1
SLC completion rate %
Human resources with skill
and vocational training will
have been developed
Teacher-students
Proporti
through easily available
ratio
on
and inclusive education

Privary
Lower secondary
Secondary
%
Learning
achievement rate

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
37 • Total no of
11
VDC/municipality
•
12
11
28.24

65.33
43.97
88.18
63.84

42.08

Continuity rate up to No.
class 5

80

No.

132

Schools with
internet, email facility

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

Open Defecation Free
VDCs/ municipality

35 •
37 •
50 • No of student taking part in • Field visit/
SLC
observation
• No of student passed in SLC • Study and survey
50 • Total n o of teachers
• Sample survey
50 • total no of students
50 • Per teacher student ratio
50

60 • Total no of student
• Total no of subject
• Full marks
• Average marks
• Increased marks than previous
exam
200 • Total no of student
• No of Child friendly school
307 • No of student
Lower • No of school with
Secondary email/internet facility
and

163

• Annual
• Periodical
Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Outcome 1.1
Primary, basic and
secondary education will
have been accessible and
qualitative

Description

Unit

No.
Primary schools
teaching in multiple
languages
Net enrollment rate %

Gross enrollment rate %

No.
Classes with child
friendly learning
corners
No.
Schools with
minimum
infrastructures
%
Population
completing bachelor
level of eduction

Class repitition rate

%

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
Secondary
School
0
80 • No of school

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• schools

teaching in
multiple languages

92

125

40

98 • Total no of student Admited •
in class 1
• No of children from age 4-6 •
• No of new enrollment in
•
class 1 having early
childhood education and
development of children class
110 • Total no of student admitted
in class 1
• Total no of population of
respective age group
80 • No of Child friendly school
• No of schools with learning
corner

-

555 • Total no of school
• School with minimum
infrastructure

2

6 • Total no of population
• Population

completing
bachelor level of
eduction

15

5 • Total no of student

164

Field visit/
observation
Study and survey
Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

Issue of monitoring
•

Outcome 1.2
Access of rural level
population in high and
vocational education will
have been developed

No.
Population
completing T.S.L.C.
in rural areas
Trained teachers in %
basic and secondary
education

Technical school

Output: 2
Health condition of district
population will have been
improved through
qualitative health service
and nuitrition.

No.

40

120 • No of technical school

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

200 • Total no of children
• Field visit/
• No of children affected from observation
• Study and survey
diarrhea
• Sample survey
50 • Total no of children

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

completing

100 • No of teachers in basic and
secondary level
• Trained

teachers in basic
and secondary education

12

743

Per 1000

156

• No of technical school

• No of children affected from

diarrhea
%
iron deficiency
anaemia in pregnant
women
Perons affected with %
HIV/AIDs in 15-24
year population

0.88

0.50 • No of pregnant women
• iron

deficiency anaemia
in pregnant women

605

Monitoring
mechanism

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

T.S.L.C

Incidence of diarrhea Per 1000

Incidence or ARI

Monitoring time

no of class repitition
student

• Population
99.21

Method of
monitoring

405 • Population from age 15-24
• HIV/AIDS influenced
population

165
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Pregnant women
taking four times'
prenatal services

Unit
%

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
60 • Total no of pregnant women
45

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Pregnant

women taking
four times' prenatal
services

37 • Total no od
VDCs/municipalities

VDCs/Municipalities No.
having practice of full
immunization

• practice of full

immunization
VDCs/municipalities
announced
VDCs/municipalities

2

Outcome 2.1
Access and utilization of
women, children and target
group will have been
developed

Method of
monitoring

VDCs with practices No.
of completed
institutional delivery
%
Population with
access to health
service withing 30
minute
Rate of delivery
conducted by SBA

%

Coverage of DPT
Hep3

%

0

5 • No of VDCs
resulting delivery in health
posts

50

80 • District health institutions to
reach remote households
Time
• No of population in access
with health posts within
30minutes

52

65 • No of total delivery
• No of delivery conducted

by SBA
76

92 • Total no of child

166

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

Method of
monitoring

Issue of monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• No

of DPT Hep3
vaccinated child

No.

38

No.
Health institutions
practicing social
audit/PDQ in annual
basis
Sputum conservision %
rate(positive to
negative)
%
Utilization rate of
family planning tools

23

Birthing center

Outcome 2.2
The quality of health
service will have been
increased.

Recipients satisfied %
from health services
Outcome 2.3
Type of medicine
Availability of
distributed free of
infrastructure medicine and
cost
instrument related to health
will have been increased. Health institutions

42 • Total no of birthing center
• No of functional Birthing
center
42 • Health institutions

practicing social
audit/PDQ in annual
basis
47.66

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee

93 • Saliva /sputum test report
• Sputum

conservision
rate(positive to negative)

48

60

hospital
PHC/
HP/SHP

40
40
-

No.

40

67 • Reproductive age group
population
• Consumption of family
planning means
• Rate of using family planning
means
80 • Annual health service
consuming health receiptent
• Satisfied service receiptent
from health service
70 • Type of medicine
•
48 distributed free of cost
35
•
•
40 • Total no of health institution

having own building

167

Field visit/
observation
Study and survey
Sample survey
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

Issue of monitoring
•

Outcome 2.4
The rate of HIV/AIDS will
have been reduced through
the growth of awareness

Total beds in
hospitals

No.

Population taking
ART

No.

HCT service center

No.

839

Total beds in district
hospitals

839 • HIV/AIDS infected

VDC/Mu
Extension of
awareness program
Population benefitted No.
with Aayurvedic
service

1713

34
32765

Monitoring
mechanism
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

Health institutions
having own building

population
• ART consuming population
• ART consuming population
among HIV/AIDS affected
population

5

Monitoring time

• Total no of health institution
•

Persons infected with %
STIs

Outcome 2.5

282

Method of
monitoring

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee

7 • HCT using population in last
3 years
• Increased rate in HCT using
population
•
1713 No of sexually transmited
infection infected people
• Increased rate in no of
sexually transmited infection
infected people
37 • Awareness program
conducted VDCs
45000 • Total no of OPD visitors
• Total no of Visitors in
Aayurbedic service
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Indicator
Planning summary
Access and utilization of
medicine based on herbs
will have achieved

Description

Unit

Aayurvedic medicals No.

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
5
8 • VDCs/municipalities

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

• Sample survey

• Last planning
year

• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

• Field visit/
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

benefitted with Aayurvedic

service
• No of Aayurvedic
medicals
Types of Aayurvedic No.
medicines
%
Healing rate of
hypertension, cardiac
disease, diabeates and
cancer

Output 3
Average time to fetch Minute
Easy access utilization and water
durability in drinking water
Rural area
and sanitation will have
Urban area
developed
Population affected No.

5

70

20
5
59250

with waterborne
disease
Per 1000
Incedence of
diarrheal disease
(below 5 year popn)

10 • Toatl district production
•

743

Monitoring
mechanism

Types of Aayurvedic
medicines product

• No of high blood pressure,
heart disease, diabetes,
cancer patients
• No of cured people among
high blood pressure, heart
disease, diabetes, cancer
diseases
• Total time to fetch water
10 rural and urban area
4

20000 • Total no of population
•
• No of Population affected
with waterborne
•
disease(annual)
•
300 • Total population below years
• Incedence of diarrheal
disease (below 5 year popn)

169

Field visit/
observation
Study and survey
Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Average balance in
users committee
(Amount/VDC)

Unit
Rs. 1000

No.
Trained and active
maintenance worker
Outcome 3.1
Households using
Pure drinking water service pipe water supply
will have extended

%

%
Population using
private water supply
No.
Population basic
water supply

Outcome 3.2
Basic sanitation service
will have been achieved by
all population

Households with
latrine

%

public latrine

No.

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Method of
Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
monitoring
Baseline
Goal
50 • The total number of
31
consumer Committee
• Total reserved amount of
consumer committee
• Average reserved amount
357
1000 • No of maintainance worker
• Trained and active
maintenance worker
60 • Total no of household
43
• Field visit/
• No of Households using pipe observation
water supply
• Study and survey
• Quality of pipe water supply • Sample survey
50 • No of household using private
21.76
water supply

43

68.92

23

• Total no of po[ulation
• Basic drinking water sources
• No of population using basic
drinking water sources
100 • Total no of household
• Field visit/
• No of Households with latrine observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
60 • Total number of market and • Field visit/
business center
observation
• Total population in market
• Study and survey
and business center
• Sample survey
• No of public latrine
• Sanitation status in public
latrine

170

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Monitoring and
supervision
committee
• Sectoral
committee
• Unified
monitoring
• Third party
• Related office
self

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)
Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

VDC/Municipalities No.
declared No Open
Defecation
Population washing %
hands at the time of
risk
Population with total %
behavioral sanitation
Sanitary land field site

Achievment 3.2
Service facility for
enviornmental
sanitationand garbage
management will be
increased

Result 3.3
Institutional development
of drinking water and
sanitation stakeholders
willbe achieved

Place

Local bodies garbage
No
management plan
Implemented/working
No
compost bin and garbage
pit based on garbage
category
Regular rain water
km
drainage
Length of sanitary canel No.
Garbage processing centre No.
Trained active
No
maintenance worker
Active water and
No
sanitation user committee
Average surplus of user Rs.
committee/VDC

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Method of
Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
monitoring
Baseline
Goal
37 • Total no of
11
• Field visit/
VDCs/municipality
observation
• VDC/Municipalities declared • Study and survey
No Open Defecation
• Sample survey
14
60 • Total population bove 5 years
• Total no of hans washing
population
5

0
0
0

5
20.28
0
357
206
31000

30 • Total population
• No of population having habit
of complete sanitation
5 • Number of sanitary landfield • Field Visit
site
observation
6 • Number of local bodies
• Study and survey
garbage management plan
8 • Working compost bin and
garbage pit based on garbage
category

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last planning
year

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.

20 • Length rain water drainage
50 • Length of sanitary canel
2 • Number of garbage
processing center
1000 • Number of trained and active • Field Visit
maintenance worker
observation
350 • Active user committee
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
50000 • Average surplus of user
committee/VDC
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Indicator
Planning summary

Achievment 4:
Empowered and
mainstreaming of
disadvantage groups to
actively participate and
assert their rights in local
governance and their
capacity will be enhance

Result 4.1
Target people will be
emopowered and
mainstremed

Times

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
7
10 • Skilled and active NGO and
service provider in drinking
water sector
2
3 • Yearly times of monitoring

%

33

%

57.05

Description

Unit

Skilled and active NGO
and service provider in
drinking water sector
Regular monitoring and
supervision of
Representation of women
and target group in WCFs
Women literacy

No.

Method of
monitoring

50 • Representation of women and • Field Visit
target group in WCFs
observation
75 • Total women pop above 5 yrs • Study and survey
• Sample survey
• Total literate women pop
above 5 yrs

Access of target group in %
health facility

-

Dalit people having no
access to health facility

%

-

Dalit having no access in %
education
Dalit among total pro%
poor hh
Involvement of target
%
group in com. org and
committees

-

40 • Pop of target group
• Pop of target group having
health facility
10 • Total Dalit pop
• Pop of Dalit having no health
facility
20 • Dalit having no health facility

16

10 • Dalit among total pro-poor hh

20

50 • Total members i COs and
• Field Visit
com.
observation
• Total target group members i • Study and survey
COs and com.
• Sample survey
5 • Total Dalit pop
• Dalit feel discrimination in
society

Dalit feel discrimination
in society

%

10

172

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Ratio of gender sensitive
budget
Number of people school
not join from free
kamaiya, dalit, backwards
jati janajati
Hospitals WITH geriatric
ward
Running child centre
Among total free kamlari
(3500) involve in income
generation activity

No

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
19.1
25 • Total annual budget
• Gender sensitive budget
595
100 • Number of people school not
join from free kamaiya, dalit,
backwards jati janajati

No

0

No
%

876
30

Among total free kamaiya %
(....) received la nd
Blind people received
gamansilta training
Result 4.2
Survival opportunity of
target group will be
incresed

Result 4.3
Target group will have
preserved and uplifted

Absent hh

-

%

24.27

Among total free kamlari %
involved in school
education

75

Target group involved in %
self employed/ income
generation

11

Violence victims received %
rescue, treatment t &
support(450)

45

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism
• Related office

1 • Hospitals with geriatric ward
1200 • Running child centre |
75 • Total free kamlari
• Free kamalri involve in
income generation activity
• Total free kamaiya
• Land received free kamaiya
80 • Total blind people
• Blind people received
gamansilta training
15 • Total hh
• Absent hh
95 • Total free kamlari
• Free kamlari involved in
school education
30 • Total target group pop
• Target group involved in self
employed/ income generation
99 • Violence victims received
rescue, treatment t & support
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• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
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Indicator
Planning summary

Achievment 5:
Cultured, creative and
commercial youthpower
will have developed

Description

Unit

Total heard grievance of %
target group
Pro-poor population
No
Among 6-10 yrs children %
school not going pop
Events related to domestic No
violence
Rehabilitation centre
No
Running well managed
No
old houses
Active youth in social
No
reformation
Youth club, networking No
and institution
Youth involved in youth
club, networking and
institution
Enterprises and business
run by youth
Youth information centre No

Youth employment rate
Commercial
Result 5.1
regional,national and
Access and role of youth in
international players
wholistic development of
Youth involved in
district will have been
commercial agriculture
increased
and vetenary occupation

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
20
70 • Total heard grivance of target
group
257566
150000 • Pro-poor population
5
0.5 • Among 6-10 yrs children
school not going pop
26
5 • Annual complain of domestic
violence
1
3 • Rehabilitation centre
• Running well managed old
houses
245
500 • Active youth in social
reformation
62
100 • Youth club, networking and
institution
2960
4400 • Youth involved i youth club,
networking and institution
814
2

%
No

34

No

740

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring
mechanism

• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Last yr of
planning

• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party

1500 • Enterprises and business run
by youth
4 • Number of youth information
centre
55 • Youth employment rate
• Field Visit
• Commercial regional,national observation
• Study and survey
and international players
• Sample survey
1500 • Youth involved in
commercial agriculture and
vetenary occupation
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Monitoring time
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description
District youth council

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

Unit
No

Women players among
%
total district national
players
Youth information centre No
Result 5.2
Commercial training
No
Youths accountability
received youth in different
feeling and capacity
sector
development will have
developed
Youth club, networking No
and institution
Active youth involved in No
social campaign
Commercial regional,
No.
national and international
player
National level sport
No.
ground
Result 5.3
Commercialization of sport Regular annual sport
No.
sector will have developed competition organized by
district
Total ins.investment to
Rs 1000
increase
commercialization of
sport
Places, goods and art
No.
Achievment 6:
listed in world heritage
Identification of art,
Person recognized in
No.
culture,language and
national and international
literature will have

28

2

3500

1
14

1900

1

20

Issue of monitoring

Method of
monitoring

1 • Youth involved district level
committee
51 • Women players among total • Field Visit
district national players
observation
• Study and survey
8 • Youth information centre
• Sample survey
• Commercial training received
youth in different sector

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

2 • Places, goods and art listed in • Field Visit
observation
world heritage
40 • Person recognized in national • Study and survey
and international level in art • Sample survey
& culture sector

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.

• Youth club, networking and
institution
• Active youth involved in
social campaign
• Commercial regional,
national and international
player
8 • National level sport ground
20 • Regular annual sport
competition organized by
district
10000 • Total ins.investment to
increase commercialization
of sport
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

level in art & culture
sector
Person adopted language
and literature as
profession
Publication based on
culture, art and literature
in district
Artistic and cultural
production exported
outside country
Result 6.1
National creator of art,
Art,culture,language and culture, language
litertature will have been &literature represented
preserved and prosperous from district
Types of preserved
culture, art language &
literature
Study and investigation
about local culture, art,
language & literature
Result 6.2
Glory or subject studied
Research & documentation
and documented
about culture,art,language
scientifically
& litertature will have
is trict representative
developed
publication with national
recognition in art,
language & literature
Event related to human
Achievment 7:
trafficking agent arrest

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

Unit

Issue of monitoring

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

established narional and
international level

No.

10

No.

10

No.

100 • Person adopted language and
literature as profession
50 •

2

No.

10

No.

Not
studied

No.

0

No.

-

No.

5

No.

96

Monitoring
mechanism

10 • Artistic and cultural
• Field Visit
production exported outside
observation
country
• Study and survey
40 • National creator of art,
• Sample survey
culture, language &literature
represented from district

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

Not • Types of preserved culture,
studied art, language & literature
5 • Study and investigation about
local culture ,art, language &
literature
0 • Glory or subject studied and
documented scientifically
15 • district representative
publication with national
recognition in art, language
& literature
46 •
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• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
•

• Annual
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Indicator
Planning summary
The condition of security
in society will have been
strenghthen

Total violence event
Total social crime event
Vehicle life accident
(recorded in police)

No.
No.
No.

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
116
50 • Total violence event
315
150 • Total social crime event
23
10 • Vehicle accident

Number of police beat
Trained police
VDC level security plan

No.
No.
No.

• Number of police beat
• Trained police
31 • VDC level security plan

Sanitary land field site

Place

Description

Unit

-

Method of
monitoring
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

Monitoring time
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

Output 3.2
Service facility for
environmental sanitation
and garbage management
will be increased

Local bodies garbage
No
management plan
Implemented/working
No
compost bin and garbage
pit based on garbage
category
Regular rain water
km
drainage
Length of sanitary cannel No.
Garbage processing center No.

0
0

5
20.28
0

5 Number of sanitary land field • Field Visit
site
observation
6 Number of local bodies garbage • Study and survey
management plan
8 Working compost bin and
garbage pit based on garbage
category
20 Length rain water drainage
50 Length of sanitary cannel
2 Number of garbage processing
center
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• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

Result 7.1:

0

Monitoring
mechanism

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectorial com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Indicator
Planning summary
Result 3.3
Institutional development
of drinking water and
sanitation stakeholders will
be achieved

Outcome 4: Empowered
and mainstreaming of
disadvantage groups to
actively participate and
assert their rights in local
governance and their
capacity will be enhance

Description
Trained active
maintenance worker
Active water and
sanitation user committee
Average surplus of user
committee/VDC
Skilled and active NGO
and service provider in
drinking water sector
Regular monitoring and
supervision of

Unit
No
No

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
357
1000 Number of trained and active
maintenance worker
206
350 Active user committee

Rs.

31000

No.

7

Times

2

Representation of women %
and target group in WCFs
Women literacy
%

33
57.05

Method of
monitoring
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

Monitoring time
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

50000 Average surplus of user
committee/VDC
10 Skilled and active NGO and
service provider in drinking
water sector
3 Yearly times of monitoring

50 • Representation of women and •
target group in WCFs
75 • Total women pop above 5 yrs •
•
• Total literate women pop
above 5 yrs

Access of target group in %
health facility

-

Dalit people having no
access to health facility

%

-

Dalit having no access in %
education
Dalit among total pro%
poor hh

-

40 • Pop of target group
• Pop of target group having
health facility
10 • Total Dalit pop
• Pop of Dalit having no health
facility
20 • Dalit having no health facility

16

10 • Dalit among total pro-poor hh
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Field Visit
observation
Study and survey
Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

Monitoring
mechanism
• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectorial com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

•
• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectorial com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Indicator
Planning summary

Output 4.1
Target people will be
empowered and
mainstreamed

Description

Unit

Involvement of target
group in com. org and
committees

%

Dalit feel discrimination
in society

%

Ratio of gender sensitive
budget
Number of people school No
not join from free
Kamaiya, Dalit,
backwards jati janajati
Hospitals WITH geriatric
No
ward
Running child centre No
Among total free kamlari
(3500) envolve in income %
generation activity
Output 4.2
Survival opportunity of
target group will be
increased

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
20
50 • Total members i COs and
com.
• Total target group members i
COs and com.
10
5 • Total Dalit pop
• Dalit feel discrimination in
society
19.1
25 • Total annual budget
• Gender sensitive budget
595
100
• Number of people school not
join from free kamaiya, dalit,
backwards jati janajati
0
876
30

Among total free kamaiya %
(....) received la nd
Blind people received
gamansilta training
Absent hh

-

%

24.27

Among total free kamlari %
involved in school
education

75

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism
• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

1 • Hospitals with geriatric ward
1200 • Running child centre |
75 • Total free kamlari
• Free kamalri envolve in
income generation activity
• Total free kamaiya
• Land received free kamaiya
80 • Total blind people
• Blind people received
gamansilta training
15 • Total hh
• Absent hh
95 • Total free kamlari
• Free kamlari involved in
school education
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• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Target group involved in %
self employed/ income
generation
Output 4.3
Target group will have
preserved and uplifted

Outcome 5:
Cultured, creative and
commercial youth power
will have developed

Violence victims received %
rescue, treatment t &
support(450)
Total heard grievance of %
target group
Pro-poor population
No
Among 6-10 yrs children %
school not going pop
Events related to domestic No
violence
Rehabilitation centre
No
Running well managed
No
old houses
Active youth in social
No
reformation
Youth club, networking No
and institution
Youth involved in youth
club, networking and
institution
Enterprises and business
run by youth
Youth information Centre No
Youth employment rate

%

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
11
30 • Total target group pop
• Target group involved in self
employed/ income generation
45
99 • Violence victims received
rescue, treatment t & support
20
257566
5
26
1

245
62
2960

814
2
34

70 • Total heard grievance of
target group
150000 • Pro-poor population
0.5 • Among 6-10 yrs children
school not going pop
5 • Annual complain of domestic
violence
3 • Rehabilitation centre
• Running well managed old
houses
•
500 • Active youth in social
reformation
100 • Youth club, networking and
institution
4400 • Youth involved i youth club,
networking and institution
1500 • Enterprises and business run
by youth
4 • Number of youth information
Centre
55 • Youth employment rate
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Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

•
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

•
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Annual

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Commercial regional,
No
Output 5.1
Access and role of youth in national and international
holistic development of
players
district will have been
Youth involved in
No
increased
commercial agriculture
and vet nary occupation
District youth council
No
Women players among
%
total district national
players
Youth information centre No
Commercial training
No
received youth in different
sector
Youth club, networking No
and institution
Active youth involved in No
social campaign
Commercial regional,
No.
Output 5.3
Commercialization of sport national and international
sector will have developed player
National level sport ground No.
Regular annual sport
No.
competition organized by
district
Total ins.investment to
Rs 1000
increase
commercialization of
sport
Output 5.2
Youths accountability
feeling and capacity
development will have
developed

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal

740

28

2

3500

1
14

1900

Method of
monitoring

Issue of monitoring

• Commercial regional,
national and international
players
1500 • Youth involved in
commercial agriculture and
vettenary occupation
1 • Youth involved district level
committee
51 • Women players among total
district national players
8 • Youth information centre
• Commercial training received
youth in different sector
• Youth club, networking and
institution
• Active youth involved in
social campaign
• Commercial regional,
national and international
player
8 • National level sport ground
20 • Regular annual sport
competition organized by
district
10000 • Total ins. investment to
increase commercialization
of sport
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Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

•
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

Places, goods and art listed No.
in world heritage
Person recognized in
No.
national and international
level in art & culture
sector
Person adopted language No.
and literature as
profession
Publication based on No.
culture, art and literature in
district
Artistic and cultural
No.
Output 6.1
Art, culture, language and production exported
literature will have been
outside country
preserved and prosperous National creator of art,
No.
culture, language
&literature represented
from district
No.
Types of preserved
culture, art, language &
literature
Study and investigation No.
Output 6.2
Research & documentation about local culture, art,
about culture, art, language language & literature
& literature will have
Glory or subject studied
No.
developed
and documented
scientifically
Outcome 6:
Identification of art,
culture, language and
literature will have
established national and
international level

Condition of FY
Baseline
Goal
1
20

10

10

2

10

Not
studied
0

-

Issue of monitoring

Method of
monitoring

2 • Places, goods and art listed in • Field Visit
observation
world heritage
40 • Person recognized in national • Study and survey
and international level in art • Sample survey
& culture sector

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.

100 • Person adopted language and
literature as profession
50 •

10 • Artistic and cultural
• Field Visit
production exported outside
observation
country
• Study and survey
40 • National creator of art,
• Sample survey
culture, language &literature
represented from district
Not • Types of preserved culture,
studied art, language & literature
5 • Study and investigation about • Field Visit
local culture, art ,language & observation
literature
• Study and survey
0 • Glory or subject studied and • Sample survey
documented scientifically
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Indicator
Planning summary

Description

Unit

No.
District representative
publication with national
reorganization in art,
language & literature
Outcome 7:
The condition of security
in society will have been
strengthen

Event related to human
trafficking agent arrest
Total violence event
Total social crime event
Vehicle life accident
(recorded in police)

No.

Output 7.1:

Number of police beat
Trained police
VDC level security plan

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

Condition of FY
Issue of monitoring
Baseline
Goal
5
15 • district representative
publication with national
recognition in art, language
& literature
•
96
46 •
116
315
23

50 • Total violence event
150 • Total social crime event
10 • Vehicle accident

-

• Number of police beat
• Trained police
31 • VDC level security plan

5.6.3 Result Oiented Monitoring Framework for Infrastructure Development Plan
Indicators
Condition of FY
Planning Summary
Description
Unit
Base
Target
Line
Road density
km
0.63
Sectoral objective:
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Issue of Monitoring

Method of
monitoring

Monitoring time

Monitoring
mechanism
• Third party
• Related office
•

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring com.
• Third party
• Related office

Methods of
Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism
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Indicators
Planning Summary
Making life style easier
a d qualitative by
development extension
of service facilities
,infrastructure and
creating access and
increasing utility
between market and
village

Outcome 1:
Road, transportation,
public infrastructure
will bhave been
developed and
extended

Description

Road linked with the
centre of VDC/
municipality number
VDC/Municipality
with landuse and
physical dev. plan
Households using
alternative energy
among total hh
Population with the
access of internet
facility

Unit
sq km
km
thousan
d&
populati
on
No.

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line

Issue of Monitoring
• Total road length
• Total population

2.6

32

No.

37

Time Frame of
Monitoring

• VDC/Municipality with Geoutility and physical dev. plan

%

35

100

• Households using alternative
energy among total hh

%

40

65

VDC/municipality
with road access

No.

35

37

Memorable bridge

No.

58

78

Road constructed with
IEE/EIA
Length of road utilized
bio-engineering
technology

No.

3

10

km

4

10

• Total pop.
• Households using alternative
power among total hh
• Number of
VDC/municipality with road
access
• Number of memorable
bridge
Number of road constructed
with IEE/EIA
Length of road utilized bioengineering technology
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Monitoring
Mechanism

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning
•

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Road linked with the centre of
VDC/ municipality number

6
0

Methods of
Monitoring
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Indicators
Planning Summary

Output 1.1:
Quality and continuity
of road and
transportation will have
been enhanced

Description
VDC/municipality
with daily
transportation facility
Length of road with
canal among total
district road(2034.75
km)
All weather road
Length of blacktopped
Length of gravel road
Length of dusty road
Suspension bridge

Unit
No.

%

km
km
km
km
No.

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line
33
37

40

70

1424
1041.05
585.39
408.31
30

1830
1220
915
585
60

Output 1.2:
Access & utilization of
people in service
facilities and market
will have been
developed

Average time taken 15
services from remote
hh
Road head with all
weather road facility
Time taken to reach
main market and
service centre

Hr

5

3

No.

32

37

Hr

4

1

Outcome 2:
Access and utilization
of electricity service of

Among the total
pop(498419) part of
the pop using central
grid electricity service

%

64.25

80

Issue of Monitoring

Methods of
Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• VDC/municipality with daily
transportation facility
• Total length of district road
• Length of road with canal

• Length of all weather road
•
LL
ength of blacktopped road
•
Gravel road
•
Dusty road
• Average time taken 15
services from remote hh
• Road head with all weather
road facility
• Time taken to reach main
market and service centre

• Total pop
• Central gride using
population
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• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
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Indicators
Planning Summary
district population will
have been increased

Output2.1:
Electricity and
traditional fuel
utilization will have
been decrease

Output 2.2
Production, extension
& utilization of

Description

Unit

Central grid using
total costumer
VDC/municipality
with extended
electricity service
Annual electricity
consume for industrial
purpose
Annual electricity
consume for
agriculture purpose
Annual electricity
consume for domestic
purpose
Average weekly load
shedding time
Hh with electricity
service
Hh using LP gas
Annual consumtion of
firewood as fuel
Annual electricity
leaking

No.

Service available from
solar home system
Installed bio-gas plant

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line
92300
115000

Issue of Monitoring
• Central grid using costumer

No.

32

37

Unit

136935
63

205403
45

• Annual electricity consume
for industrial purpose

Unit

585795

878693

• Annual electricity consume
for agriculture purpose

Unit

360313
79

720627
58

• electricity consume for
domestic purpose

Hr

35

15

%

63

85

No.

1104
513411
9.85
18

390000
0
13

Hh

14574

31039

No.

15989

38481

%

VDC/municipality with
extended electricity service

• Average weekly load
shedding time
Hh with electricity service
Hh using LP gas
Annual consumtion of
firewood as fuel
• Annual electricity leaking
unit
• Annual hh using solar home
system
• Annual number of installed
bio-gas plant

186

Methods of
Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Last yr of
planning

• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary
renewable energy will
have been increased

Outcome 3:
Access & utilization of
information,
communication and
information technology
will have been
enhanced

Output 3.1:
Electrical
communication and
information technology
will have been
developed and
extended

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line

Issue of Monitoring

Hh using improved
smokeless chulo
Production unit of
micro hydro
Family using micro
hydro
Landline telephone
facility available VDC
Intern ate facility
available VDC
Population using
mobile phone

No.

18785

45340

Kw

4.5

519.5

No.

92

1400

No.

10

37

No.

24

37

%

39

65

FM radio hosted in
district
News paper published
from district
Landline facility
extended VDC
Consumer of landline
telephone
User of mobile facility
Population using
internet service
FM radio
HH using television

No.

12

14

No.

48

48

No.

10

37

No.

11368

88000

pop
%

298608
30

500000
60

No.
%

12
32.7

14
50

Methods of
Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Number of hh using
improved smokeless chulo
• Production unit of micro
hydro
• Family using micro hydro

• Sample survey

• Last yr of
planning

• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Landline telephone facility
avilable VDC
• Internate facility available
VDC
• Total pop
• Mobile using pop
• FM radio hosted in district

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

News paper published from
district
• Landline facility extended
VDC
• Consumer of landline
telephone
User of mobile facility
Pop using internet service
• FM radio
• Tot hh
• Hh using television

187
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Indicators
Planning Summary

Output 3.2:
Access and utilization
of people in
communication media
and information will
have been grown

Outcome 4:
Physical development
and public construction
will have been
managed and secured

Output 4.1:
Urban development
will have been
integrated and managed

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line

Issue of Monitoring
• No of newspaper published
in district

Publication of press
media in district
(newspaper)
Active journalist in
district
Managed tele centre
Average time to fetch
letter

No.

48

48

No.

86

100

No.
day

3

11

5

1

Land use & infrasture
development plan
implemented area
(DDC/VDC/Mun)
Integrated service &
facility avilable
market/centre
Main managed market
centres in district

No.

0

6

0

12

Integrated service & facility
avilable market/centre

15

20

• Main managed market
centres in district

urban area developed
as per concept of
integrated
settleementdevelopme
nt plan
Market center with
facility of integrated
services

Hector

0

6

• As per concept of integrated
set.dev plan implemented
urban area

Nos.

0

12

• Total market center
• Market centers with facility
of integrated services

Active journalist in district

Methods of
Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.

Number of managed tele centre
• Average time taken to fetch
letter in remote area

• Geo-utility & infrasture dev
plan implemented area
(DDC/VDC/Mun)

188

Monitoring
Mechanism
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Indicators
Planning Summary

Output 4.2:
Public construction will
have been managed &
secured

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Base
Target
Line
15
20

Issue of Monitoring

Time Frame of
Monitoring

• Number of promoted urban
area

Managed market
centers

No.

Public infrastructure
constructed/reconstruc
ted according to
physical dev plan

No.

0

12

Building construction
code of conduct
strictly applied
VDC/Mun
Mun with sustainable
garbage management

No.

2

8

No.

0

6

Skill manpower for
safe building
construction
Garbage processing
centre
Infrastructure
constructed as per
norms

No.

282

1000

No.

0

2

Garbage processing centre

80

85

• No. of infrastructure
constructed as per norms

%

Methods of
Monitoring

• Number of public
infrastructure
constructed/reconstructed
according to physical dev
plan
• Building construction code
of conduct strictly applied
VDC/Mun
• Number of mun with
sustainable garbage
management
•

189

Monitoring
Mechanism
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

5.6.4 Result oriented monitors frame of forest, environment and disaster management

Planning Summary
Sectoral objective:
Revenue of state &income of
citizens will have been
increased by controlling
degradation of forest, land &
environment and sustainable
management of natural
resource

Description
Area of forest
Annual growth rate
of forest
Surplus of
forest(average per
hector)
Existing bioroute(Basnta,Karnal
i)
Revenue received
from forest
Income from
national forest
Settlement benefited
by environmental
service paid system

Outcome 1:
Productivity of forest area
and forest materials will have
been increased

Self employed
population from
forest
Quantity of wood
can be cut annually
Community forest
area with herbal
farming

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal
Hector

205938

cu m/ha

1

cu.m

200

No.

2

Rs.
thousand

563,98,0
40
56398

Issue of Monitoring

• Total area of forest in
district
• Annual growth rate of
1.5
forest
• Surplus of
215
forest(average per
hector)

205998

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.

• Revenue received
from forest
• Income from national
60000
forest
• No. of settlement
benefited by
2
environmental service
paid system

-

No.

161816

180,000

Mt

225000

225000

20

Timeline of
Monitoring

2 • No. of bio-route

No.

Hector

Method of
Monitoring

• Self employed
population from forest

• Quantity of wood can
be cut annually
• Community forest
30
area with herbal
plantation

190
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Planning Summary

Output 4.1:
Forest management will have
been participatory
,sustainable and scientific

Description
Private land with
herbal farming
Industry based on
forest resources
Incomes from
herbals
Monitory value of
total forest
production
consumed inside
group & outside
group
Among total district
forest area handover
to
community(40768
h)
Hh involved in
community forest
Among total
community forest
(394)monitored c.
forest
Plantation in
community forest
Among total
population directly
benefitted
population from
management of

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal
hector

38

No.

298

Rs.

10010

Rs.
thousand

50000

%

19.79

No.

91410

%

76

Hector

14

%

77

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

• Private land with
herbal farming
• No. of industry based
310
on forest resources

Monitoring
Mechanism
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

50

• Incomes from herbals
• Monitory value of
total forest production
70000
consumed inside
group & outside group

• Total district forest
21
area
• Handover forest area
• Hh involved in
community forest
• Among total
community forest
86
(394)monitored c.
forest
• Plantation in
250
community forest

101500

• Total pop
• Directly benefitted
82
pop. from
management of forest,

191

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Description
forest, watershed
and preserved area
Private forest
development
extension

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Hector

Affected forest area
by uncontrol forest
fire

Output 4.2:
Improvement in ecological
balance and existing biodiversity will have been
preserved and managed

Encroachment of
forest area
Reserved of forest
(average per hector)
Main plant species
found in district
Animal species
found in district
Preserved &
managed forest area
Preserved
&prohibited plant
species found in
district
Mammals species
found in district

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

76

10,000

21500

10000

cu.m

200

220

No.

2025

2025

No.

201

201

68836

68836

No.

10

10

No.

34

35

Hector

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

watershed and
preserved area
• Private forest
170
development
extension

15,000

Hector

Method of
Monitoring

Issue of Monitoring

• Affected forest area
by uncontrol forest
fire
• Encroachment of
forest area
• Surplus of forest
(average per hector)
• Main plant species
found in district
• Animal species found
in district
Preserved & managed
forest area
• Preserved &
prohibited plant
species found in
district
• Mammals species
found in district
•

192

• Field visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

•

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Description

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Outcome 2:
Fertility of land and
productivity will have been
improved by controlling soil
erosion and river

Implementation of
landuse plan
Preserved sub
watershed area
Rehabilated
damaged land area
Landslide preserved

Output 2.1:
Land and watershed area will
have been integrated and
scientifically managed

Output 2.2:
Risk from soil erosion and
water disaster on natural
resource and manmade

Sensitive area with
flood and river
cutting
Preserved farmland
area
Preserved water
source area
Sensitive area of
soil erosion &
landslide
Hh involved in
community org.
related to soil
conservation
Structure
preservation
Preserved water
source
Remedy from
galchi, landslide

Number

Not
designed

No.

10

hector

50

No.

11

Will be
designed
• Implementation of
and
geo-utility plan
impleme
nted

Hector

50

100

No.

20

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.

• Sensitive area with
flood and river cutting

• Preserved farmland
area
• Preserved water
25
source area
• Sensitive area of soil
erosion & landslide

2250

2000

No.

2187

• Hh involved in
community org.
4000
related to soil
conservation

No.

16

100 • Structure preservation

8

50

Preserved water source

10

50

• Remedy from galchi,
landslide

193

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

70 • Landslide preserved
1000

No.

Timeline of
Monitoring

Preserved sub
watershed area
• Rehabilated damaged
100
land area

1100

No.

Method of
Monitoring

15

Hector

Hector

Issue of Monitoring

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary
infrastructure will have been
less

Description
Preserved pond
Bio-engineering

Indicators
Condition of FY
Issue of Monitoring
Unit
Baseline
Goal
No.
7
35 • Preserved pond
Km
11
55 • Bio-engineering

River embankment
(tatbandhan)
Output 2.3:
Herbal and aromic plant
farming extended and market
will have been managed

Outcome 3:
Environment pollution will
be reduced and situation of
whole environment will have
been improved

Preservation of
important local and
outsider plant
species
Research and field
test of herb and
important plant
farming technology
Extension of herbal
and atomic plant
farming
VDC/mun
benefitted by envt.
preservation target
project
Active garbage
processing and
management centre
Total quantity of
garbage produced
daily and managed
in city

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

5

200

No.

1

No.

30

No.

20

No.

0

Mt

70

12

• Research and field test
of herb and important
3
plant farming
technology
• Extension of herbal
96
and aromic plant
farming
• VDC/mun benefitted
37
by envt. preservation
target project
• Active garbage
processing and
management centre
• Total quantity of
garbage produced
180
daily and managed in
city

194

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• River
embankment(tatbandh
an)

• Preservation of
500
important local and
outsider plant species

2

Method of
Monitoring

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

•
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

•
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Output 3.1:
The issue of environmental
preservation and climate
adaptation in the process of
local development will have
been mainstreamed

Description
area(Dhangadi,Tika
pur)
Hh using firewood
as fuel
VDC/mun with free
open defecation
LAPA
implementing
process
CAPA
implementing
process
Benefitted pop from
climate adaptation
awareness programs
Among the total
annual budget
allocated by
I/NGO(Rs.4227519
7) direct envt.
preservation target
budget
Among total
investment of
NCCSP budget
invested in
environment
.preservation

Project in which
recommendations

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Mt

85
11

Issue of Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

area(Dhangadi,Tikapu
r)
Number of hh using
70
firewood as fuel
• VDC/mun with free
37
open defecate

No.

11

25

• LAPA implementing
process

No.

22

50

• CAPA implementing
process

%

14

80

• Benefitted pop from
climate adaptation
awareness programs

0.5

• Total annual budget
allocated by I/NGO
5 • Direct envt.
preservation target
budget

%

7.55

• Among total
investment of NCCSP
15
budget invested in
environment
.preservation

No

5

%

Method of
Monitoring

20 •

195

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Output 3.2: There will be
increase in use of
renewable energy and
decrease in environmental
pollution.

Description

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Issue of Monitoring

of EIA/IEE have
been implemented
Households using
renewable energy
Households using
micro hydropower

Percent

35

100 •

No

92

450

Indoor smoke-free
VDC

status

0

Municipality/VD
C managing from
household level
itself waste by
segregating it

VDC formulating
and implementing
waste
management
guideline
Vehicles with
Euro Standard-3
out of the
registered vehicles

• Households using

micro hydropower

• Total no of VDCs
37 • Indoor smoke-free

VDC
• No of municipality
• No of Municipality
NO

0

6

managing from
household level
itself waste by
segregating it
• Total no of
municipality
• No of municipality

No

Percent

0

36

11

formulating and
implementing
waste management
guideline
• Implemented VDCs

• Total no of registered
vehicles
46
• Euro Standard-3

vehicles

196

Method of
Monitoring

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

Timeline of
Monitoring

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Description

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Community

Community
practicing regular
community
sanitation

Achievement 5:
There will be increase in
disaster resilience and
reduction in loss of lives
and property.

No

10

practicing regular
community
sanitation
• Situation of
50
communication
disease in
Community
practicing regular
community
sanitation
•
• Average annual loss

Average annual
loss of amount
from disasters
Total casualty
from flood
disaster in the last
five years
Households
completely
destroyed by
disasters in the
past five years

Rs.
Thousan
d

18100

14000

of amount from
disaster
• Maximum
descructive disasters
• Total casualty from

Persons

34

0

flood disaster in the
last five years
• Households

No

22998

10000

197

completely
destroyed by
disasters in the past
five years

•
• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Output 5.1: There will be
mainstreaming of concept
of disaster reduction in
development management.

Description

Households
affected by flood
disaster in the last
five years
VDC/Municipalit
y bearing loss and
damage caused by
floods, landslides
and inundation
Amount available
in district level
disaster relief fund
VDC
implementing
disaster
management fund
Formulation and
implementation of
district disaster
management plan
VDC formulating
and implementing
local disaster
reduction plan
VDC level climate
adaptation fund

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

No

52286
(Total
in five
years)

No

20

Rs.
Thousan
d

0

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

25000
• Households affected
(Total
by flood disaster in
in five
the last five years
years)
• VDC/Municipality
bearing loss and
15
damage caused by
floods, landslides
and inundation
• Amount available in
1000
district level
disaster relief fund
• VDC implementing

No

10

20

disaster
management fund
• Formulation and

status

Availabl
e

No

24

No

5

implementation of
district disaster
management plan
• VDC formulating
and implementing
37
local disaster
reduction plan
• VDC level climate
15
adaptation fund

Need
updated

198

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
•

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning
• Annual
• Periodical
• Last year of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Description

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• Adaptation Fund

availabl
Buildings
constructed in
municipalities
(Tikapur,
Dhandadi) in
compliance with
the standard
Land damaged by
landslides
Output 5.2: There will be
development of safety
culture in institutional and
community level for
disaster resilience.

• Buildings

Percent

75

Hectare

26
Jaljale &
Nimada

80

constructed in
municipalities
(Tikapur, Dhandadi)
in compliance with
the standard

• Total no of landslide
10 • Total area of damaged
land by landslide

Train human
resources
DDRT
LSR
 First Aid
 NDRT
 RDRT
Disaster
management
material
warehouse

No

99
3
15
6
4

200
30
50
12
10

DDRT,LSR
, First Aid
,NDRT, RDRT
trained human
resources

• Disaster
4

8

management
material warehouse
• Situation of content in
warehouse

199

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey
•

• Annual
• periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

Description

VDC benefitted
from
operational/active
flood early
warning system
Emergency rescue
kits
Achievement 6:
There will be
improvement in attraction
and environmental beauty
of urban area.

Recreational park,
garden and
greenbelt/botanica
l garden in
municipal area
Urban road with
plants/shrubs on
either sides
Formulation and
implementation of
common
landscape
standard of district
for municipal
areas

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Road compliance
with Road

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

• No of
No

26

operational/active
flood early warning
system

27

• Benefitted VDCs
set

No

km

Status

330

500

4

Percent

80

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

garden in municipal
area
• Urban road with
5
plants/shrubs on
either sides

2

Not in
process

• Sets of emergencies
relief supplies

•
•
• Total no of pupulation • Field Visit
observation
• Recreational park,
• Study and survey
garden and
7
• Sample survey
greenbelt/botanical

Come
in
action

• Landscape
management
standards
implemented
Municipality

6 •

0

Output 6.1:

Issue of Monitoring

90

200

• Total length of road in
municipality area

•
• Field Visit
observation

•
• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

Periodic District Development Plan (F/Y 2072/073 - 2076/77)

Planning Summary

There will be scientific
management of landscape
in urban areas.

Description

Standard
(Dhangadi,
Tikapur)
Number of
landscape plans
included in annual
municipal
development plan
in the last five
years
Buildings
constructed in
compliance with
standard in
municipal areas
(Dhangadi,
Tikapur)

Output 6.2:
There will be enforcement
of landscape management
standard in municipal
areas.

Annual amount
appropriated by
DDC and VDC
for landscape
management
Local bodies
formulating and
implementing
guideline for

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

Issue of Monitoring
• The length of the road
standard, consistent
with the road

Method of
Monitoring

Timeline of
Monitoring

• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and survey
• Sample survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Number of

No

-

No

20.28

No

75

Rs.
Thousan
d

-

No

0

15

Monitoring
Mechanism

landscape plans
included in annual
municipal
development plan in
the last five years

40 •
• Total no of building in
municipal
areas(Dhangadi,Tika
80

pur)
• Total no of building
constructed in
compliance with
standard
• Annual amount

appropriated by
DDC and VDC for
landscape
management
• Local bodies
formulating and
6
implementing
guideline for

5000
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Planning Summary

Description

Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Condition of FY
Unit
Baseline
Goal

landscape
management
Places adopting
traditional
landscape system

No

Issue of Monitoring

Achievment 1:
Institutional capcity of local
governace partners/actors
will have been enhanced

Entity providing service
with compensation based
citizen charter
Customer satisfaction
measuring system réguler
practice public sector
With assessment of social
responsibility owned by
organization, organize
social audit, report publicly
and implemented local
bodies

-

Ratio of annual capital
and administrative
expenditure

Issue of Monitoring

• Entity providing service
with compensation based
citizen charted
Customer satisfaction
11
measuring system regular
practiced public sector
5 • Number of local bodies
with assessment of social
responsibility owned by
organization, organize
social audit, report publicly
and implemented

No.

15

0
No.
0
No.

Timeline of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Mechanism

landscape
management
• Places adopting
2
traditional
landscape system

5.6.5 Result oriented Monitor frame of Institution and Good Governance
Indicators
Condition of FY
Planning Summary
Description
Unit
Baseline Goal
Sectorial objective:
By Improving
institution
capa
city
of
local
gouvernance Partner, local
level service delivary will
have been inclusive, result
oriented and effective

Method of
Monitoring

0

• DDC's internal revenue,LAs
VDC's annual capital &
administrative expenditure

%

27

25

202

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism

• Field visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectorial com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of Monitoring

Goal

Monitoring
Time
Frame

• Sample
survey

– Among DDC internal
revenue administrative
expenditure
– LAs
– VDC

Result1.1:
Physical service & facility of
district and local levels will
have been enhanced

Method of
Monitoring

Offices &
VDCs having own building
with minimum
infrastructure

No.

Number of local bodies
prépare & implemented
capacity development plan
Local bodies studied
organization development,
approve structure and
implemented
Fulfillment of MC & score
of PM(DDC)
VDC meet Minimum
Condition
With internet facility and
regular updated website
-VDC
-Offices
Internate facility available
resource
centre/school,community
study centre and tele centre

No.

30

70

Number of offices &
VDCs having own building
with minimum infrastructure

8

No.
0

54
39

With internet facility and
regular updated website
-VDC
31 -Offices
60 • Total number of resource
centre/school,community
study centre and tele centre

No.

%

• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Number of local bodies
prepared & implemented
capacity development plan
• Number of local bodies
4
studied organization
development, approve
structure & implemented
70 • Fulfillment of MC & score
of PM(DDC)
92 • VDC meet MC

0

%

Monitoring
Macanism

0
-

203

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary

Result 1.2
Human resource
management and capacity
will have been enhanced in
district, local level and
offices

Outcome 2:
Resource mobilization will
have been transparent and
capacity enhanced

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of Monitoring

Goal
• Number of internate facility
avilable
Service centre and health
centres with internet and
website facility
• Needed & asper
organogram(darbandi)worki
ng human resource in VDC,
service centre,offices &
organization
• Number of VDC delivaring
service with computer based
documentation & data
management system
• Staffs and local bodies with
sectoral training and skill
enhanced

Service centre and health
centres with internet and
website facility
Needed
&
asper
organogram(darbandi)work
ing human resource in
VDC, service centre,offices
& organization
VDC delivaring service
with
computer
based
documentation & data
management system
Staffs and local bodies with
sectoral training and skill
enhanced

No.

0

37

%

85

99

No.

12

31

No.

40

75

Among collected district
revenue deposited in
consolidation(national)
Contribution of local
income in total
budget(revenue sharing)
Contribution of central
resource DDC's total
budget
Increment of internal
income of DDC from 5 yrs

Rs.1000

30935
36

450000 • collected district revenue
0
deposited in consolidation

%

22.22

%

77.78

32.0 • Contribution of local
income in total
budget(revenue sharing)
75 • Total budget of DDC
• Budget from central

%

78.78

88 • Internal income of DDC

204

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary

Result 2.1
Resource mobilization
capacity will have been
enhanced

Description
Clearing rate of annual
unsettlement amount
(peski)
Study of internal income,
predictation of income &
revenue administration
improved local bodies
Repayment income
according to prediction
Trained staffs of internal
iincome mobilization
revenue administration

Result 2.2
Resource mobilization
process will have been
managed & transparent

Approved budget &
expenditure regularly
publicly(website,media,not
ice board,interaction)
-Local bodies
-LAs
-NGOs involved in
planning process

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

%

50

No.

2

%
No.

Issue of Monitoring

Goal

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism

60 • Clearing annual
unsettlement amount
7 • Number of local bodies
studied internal income,
predictation of income &
revenue administration
improved
100 • Predicted income
• Repayment amount
8 • Trained staffs of internal
iincome mobilization
revenue administration

100
5

• Local bodies, LAS, NGOs
approved budget &
expenditure regularly
publicly

No.

21
25

37
28
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• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office
• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary

Achievment 3:
Local governance &
decision process will have
been participatory,
transparent and accountable

Result3.1:
Involvement of citizens in
local governance and
decision process will have
been increased

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Portion of heard grivance
about resource
mobilization

%

Use/application of
available act, regulation
policy,directives related to
good governance

Descript
ion

Public sector implementing
heard grivance effective
system
In district, active civil
society organization in
good governance area
VDC organizing regular
public hearing and
commited to implemented
Satisfied service taker from
service & facility provided
by government sector

%

50

No.

5

Ratio of decisions involved
citizen & civil society

No.

Goal

Public • Number of use/application
audit,pub
of available act, regulation
lic
policy,directives related to
hearing,c
good governance
itizen
charter,
monitori
ng & ev

90 • Number of public sector
implementing heard
grivance effective system
9 Number of active civil
society organization in good
governance area
31 • Number of VDC organizing
regular public hearing and
commited to implemented
90 • Total service taker from
govt. sector
• Number of satisfied
50 • Number of district level
decisions
• Number of decisions
involved civil society &
citizen org.

3
31

%

70

%

-

Monitoring
Time
Frame

100 • Portion of heard grivance
about resource mobilization

75

Public
audit,p
ublic
hearing
,citizen
charter,
monito
ring &
evaluat
ion

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

206

Monitoring
Macanism
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary

Result 3.3
Monitoring of local
governance & service
delivary will have been
enhanced

Achievment 4:
Planning, budget
formulation, implementation,
monitoring & evaluation will
have been inclusive, result
oriented and effective

Condition of FY

Description

Unit

Members of citizens/civil
society participated in local
decision process

%

-

Public sector prepare &
publicly status report by
monitoring as per avilable
act,regulation,directive

No.

0

Public sector regular
upbringing as per good
governance act organized
public hearing, social
audit, public audit &
compensation based citizen
charter

No.

1

Stratégie plan formulated
sectoral area
Local bodies conducted
programs as per workplan
Number of monitoring
report submitted by
freelancer
Allocation of budget in
VDP as per demand of
WCFs, CACs and CBO

No.

10

No.

0

Baseline

Goal

Monitoring
Time
Frame

50 • Number of district level
decisions
• Number of decisions
involved civil society &
citizen org.
7 • Number of public sector
prepare & publicly status
report by monitoring as per
avilable
act,regulation,directive
15 • Number of public sector
regular upbringing as per
good governance act
organized public hearing,
social audit, public audit &
compensation based citizen
charter
15 • Strategic plan formulated
sectoral area
7 • Local bodies conducted
programs as per workplan
5 • Number of monitoring
report submitted by
freelancer
85 • Allocation of budget in
VDP as per demand of
WCFs, CACs and CBO

0

%

Issue of Monitoring

Method of
Monitoring

75

207

Monitoring
Macanism
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office
• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Part Two:
Two: Plan Document

Indicators
Planning Summary
Result 4.1
Planning and budget
furmulation will have been
inclusive and result oriented

Result 4.2
Implementation of project &
program will have been
competent and result oriented

Output 4.3

Condition of FY

Description

Unit

Among the approved total
Project according to
planning process projects
demanded by community
based org

No.

80

NGO and development
partners involved in
participatory planning and
budget formulation process

%

71

Women participation in
participatory
planning
process

%

33

Local bodies prepare and
approved annual plan
Local bodies following
annual plan
Projects and programs
completed in time

No.

37

No.

37

%

91

Format of result based
monitoring & évaluation

Descript
ion

No

Baseline

Issue of Monitoring

Goal

208

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism

80 • Total projects approved
according to planning
process
• Demands of projects from
community based org
90 • Active NGO & dev.
partners in district
• Participants from NGO &
dev. partners in planning
process
40 • Total participants in
participatory planning
process
• Women participation in
participatory planning
process
37 • Local bodies prepare and
approved annual plan
37 • Number of local bodies
following annual plan
99 • Number of total projects &
prog.
• Number of projects & prog.
completed in time

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

yes • Implémentation of format of
résulte based monitoring &
evaluation

• Field Visit
observation

• Annual
• Periodical

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
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Indicators
Planning Summary

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Issue of Monitoring

Goal

Result oriented monitoring &
evaluation system will have
been practiced

Output 5:
Target group & community
will have been empowered
and mainstreamed

Output 5.1:
Target group and community
will have been empowered

Based on base year annual
progress review practice
Medium of monitoring and
reporting
Families who can not raise
their voice for their rights

Descript
ion
No.

No

%

40

Family not involved in
community based
organization

%

17

Individuel and social
discriminante family

%

24

Target hh involved in social
mobilisation

%

60

Among total project &
prog. programs of target
group

%

25

yes • Based on base year annual
progress review practice
3 • Medium of monitoring and
reporting
70 • Total hh
• Families who can not raise
their voice for their rights
8 • Total hh
• Family not involved in
community based
organization
10 • Total hh
• Individuel and social
discriminante family
98 • Total hh
• Target hh involved in social
mobilisation
33 • Total number of projects
• Number of target group
projects

1

209

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism

• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey
•

• Last yr of
planning

•

•

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

• Field Visit
observation
• Study and
survey
• Sample
survey

• Annual
• Periodical
• Last yr of
planning

• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

•

• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office
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Indicators
Planning Summary
Output 5.2:
Access of target group and
community in decision
making process will have
been increased

Description

Unit

Condition of FY
Baseline

Représentation of target
group/community in
district level com.

%

20

Représentation of women
membre of target group in
participa tory planning
process

%

33

Issue of Monitoring

Goal
40 • Total members in district
level com.
• Total number of target
group
40 • Total participants of
participatory planning
process
• Number of participants
from women of target group

210

Method of
Monitoring

Monitoring
Time
Frame

Monitoring
Macanism
• Monitoring &
supervision
com.
• Sectoral com.
• Unified
monitoring
com.
• Third party
• Related office

